The papers of Maxwell M. Rabb, counsel to the President and secretary to the Cabinet, were deposited in the Eisenhower Library in 2002 by Mrs. Ruth Rabb, his widow.

Linear feet shelf space occupied: 24
Approximate number of pages: 47,200
Approximate number of items: 15,000

In May 2003 Mrs. Rabb executed a deed of gift for these papers.

By agreement with the donor the following classes of documents will be withheld from research use:

1. Papers and other historical materials the disclosure of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy of a living person.

2. Papers and other historical materials that are specifically authorized under criteria established by statute or Executive Order to be kept secret in the interest of national defense or foreign policy, and are in fact properly classified pursuant to such statute or Executive Order.
SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE

The Maxwell M. Rabb Papers document his early career as a lawyer and administrative assistant to Senator Henry Cabot Lodge as well as his role in the 1952 presidential campaign and the Eisenhower Administration. The papers have been divided into two series. The first one concerns his career from 1936 to 1952, and the second covers his service during the Eisenhower presidency, 1953-58.

Rabb got involved in the Eisenhower for President campaign in late 1951 and worked full-time for the campaign in 1952. In January 1953 he joined the White House staff as aide to Sherman Adams and counsel to the President, and in 1954 he became secretary to the Cabinet, a position he held until he resigned in 1958. Throughout all his time in the White House, Rabb was viewed as the staff member in charge of minority affairs. Correspondence, reports, and printed materials involving Jewish issues, African-Americans, civil rights, segregation, integration, anti-Semitism, refugees, and immigration were often referred to Rabb.

The first series contains some campaign files which appear to have originated with George Rabb, Maxwell Rabb’s brother. These concern state and local campaigns in Massachusetts from 1938 to 1942.

Rabb’s Papers document early meetings of Eisenhower supporters in November-December 1951, as they worked to build an organization, raise funds, and plan strategy for the primaries. There are considerable materials on the primary campaigns and Rabb’s role in this effort. Throughout the campaign, Rabb’s files reflect his interests in minority issues, such as discrimination, fair employment, and civil rights, as well as U.S. policies toward Israel, and the McCarran-Walter Immigration Act. Documentation includes correspondence, plans, notes on strategy, clippings, political ads, posters, and reports.

Henry Cabot Lodge’s 1952 senatorial campaign is well-documented in the first series. The files offer some evaluation and analysis as to the reasons why he lost to John F. Kennedy.

The second series begins with files on the Cabinet meetings Rabb attended. These files contain some materials available in other collections, such as agenda, records of action, and Cabinet Papers, but the unique materials in the files are Rabb’s personal notes on the Cabinet meetings, which include fascinating candid quotes by President Eisenhower on various issues and people. When discussing oil imports he suggested “shooting Paul Getty,” and during a discussion on financial matters he referred to the “confounded banks.”

The correspondence subseries in the second series of Rabb’s Papers reflects his broad interests as well as his duties and role in the Eisenhower White House. There is considerable correspondence with Jewish leaders and Zionist organizations on the subjects of Israel, anti-Semitism, and McCarthyism. Correspondence with African-American leaders, such as Adam Clayton Powell, Walter White, Roy Wilkins, Val Washington, Albert M. Cole, and E. Frederic Morrow covers such subjects as Brown vs. Topeka Board of Education, the Emmett Till lynching, integration, desegregation in Washington, D.C., voting rights, and fair housing. Other subjects he addresses
in his correspondence include immigration, refugees, the Virgin Islands, Indian policy, the United Nations, patronage, “hate” literature, and the 1955 Geneva Conference. He corresponded with Henry Cabot Lodge, Scott McLeod, Richard Nixon, family members, George Meany, Jane M. Spaulding, Norman Thomas, and Walter Winchell.

The subject subseries contains a large sampling of far-right, “hate” literature from the 1950s. These publications express views that are generally anti-Jewish, anti-Black, anti-Catholic, anti-Communist, anti-integration, and pro-McCarthy. A few of the articles personally attacked Rabb as “an ADL agent” and part of a Jewish conspiracy to control the government. Civil rights, a bipartisan civil rights commission, housing, immigration, the Black vote, Israel, the President’s Committee on Government Contracts, integration of Naval and Veterans Administration facilities, and Zionism are some of the subjects discussed in this subseries. The work of the NAACP, the National Urban League, the National Committee Against Discrimination in Housing, and B’nai B’rith are reflected in the second series of Rabb’s Papers as well.

Materials relating to civil rights, about 7,000 pages, were spot-reviewed and copies were opened to research in 2006.

Rabb’s Papers have seventy-two pages of classified materials. Thirty-four pages have been closed under the donor’s deed of gift as well as privacy considerations. Eighteen pages have been transferred to the Preservation File. Eighteen items have been transferred to the museum, and ninety-two items have been sent to the audiovisual collection.

Studying the Rabb Papers is a must for anyone interested in civil rights or minority affairs during the 1950s. This collection will be a good source for anyone researching the 1952 campaign, particularly the early primary effort. Rabb’s collection of far right, “hate” literature will also serve as an excellent resource for historians studying the development of right-wing, neo-fascist organizations. Rabb’s recording of candid comments by the President on various issues and individuals at Cabinet meetings is also a valuable resource for researchers working on a variety of topics.
BIOGRAPHICAL NOTES

September 28, 1910  Born in Boston

1932  AB degree from Harvard University

1935  Law degree, LLB, from Harvard University

1935-37  Member of law firm, Rabb & Rabb, in Boston

1937-43  Administrative assistant (secretary) to U.S. Senator Henry Cabot Lodge, Massachusetts

November 2, 1939  Married Ruth Creidenberg. They had four children.

1944  Administrative assistant to Senator Sinclair Weeks.

1944-46  Served as a lieutenant in amphibious corps of USNR

1946  Legal consultant to Secretary of the Navy Forrestal

1946-51  Practiced law in Boston

1951-52  Executive assistant to Campaign Manager, Eisenhower Presidential Campaign

1953-58  Presidential assistant, associate counsel to the President, aide to Sherman Adams, Presidential adviser on minority affairs; Secretary to the Cabinet (1954-58)

1958  Chairman of the U.S. delegation to UNESCO Conference in Paris

1958-81  Partner in law firm, Stroock & Stroock & Lavan, N.Y.C.

1981-89  Ambassador to Italy

1989-2002  Counsel to firm of Kramer, Levin, Naftalis & Frankel; chairman of international advisory group, Alexander & Alexander; chairman of Ecomarine; member of board of directors, Sterling National Bank, MIC Industries, and Baltimore Orioles

June 9, 2002  Died in N.Y.C.
Series Description


SERIES I. EARLY CAREER, 1936-1953

Boxes 1-2 Subseries A. Correspondence, 1950-1953
Contains comments on the 1952 Eisenhower and Lodge campaigns, civil liberties, bigotry, and political issues in Boston and Massachusetts.

Boxes 2-12 Subseries B. Political, Campaign, and Convention Subseries, 1938-1952
Correspondence, memoranda, reports, newsletters, press releases, political ads, and clippings re the Eisenhower presidential campaign, 1951-52, Senator Lodge’s 1952 campaign, and political campaigns in Massachusetts, 1938-42.

Boxes 12-13 Subseries C. Subject File, 1944-1953
The “New York File” contains materials concerning meetings and activities at the Commodore Hotel in NYC, Dec. 1952-Jan. 1953; the scrapbook folders have clippings relating to Rabb’s role in the White House and Senator Lodge.

SERIES II. EISENHOWER ADMINISTRATION, 1953-1958

Boxes 14-18 Subseries A. Cabinet Meetings, 1953-1958
Notes by Rabb on the Cabinet meetings include candid quotes by President Eisenhower on a variety of subjects.

Boxes 18-40 Subseries B. Correspondence, 1953-1958
Correspondence, memoranda, and clippings relating to such subjects as civil rights, Israel, anti-Semitism, immigration, refugee relief, Jews, segregation, integration, Black and Jewish leaders and organizations, hate literature, voting rights, McCarthyism, and fringe groups.

Boxes 40-59 Subseries C. Subject File, 1953-1958
Contains correspondence, clippings, publications, memoranda, and reports on such subjects as anti-Semitism, Negroes appointed to government jobs, Arab-Israeli relations, Bi-Partisan Civil Rights Commission, desegregation efforts in Washington, D.C., school integration, civil rights, violence against African-Americans in the South, fringe groups, right-wing hate literature, immigration legislation, NAACP, Black vote, Adam Clayton Powell, President’s Committee
on Government Contracts, refugee act, RNC, integration of Navy and Veteran Administration facilities, Virgin Islands, the Walter-McCarran Act, and Zionist organizations.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box No.</th>
<th>Contents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>SERIES I. EARLY CAREER, 1936-1953</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Subseries A. Correspondence, 1950-1953</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Correspondence, January 1953 [American National Origins Group, Citizens for Eisenhower-Nixon; need for house and maid in Washington; patronage; people seeking federal jobs or endorsing others for federal appointments; January 5-conference in Adams’ office]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correspondence, Dec. 1952 (1)(2) [tickets for inauguration; Lawrence Spivak to Lodge re articles in American Mercury re DDE and Meet the Press; Gov. Shivers recommends Texans for ambassador to Mexico; Edward Bermingham; Louis Smith re David K. Niles Fund at Brandeis to assist young people and promote cause of civil liberties; memos re December phone calls and appointments]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correspondence, Oct.-Nov. 1952 [letter attributes Senator Lodge’s defeat to Taft Republicans, Rabb’s role in Ike’s nomination; Hotel Commodore bill; Jewish New Year]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correspondence, Sept. 1952 [Norman Rabb re statement by Ambassador Eban that both party platforms were identical in their treatment of Israel, suggest using this in the Jewish press; Rabb a delegate at Massachusetts Republican State Convention; Lodge campaign]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correspondence, August 1952 (1)(2) [Rabb assisting in Lodge campaign; congratulations on Ike’s nomination; Viola Pinanski, Rabb’s role at the convention; Barack re rumor that Ike is Dewey’s man]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correspondence, July 1952 [Brown re suggestions for Republican Presidential campaign; thanks people for helping with the campaign; Eisenhower Committee; Sigurd Larmon offers secluded cottage on a private beach for use by Senator and Mrs. Nixon]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correspondence, May-June 1952 [Harvard class 20th reunion; primary election campaigns; Democratic State Committee report]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correspondence, April 1952 [Rabb assisting Senator Lodge in efforts to get DDE nominated; comments on primary votes in various states]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Correspondence, March 1952 [Rabb reports on touring the country for the Eisenhower campaign; immigration case]

Correspondence, February 1952 [article by Frank Snowden, Jr., “American Dilemma Seen From Abroad,” comments on civil rights and American Negro]

Correspondence, Jan. 1952 [working on the Eisenhower campaign; Brookline Citizens Committee, Inc., Rabb a director; inauguration for mayor of Boston]

Correspondence, December 1951 [Rabb doesn’t have a paying job; working on Eisenhower campaign; Hotel Commodore]

Correspondence, November 1951 [report on Massachusetts Republican “grass roots” finance campaign; Boston newsletter with comments on racism and bigotry re Negroes and Jews in Boston]

Correspondence, October 1951 [memo re SEC case against J. Arthur Warner Co.; local politics and issues; horse and dog racing and gambling; meeting re strategy for 1952]

Correspondence, September 1951 [personal and professional matters]

Correspondence, August 1951 [golf handicap; business and personal financial matters]

Correspondence, July 1951 [Hotel Statler; horse racing, gambling]

Correspondence, June 1951 [people seek help locating jobs; leaflet opposing tax exemptions for co-ops, mutuals, and credit unions; bill to increase salaries of Boston Municipal Court judges; Combined Jewish Appeal, Harold Goldberg; Israel Malberg, member of Progressive Party in Israel; National Association of Claimants’ Compensation Attorneys; Massachusetts Republican Finance Committee]

Correspondence, May 1951 [Allan Davidson seeks position of public relations chief for Republican State Committee, refers to errors in press releases; Bonds of Israel Campaign; death of mother; trip to Georgia and Florida]

Correspondence, Jan.-April 1951 (1)(2) [correspondence re people interested in government employment or businesses seeking government contracts; ceiling price regulations; Office of Price Stabilization, CCPR; Rabb a lieutenant in the Naval Reserve; notes on prices, Feb. 1-8; discussion of legal cases]

Correspondence, 1950 [correspondence re personal and business matters]
Court Case, 1950 [Loree vs. USA]

Subseries B. Political, Campaign, and Convention Subseries, 1938-1952

Ayer, Frederick, Jr. [candidate for state attorney general]

Campaign File, Edmund R. Dewing for District Attorney, 1942 (1)-(3) [lists of people who worked for or endorsed Dewing during the campaign; running for district attorney for Norfolk and Plymouth counties in Massachusetts; George Rabb was Dewing’s assistant and was working for his re-election; this file appears to have been generated by George Rabb, Max Rabb’s brother]

Campaign File, Edmund R. Dewing for Attorney General, 1940 (1)-(3) [district attorney since 1933; speeches by Dewing and others supporting his candidacy; campaign ads; speech by J. Edgar Hoover, warns of a “Fifth Column” in the U.S., “Freedom of the press, of speech, and of thought…were intended for honest persons seeking a land of liberty, and not for crooks or dictators, spies or traitors, Communists or Bundsmen”]

Campaign File, Edmund R. Dewing for Attorney General, 1940 (4)-(7) [lists of people who support Dewing; correspondence with supporters; George Rabb worked for the Dewing campaign; campaign ads; form letters; Dec. 1939 newsletter article indicates Max Rabb has been appointed as secretary to Senator-Elect Henry Cabot Lodge; brochures re other candidates; these files generated by George Rabb]

Campaign File, George L. Rabb re Leverett Saltonstall, 1938-1939 [correspondence re George Rabb’s work to elect Saltonstall governor of Massachusetts]

Campaign File, Viola Pinanski for School Committee, 1940 [George Rabb was the treasurer for this campaign; correspondence re the campaign]

Dewey Campaign, 1948 [Dewey brochure aimed at Jewish-Americans, describes Truman’s record on Israel and Dewey’s platform supporting Israel, Dewey’s stand on college discrimination, fair employment practices, and social welfare; clipping re Dewey’s defeat]

Eisenhower Campaign Materials, 1951 [articles re Taft, Eisenhower, and Lodge campaigns; notes by Max Rabb on campaign developments and actions, Nov.-Dec. 1951; Massachusetts Eisenhower Committee discussed slate of Eisenhower delegates; New Hampshire, Sherman Adams, Brownell, Loeb, Wes Powell; Richard S. Robie; Wes Powell; committee meetings and efforts to build support]
for DDE; organization set up in New Hampshire; article re Truman offer to DDE in 1948]

Eisenhower Campaign Materials, 1952 (1)(2) [articles suggest that both party platforms are weak on civil rights; Rabb identified as a “trouble-shooter” at the convention; articles re pre-convention attacks and smears on DDE and Lodge, criticism of Taft]

Eisenhower Campaign Materials, 1952 (3)-(5) [Eisenhower campaign brochure, 1949 quote re civil rights; booklet re DDE’s views on sixteen key issues, including human rights and minorities; leaflet, instructions for Eisenhower for President Organizations; clippings re primary elections; sample political ads; newsletter; program and articles re Senator Lodge campaigning for Ike]

Eisenhower Campaign Materials, 1952 (6) [notes and letter re efforts to secure delegates for DDE in California; memo, Hugh Scott to Lodge, reports on delegate count in Michigan; two primary speeches by Sherman Adams in New Hampshire; list of Taft delegates in Illinois]

Eisenhower Campaign Materials, 1952 (7) [memos from TV Plans Board; Massachusetts campaign budget; leaflet, “The Case for Ike;” Citizens for Eisenhower newsletters; memo on importance of Massachusetts primary; report on meeting with DDE, March 1952; Missouri Republican newspaper claims Truman is tool of Democratic bosses and Communists dominate the Democratic Party; DDE statement on party organization; quotes about DDE; analysis of poll of college and first-time voters by Senator Carlson; ad encouraging people to attend Republican precinct caucuses; news releases re primaries in Minnesota, New Hampshire, and other states]

Eisenhower Campaign Materials, 1952 (8) [notes re efforts to set up Eisenhower team before he returns to U.S.; notes re proposed platform for DDE; memo from TV Plans Board; clippings re Ohio primary; letter to Rabb re pro-leftist, “pinks,” backing Ike in the New York primary; Hugh Scott newsletter]

Eisenhower Campaign Materials, 1952 (9) [request for DDE to speak to NYC Board of Trade and Junior Chamber of Commerce; Southern Weekly, Feb. 13, 1952 re support for DDE in South; tickets and poster for Madison Square Garden Bandwagon serenade to Eisenhower, Feb. 8; plans to promote newsreel and television coverage of the rally; memo re DDE supporters being recruited in various states]

Eisenhower Campaign Materials, 1952 (10) [fundraising letter from National Committee Eisenhower for President; Mary Jean Downing to Lodge re contacts in Iowa and Kentucky; Washington State Eisenhower for President Committee bulletin; report on Taft activities in New Hampshire; memos from TV Plans
Board to Lodge re Madison Square Garden Rally; articles on Negro soldiers in Korea, anti-Semitism in USSR, and Bob Taft in the South; article on anti-Semitism and the 1952 campaign

Eisenhower Campaign Materials, 1952 (11)(12) [article on gamble Lodge is taking in backing Ike; articles re Taft-Eisenhower primary battles; Gabriel Hauge to Lodge; membership certificate for Eisenhower for President Booster Club; articles re DDE decision to run]

Eisenhower Campaign, 1952-Correspondence (1) [July-Nov. 1952; sheet music for “Eisenhower March;” note on Adlai Stevenson avoiding Nevada; speeches by DDE on Oct. 20; letter, Pines to Rabb favoring Adlai Stevenson, comments on his civil rights program, alleges DDE support of Revercomb, McCarthy, and Jenner, identifies them with intolerance and bigotry; memo re Nixon speaking about the McCarran Act; Chotiner to Rabb re Nixon signing a “restrictive covenant” deed]

Eisenhower Campaign, 1952-Correspondence (2) [Lodge to Cutler re Eisenhower strategy in Massachusetts; Brown to Rabb re coordinating campaign activities among Jewish-Americans; Watson to Walter Winchell re effort to get Gen. MacArthur to support DDE; correspondence re campaign strategy; Keville to Weeks re problems financing Citizens for Eisenhower efforts in Massachusetts; Rabb to Rabbi Weinberg re promoting Adlai Stevenson in a sermon, comments on McCarthy, McCarran Act, civil rights, corruption]

Eisenhower Campaign, 1952-Correspondence (3) [campaign train schedule and reservation list; correspondence re fund raising, speech ideas, and campaign strategy]

Eisenhower Campaign, 1952-Correspondence (4) [Eisenhower campaign booklet aimed at Jews; Brown to Cutler re story that DDE is backing Revercomb (anti-Semitic and anti-Catholic) in West Virginia; memo re need for DDE to make statement favoring increase in Social Security; memo re using television in campaign; memo re efforts to promote Eisenhower at AF of L convention; press release and letters re insinuations of anti-Semitism on part of Nixon]

Eisenhower Campaign, 1952-Correspondence (5) [Lodge senatorial campaign; Walter Williams; policy on Israel; American Zionist Council re position of candidates and parties on Israel and Near East; speech by Stevenson re Israel]

Eisenhower Campaign, 1952-Correspondence (6) [Corlett to Rabb re campaign in Ohio; West Virginia; memo re problems of the 1952 campaign; Lowe to Rabb re Ohio campaign; Rabb to Bottomly, Governor Driscoll handles civil rights; Arthur Summerfield in charge of television matters, has hired Kudner Advertising Agency]
Eisenhower Campaign, 1952-Correspondence (7) [“I Like Ike” cover for matchbook; Scott to Lodge re analysis of Pennsylvania primary vote; Eisenhower to Rabb re convention and upcoming campaign; Robie to Lodge re transportation for campaign; Sonnaberg to Rabb re soliciting Jewish money and votes]

Eisenhower Campaign, 1952-Correspondence (8) [ Lodge remarks on attracting young people to campaign; Taft Headquarters press release, June 29; estimate of delegates on first ballot; memo re fight for delegates in Texas]

Eisenhower Campaign, 1952-Correspondence (9) [Ingraham re delegate situation in Texas; Eisenhower Day; Headlines, far-right newsletter, accuses Rockefeller of backing socialism and communism, alleges Langston Hughes promoted Stalinism; Lodge to Rabb, schedule for inviting delegates to Denver to meet Ike]

Eisenhower Campaign, 1952-Correspondence (10) [letter to Rabb complaining “Old Guard” Republicans still “running the show” in Massachusetts; Washburn to Lodge re smear campaign against Ike in South Dakota primary, DDE called a Swedish Jew, an atheist, and a Communist; William Rogers indicates interest in helping campaign; Heselton to Rabb re Rules Committee members; reference to civil rights and poll tax; Heselton to Brownell and Lodge re Credentials Committee and Rules Committee and delegate contests in Louisiana and Texas; Hagy to Rabb re Pennsylvania delegation; Heselton to Lodge re changes to rules for the convention; delegates from Washington; form letter critical of Taft machines in Texas and South; 1947 exchange between Lodge and Taft over need for 70 Group Air Force; Homer Gruenther to Hoffman, offering to assist in campaign; Bermingham to Rabb re Wyoming delegation; report on Abilene arrangements, May 16; report on convention arrangements; Herter to Rabb re DDE visiting New York]

Eisenhower Campaign, 1952-Correspondence (11) [Barry to Rabb re Nevada delegation; draft statement on Fair Employment Practices legislation; West Virginia delegate situation, sample primary ballots; Larmon to Lodge re television time offered to presidential candidates; dates of primaries and state conventions for election of delegates; newsletter from far-right group attacks DDE for reducing segregation in the armed forces, supporting the FEPC, and being a front for Jews; price stabilization and taxes]

Eisenhower Campaign, 1952-Literature (1) [list of Oklahoma delegates; Eisenhower for President newsletters and press releases; “steam roller” convention of 1912; memo with delegate count, May 7; memo to Eisenhower speakers re Ike’s popularity, primaries, and smear campaign; paper on DDE’s role in defeat of Germany; report on “Taft Myth” re quotes, position on issues, negative approach, and campaign claims]
Eisenhower Campaign, 1952—Literature (2) [pro-Eisenhower activities in various states; daily newspapers endorsing Ike; speech by Senator Carlson; questions re DDE; Watson report on using radio and television in political campaigns]

Eisenhower Campaign, 1952—Platform and Statements (1)(2) [Nov. 12, guide to campaign statements and Republican platform]

Eisenhower Campaign, 1952—Quotes (1)(2) [Jan. 1 to Aug. 22, 1952; filed under subjects in alphabetical order, including agriculture, civil rights, communism, FEPC, McCarthy, social security, Ike’s voting record, and 18-year-old vote]

Eisenhower Campaign, 1952—Revenue and Expenses [Herter to Lodge re financing Ike campaign in Massachusetts; revenue and expenses for National Committee Eisenhower for President, Dec. 21, 1951 to Feb. 4, 1952]

Eisenhower Campaign, 1952—Travel Expenses (1)(2) [airline tickets; expenses incurred by Rabb and Lodge in traveling for the Eisenhower campaign, April to August 1952]

Eisenhower Campaign, 1952—Travel Expenses (3) [expenses incurred by Rabb in traveling for the Eisenhower campaign, Nov. 1951 to April 1952]

Eisenhower Campaign Statements on Civil Rights and Immigration, 1952 [equality of opportunity; end discrimination in federal employment; end all segregation in nation’s capital; abolish poll tax and end lynching; revise the McCarran Act; commission to study segregation practices; quotes from speeches, Sept. to Dec. 1952]

Eisenhower Campaign, Trip to Colorado, April 17, 1952 [Senator Lodge to speak at University of Colorado, Boulder, Denver City Auditorium (hosted by Lincoln Club) and State Young Republican Convention in Colorado Springs on the 18th; memo re Florida’s delegate situation; Governor Dan Thornton to Lodge re need to delay publicly declaring for Ike]

Eisenhower Campaign, Trip File, Oklahoma, April 16, 1952 [Lodge attends meeting at Ardmore; list of delegates to national convention]

Eisenhower Campaign, Trip File, Oregon and Seattle, May 1952 (1)(2) [Clark to Sears re public opinion survey of people who favored Ike, suggests he will lose support if he takes a stand on various issues; poster for Eisenhower Rally with Lodge as the speaker; list of industrialists and bankers in Oregon]

Eisenhower Campaign, Trip File, Texas, April 14-15, 1952 (1) [brochure with Eisenhower’s position on foreign policy, states rights, socialism, civil rights,
communism; Ray to Rabb re possible Taft theft of delegates; brochure, “Amateurs for Eisenhower”]

Eisenhower Campaign, Trip File, Texas, April 14-15, 1952 (2) [Pheiffer to Lodge re H. Jack Porter, Alvin Lane, and Orville Bullington; press release re Ike’s ideas; booklet with instructions for precinct, county, and state conventions; sample ad; DDE’s views on states rights]

Eisenhower Campaign, Trip File, Texas, April 14-15, 1952 (3) [pamphlet re DDE’s position on foreign policy, wars, socialism, civil rights, and communism; information on precinct and county conventions and precinct caucus]

Eisenhower Campaign, Trip File, Utah, April 18, 1952

Eisenhower Campaign, Trip File, Western Trip, April 1952 [schedule for April 14-19; Texas, Oklahoma, Colorado, and Utah]

Eisenhower Campaign, Trip File, Wyoming, April 19, 1952 [letter to Guy re delegate selection process in Colorado; article on hate and smear artists attacking Eisenhower; George Bermingham]

Eisenhower-Lodge Campaign Materials, Clippings, 1952 (1)(2) [Italian-American newspaper, articles on DDE, Oct.-Nov. 1952]

Eisenhower-Lodge Campaign Materials, Correspondence, 1951 (1)(2) [Lincoln Day speech; articles on Taft campaign efforts; Eisenhower promotion in Pennsylvania handled by Senator Duff and Hugh Scott; summary of Eisenhower meeting in NYC on Nov. 23, 1951, reports on most states; Lodge considered possibility for vice president; Lodge to head Ike’s campaign]

Eisenhower-Lodge Campaign Materials, Correspondence, 1952 (1) [Eisenhower motorcade, Boston, Nov. 3; Sherman Adams; most correspondence is from January to May and concerns primary election efforts; Rabb to Lee, campaign in May focused on delegates to the convention; comments on primaries in Colorado, Missouri, Vermont, Oregon, Texas, Massachusetts, Wyoming; copy of petition form asking Ike to be the Republican candidate for President]

Eisenhower-Lodge Campaign Materials, Correspondence, 1952 (2) [Finder to Rabb re credentials; Ray to Lodge re tactics of Taft supporters; Hagy to Lodge re segregation on housing and employment, civil rights, Negro, Jewish, and Catholic minorities; Johnson to Hagy re school integration]

Eisenhower-Lodge Campaign Materials, Correspondence, 1952 (3) [trip to Oklahoma, Texas, and Colorado; bulletin on New Jersey; DDE quote; Minnesota primary; Greek-American Eisenhower Committee; America First Committee]
Eisenhower-Lodge Campaign Materials, Correspondence, 1952 (4) [Hauge to Rabb re smear job on DDE by Joseph P. Kamp, right-wing publisher; copy of Headlines; hotel reservations in Chicago; financial report by National Committee Eisenhower for President, April 4, 1952]

Eisenhower-Lodge Campaign Materials, Correspondence, 1952 (5) [Rabb to Hugh Scott re access to list of Republicans who had contributed to party in the past; Walter Williams; policy to not have slate of delegates pledged to Eisenhower in favorite son states; Smith to Scott re California delegation, Earl Warren, and Senator Knowland, Stassen delegation; references to primary campaigns in Ohio, California; Jordan to Taft re New Hampshire primary results; Rabb to Arthur Vandenberg, Jr. re James P. Baxter ready to organize educational leaders for DDE]

Eisenhower-Lodge Campaign Materials, Correspondence, 1952 (6) [manual for “mock” conventions at colleges and universities; Leonard Finder, “I Like Ike” matches; Rabb to Lodge re need to write to delegates and ensure presence of supporters at TV studios or rallies; Rabb to Camp re Taft campaign; memo re political situation in California; Rabb to Vandenberg re need to revise “I Like Ike” song; memo to Sears re need to entertain group of Republican women from Massachusetts]

Eisenhower-Lodge Campaign Materials, Correspondence, 1952 (7) [statement by Eisenhower for President leaders from southern states, South will vote Republican if DDE is the candidate; Hugh Scott reports on difficult situation in Florida; report suggesting strategy for Republican campaign in Massachusetts; memo re New Jersey primary; Rabb to William Paley, Chairman of CBS, asking for advice on selecting a radio and television director for the Eisenhower campaign; memo re use of television in New Hampshire primary; Hagy to Lodge re political columnists who think DDE campaign is “hopeless” and Truman watching situation; letter promoting Taft; Stephens to Rabb re Ab Hermann leaving the Republican National Committee to assist the Eisenhower campaign; memo re Taft support in Wisconsin, Indiana, and Illinois; Draft-Taft-for-President National Committee]

Eisenhower-Lodge Campaign Materials, Correspondence, 1952 (8) [Hauge to Rabb re DDE’s political views and speech by Dave Ingalls supporting Taft; Wisdom to Lodge re Taft strategy in South and delegate fight in Louisiana; McKee to Rabb re need for compilation of arguments favoring nomination of Ike]

Eisenhower-Lodge Campaign Materials, 1952-TV (1)(2) [report by TV Plans Board re possible plans, seeking support from TV industry, targeted TV shows, techniques, strategies; memos re meetings of TV Plans Board; Lodge letters to radio and television executives re their policies on political ads and programs and “spot availabilities”; TV convention producers; TV convention plans;]
radio/television director; plans for Ike’s return to U.S.; TV Plans Board, “Operation New Jersey”]

Fingold, George [assistant attorney general of Massachusetts; speech, Republicans need to welcome minority members, slogan “qualification without discrimination;” speech on crime and corruption, 1951]

Henry Cabot Lodge Correspondence, 1950 (1) [article by Lodge, “Modernize the G.O.P.,” section on civil rights program; letters from Rabb to Lodge re inquiries by constituents or letters from Rabb to constituents on behalf of Lodge (these are found in all 8 folders); Lodge quotations on preparedness, 1947-50]

Henry Cabot Lodge Correspondence, 1950 (2) [notes re Lodge political strategy for 1950-52]

Henry Cabot Lodge Correspondence, 1950 (3) [draft letter responding to editorial critical of Lodge’s service on U.S. delegation to the U.N.; Lodge listed as friend of working people in AF of L publication; Lodge statement at U.N.]

Henry Cabot Lodge Correspondence, 1950 (4) [State Dept. press release re Lodge as delegate to U.N.; ADA newspaper rates House and Senate voting records]

Henry Cabot Lodge Correspondence, 1950 (5) [Donohoe to Rabb re need to combat Communism with prayer; speeches by Lodge, meeting the Soviet challenge; Society of Disabled Veterans and Friends, letter attacking postal authorities and Democratic Party]

Henry Cabot Lodge Correspondence, 1950 (6) [FCC “freeze” order on new television stations; Lodge to Rabb, draft letter to Collier’s recommending Lodge for an award; Lodge vote on Taft-Hartley; paper re State Dept. loyalty files]

Henry Cabot Lodge Correspondence, 1950 (7) [American Jewish Committee; Rabb to Lodge re anti-Israel attitude of State Dept.; Stone to Rabb re Arab rearmament and restrictions on arms sales to Israel; electoral reform; memos re trips to N.Y. and Washington]

Henry Cabot Lodge Correspondence, 1950 (8) [National Community Relations Advisory Council re Displaced Persons Act of 1948 and McCarran Bill; Hoover Plan and Veterans Adm.; Rabb to Lodge re Greek children held behind Iron Curtain; immigration cases]

Henry Cabot Lodge Correspondence, 1951 (1) [Gray to Lodge re the distribution of key Veterans Administration positions; individuals requesting favors from Senator Lodge or Rabb]
Henry Cabot Lodge Correspondence, 1951 (2) [Perlman to Pappas re bill on reporting horse races; Lodge to Rabb re extending Social Security to cover lawyers; members of Massachusetts state legislature who are of Italian descent]

Henry Cabot Lodge Correspondence, 1951 (3) [Lodge endorses DDE, Aug. 1951; Rabb to Horowitz, Lodge expects 1952 to be a “stiff election year”]

Henry Cabot Lodge Correspondence, 1951 (4) [Lodge possible candidate for presidency]

Henry Cabot Lodge Correspondence, 1951 (5) [Republican Club of Mass. newsletter; McFall to Lodge re election results in West Germany and the Socialist Reich Party; UN “peace through deeds” resolution; draft Republican speech, people who prevent the full participation of citizens in political activities regardless of race are un-American]

Henry Cabot Lodge Correspondence, 1951 (6) [Lodge comments on Truman’s ouster of MacArthur; Lodge to Kern re war in Korea; Lodge to Berg re textile industry; Father McKeown to Lodge with campaign advice; draft of Lodge speech for 4-29-51; correspondence from people wanting positions or government contracts]

Henry Cabot Lodge Correspondence, 1951 (7) [Rabb to Stukas re Lodge has no national aspirations; lists for House roll call votes, 2-27-51; General Accounting Office; statement by JFK re defense preparations in Europe]

Henry Cabot Lodge Correspondence, 1951 (8) [New England River Survey; possible question for JFK re statement by Joseph P. Kennedy re getting out of both Korea and Europe; Lodge to Higgins, explains why he doesn’t go for headlines by attacking personalities; Lodge to Weeks re planning for campaign rally in Boston in 1952; speech by Lodge, “Reply to Vishinsky”]

Henry Cabot Lodge Correspondence, 1951 (9) [civic education project; rotating ground forces used in combat; correspondence with individuals looking for employment; Rabb to Sears re man with grievance against Lodge]

Henry Cabot Lodge Correspondence, 1951 (10)(11) [articles re JFK, Lodge, Dewey, and Taft; Fair Employment Practices Comm. proposed; Lodge to Rabb re the Senate Subcommittee on Privileges and Elections and campaign funding]

Henry Cabot Lodge Correspondence, 1952 (1) [Lurensky to Rabb re anti-Semitism, Jewish leadership; The Amos Bulletin; election results; people seeking employment help; members of military seek help with various problems]
Henry Cabot Lodge Correspondence, 1952 (2) [Jappe re campaign train in Ohio; Speakers’ Bureau schedule, Sept. 7-13; progress report by New Jersey Citizens for Eisenhower-Nixon Clubs; Jappe to Humphreys re organizing support in the medical profession; offers of assistance to Lodge campaign; clippings re JFK]

Henry Cabot Lodge Correspondence, 1952 (3) [clippings re JFK; letter re anti-Lodge feelings in Massachusetts; Francisco re delegates from Puerto Rico; Albert Cole, head of Lodge campaign]

Henry Cabot Lodge Correspondence, 1952 (4) [memo re support for JFK; story critical of Lodge; report on Lodge-JFK campaign; report on Eisenhower campaign in Ohio, 4-21-52; Wisconsin and New Jersey primaries; anti-Eisenhower articles in Headlines; Wes Roberts]

Henry Cabot Lodge Correspondence, 1952 (5) [Gabriel Hauge; Scott to Lodge re delegates from North Carolina and efforts in Kentucky and Virginia; speech draft for Ardmore, Oklahoma; lengthy statement on foreign policy]

Henry Cabot Lodge Correspondence, 1952 (6) [lists of Republican campaign workers in Massachusetts]

Henry Cabot Lodge, Favor File, 1948-1949 [letters re court case and immigration]

Kennedy File, 1952 Campaign (1)-(3) [political ad for JFK, “Champion of Human Rights;” letter by John Saltonstall supporting JFK, mentions civil rights, price controls, and taxes; letter from Kennedy to potential supporters; Youth for Kennedy; poster for rally; pamphlet re reasons to vote for JFK; Kennedy ads in Italian-American newspapers; clippings re JFK, Stevenson; article re Joseph Kennedy being friendly to Nazi Germany]

Kennedy Material, Lodge Campaign, 1951 (1)(2) [clippings re JFK; article indicates complaint against U.S. in Orient is poor treatment of African-Americans]

Kennedy Material, Lodge Campaign, 1952 [article re Lodge defeat; telegram of support from Senator McCarthy; ad comparing Lodge and Kennedy; ad attacking Lodge for endorsing McCarthy; article indicating Eisenhower may not help rest of GOP ticket in Massachusetts; 1941 clipping indicating JFK opposed having the U.S. Navy convoy lend-lease material to England]

Letters Endorsing Maxwell Rabb for Position in Eisenhower’s Administration, Nov.-Dec. 1952 [biographical information]

Lodge, Article on Democracy, 1942 [“Democracy: an Article of Export” by Lodge]
Lodge Campaign Material, 1952 (1)(2) [packet on the “Lodge Record,” legislation sponsored, activities for Massachusetts, defense, DDE’s support; quotes from newspapers favoring Lodge]

Lodge Campaign Material, 1952 (3) [article in Jewish World indicates Lodge is for civil rights, supports Israel, and is against communism; articles on election in Italian-American newspaper; campaign brochure; list of campaign issues; strategies and seeking the ethnic vote]

Lodge Campaign Material, 1952 (4) [campaign clippings and ads, Oct.28-Nov. 1]

Lodge Campaign Material, 1952 (5) [Black lodge endorses Herter for governor; Lodge speech, 10-25-52; analysis of Lodge and Taft votes in 80th Congress; Goldman to Lodge re Jews being drawn to Stevenson due to McCarthyism and alleged anti-Semitism of Taft and Nixon; Lodge’s television schedule, Oct. 1-Nov. 3; report to Rabb on “Independents for Kennedy” group, recruiting independents and Taft Republicans]

Lodge Campaign Material, 1952 (6) [six African-American candidates for state representatives; Fair Trade Act; information on Italian-Americans in Massachusetts, including list of those holding state offices and their record in the U.S.; meeting of Eisenhower TV Plans Board, 9-22-52; note warning Lodge to stay away from State Senator Mike Cohen or risk losing Jewish votes; article, “Independents May Decide the Election;” Hollander to Rabb, suggests they tie Stevenson to corrupt Democratic machines; letter to Rabb re strategy for Lodge, needs Taft Republicans and Jewish vote; Wainhouse to Rabb re campaign situation, role of Catholics and Jews; Lodge radio time schedule, Sept.-Nov.; voter survey form; memo on Republican appeal to life insurance agents, policyholders, and other savers; JFK has more funds available than Lodge]

Lodge Campaign Material, 1952 (7) [information on the Lodge family; poster, “Vote for Civil Rights,” vote for HCL; text of song, “Bye-Bye Dever;” responses to Dever claims; memo re political situation in U.S.; campaign in Massachusetts, role of minority groups; Walter Williams tells Edmund V. Keville that he is Massachusetts’s state chairman of the Eisenhower-Nixon Committee; Basil Brewer, Taft campaign manager in Massachusetts, opposes efforts to recruit Taft supporters to join the Eisenhower campaign; poster re G.O.P. victory cruise; campaign cards and bumper sticker; list of labor leaders they planned to contact; letter re Independents for Kennedy]

Lodge Campaign Material, 1952 (8) [notes on issues, transportation, tariffs, power commission, labor relations, isolationism; statement for telephone solicitation, indicates Lodge supported Israel and fought for civil rights legislation; Lodge campaign ad, against McCarren Act, endorsed by New England Zionist Council]
and Abba Hillel Silver, for tolerance; statistics on Black registered voters in Massachusetts; clippings re Lodge speech to Irish-Americans

Lodge Campaign Material, 1952 (9) [suggestion to use Eisenhower Committees to work for Lodge; Alper to Lodge re points the American Jewish Congress wants on the Republican platform]

Lodge Campaign Material, 1952 (10) [note alleges Joe McCarthy was a house guest of Joseph Kennedy; April 1952 articles re Lodge-Kennedy race and Eisenhower support in primary]

Lodge Campaign Materials, 1952-Mason Sears (1) [Kennedy record on Jews and Israel; statement re race prejudice; article re U.S. admitting former SS members; note indicates “mess in Washington” is good speech material; fair trade legislation]

Lodge Campaign Materials, 1952-Mason Sears (2) [memo re Armenian electorate; note urging DDE give special Korea speech on TV; draft remarks for Senator McCarthy re Lodge; Sage to Rabb, problems with different candidates; Lodge awarded Italian “order”]

Lodge Campaign Materials, 1952-Massachusetts (1) [Lodge for Senator Committee telecast schedule; correspondence re campaign efforts; Ballou to Rabb re television strategy; poster, “Vote for Civil Rights, Vote for Senator Henry Cabot Lodge, Jr.;” memo suggesting issues on which Lodge should attack Kennedy; note comments on efforts to win support of “colored people;” Ayer to Weeks re Eisenhower and Lodge campaigns slipping in Massachusetts due to Democratic attacks, Nixon portrayed as anti-Semitic and anti-Negro]

Lodge Campaign Materials, 1952-Massachusetts (2) [shortage of funds; television schedule and description of programs; campaign letter, partly in Greek; Kennedy campaign expenditures]

Lodge Campaign Materials, 1952-Massachusetts (3) [contact men for Republican campaign; script for TV opening of Lodge campaign, reference to civil rights program; Cole to Sears re Democrats for Lodge; radio spot announcements]

Lodge Campaign Materials, 1952-Massachusetts (4) [Wage Stabilization Board; Rabb to Curtis, definition of Southern liberal; campaign issues, Tidelands, property rights, states’ rights, government of laws, no discrimination on enforcement; Preston to Weeks re campaign finances; Thompson to Rabb re DDE’s campaign planning; August-Lodge vacations in Virgin Islands; TV Plans Board; inflation, high prices]

Lodge Campaign Materials, 1952-Massachusetts (5) [thank you letter, Lodge to Rabb; Sullivan to Rabb re favor list, French vote, organization, and civil rights;
Independents for Kennedy Committee; letter to Cole re plans for Lodge campaign; Cole to Lodge re letters to different ethnic groups; columnist James Colbert calls Lodge a 100% politician; Democratic press release suggests DDE funds are “oil money” and Lodge will favor oil interests; Bookbinder, Jewish War Veterans]

Lodge Campaign Materials, 1952-Massachusetts (6) [people willing to help the Lodge campaign; Sullivan to watch JFK expenses; Republican precinct meeting held in auto; New Hampshire primary; Lodge decorated by Italian government; Lodge letter to ministers and lay leaders re diplomatic relations between the U.S. and the Vatican; JFK letter; JFK article on selecting cadets for West Point and Annapolis; memo to Pappas re Lodge TV production]

12 Lodge Photographs

Post-Election Correspondence, Nov. 1952-Jan.1953 (1) [tickets for Inaugural Ball; report on McCarran-Walter Immigration Act and implications for minority groups, charges the Act is racist and anti-Semitic; Ernest to DDE requesting donation for Truman Library; proposed merger of ABC and United Paramount Theatres; Rusk Committee, health issues]

Post-Election Correspondence, Nov. 1952-Jan. 1953 (2) [Walter Kirschenbaum, Jewish Labor Committee, re immigration law; Maslow to Rabb re anti-Semitic paper; program for 1953, Women’s Division of RNC; Council of State, soldier voting laws; postcards to Rabb from his children; memo re policy on gifts sent to White House; S. Adams’ signature; Rabb to Adams re office procedure and organization; draft letter to Eleanor Roosevelt re resignation as delegate to UN; Hibbard to Adams re the Jewish menace]

Post-Election Correspondence, Nov. 1952-Jan. 1953 (3) [governor of Virgin Islands; Rabb to Adams re suggested names for commission on segregation practices; paper re rights of people who rent or lease property; Warner to Cutler re post-attack production planning; Rent Control Act expires 4-30-53; statement to Jewish Labor Committee Rally protesting anti-Semitic trials in Czechoslovakia; Washburn to Ball re Abilene project; John Volpe; letters from people interested in government jobs]

Post-Election Correspondence, Nov. 1952-Jan. 1953 (4) [Mason Sears; Lodge to Brownell, recommends people for appointments to government positions; Adams to Wilson recommending people with both military and legal background; Washburn to Adams re creating favorable public opinion; Adams to Cotton re classifying people seeking positions; DDE member of Negro Athlete Hall of Fame]
Post-Election Correspondence, Nov. 1952-Jan. 1953 (5) [Rabb named as special assistant to Gov. Adams; Ralph Becker; form letter for fan mail; Adams to Zanuck, thank you for support]

Post-Election Correspondence, Nov. 1952-Jan. 1953 (6) [list of people who called Rabb; C. Herter; Boston bars placed off limits to service personnel due to venereal disease contacts; form letters for job applicants]

Republican National Convention, Chicago, 1952 (1) [Lodge to Rabb, thanks for pre-convention help; arena ticket; menu; telephone directory; assistant sergeant-at-arms badge, ticket, and certificate; list of delegates]

Republican National Convention, Chicago, 1952 (2) [campaign buttons, “I Like Ike,” “Ike, They’re for you to, Dick,” and “Shaft Taft;” towel, “Dewey’s & Lodge’s Crying Towel;” delegate badge; Stassen Headquarters, score sheet; cartoon, Taft, McCarthy, and McArthur; large ad by Taft Committee; maps and information on local transportation]

Republican National Convention, Chicago, 1952 (3) [Kenen to Rabb, American Zionist Council sends Republican Party a proposed plank for their platform on Israel and the Near East; Nickerson, letter and brochure on “Who’s Backing Eisenhower,” negative slant; list of Eisenhower people for special badges; proposal to send copies of DDE speeches to delegates; Taft to McGuire, delegate from Utah, asks for his support at convention, a “real Republican;” note suggests Taft will try to steal Texas delegates from DDE; memo, 1-22-52, re meeting of arrangements committee]

Subseries C. Subject File, 1944-1953

Articles on Civil Rights, 1951 [Annals, May 1951, of American Academy of Political and Social Science, “Civil Rights in America,” articles on civil liberties, discrimination, fair employment, Army segregation, equal protection, role of Supreme Court, loyalty program]

Articles on the 1952 Presidential Election [Annals, Sept. 1952, articles on 1952 election, articles on campaign methods and racial, religious, and sectional interests]

Eastern Racing Association Statistics, 1935-1948 [Suffolk Downs; act legalizing betting; report on racing in the U.S.]

Employment, 1951 [people looking for government positions]

Harvard, Alumni Day, 1952 [clipping]

International House, 1950 [articles of incorporation, Boston]

Israel Material, 1951-1952 [American Zionist Council works with both major parties to endorse pro-Israel platform planks; article re Soviet anti-Semitism, anti-Zionism]

Legislation, Possible Bills for Jan. 1, 1951 [list of proposed bills re taxes, old-age, health, farming, civil rights, labor, and defense]

McCarran-Walter Immigration Act, 1953 [DDE critical of the McCarran Act; draft article defending the act]

Newsweek Subscriptions, Thank You Letters, 1951-1952

New York File (1) [correspondence handled at the Commodore Hotel, Dec. 1952 and January 1953; Rabb to Hopkins, describes position he will have at the White House; Thorne, AF of L, advocates statement on free enterprise in inaugural address; report on Responsibility for Personnel Management in the Federal Service; memos re policy on gifts sent to White House; memo re television reports from the White House; list of Cabinet members and appointees; Fulton Lewis visits headquarters; memo suggesting monthly reports by the Secretary of Labor; memo re program for 1953 of the Women’s Division of RNC]

New York File (2) [preliminary agenda for Cabinet meeting; Katherine Howard; gift policy; Mason Sears; memo on office procedure; Robert Cutler appointment; report on Federal Home Loan Bank; Paley to Adams re Materials Policy Commission; memo re commission on segregation practices and possible members; Finder to Rabb re matches for President; names and addresses of New York staff; outline on civil rights; map of DDE’s 1952 campaign travels]

Photographing Servicemen, 1950-1951

Photographs, 1951 [photos of visit to U.S. by the Prime Minister of Israel, David Ben-Gurion; he arrived in the U.S. on May 3, 1951 to launch a bond drive for Israel; he visited Pres. Truman on May 4]

Republican Advance, Oct. 30, 1950 [group working for a strong, progressive Republican Party, favors “energetic protection of the civil rights of all the people,” rights of labor, social security, and government help with health, education, and welfare; paper on objectives in state government, includes anti-discrimination and fair employment legislation]

Scrapbook, 1944-1947 (1) [clippings; Lodge resigned his Senate seat in 1944 to join Army; Rabb served in the Navy; roster for Senate Secretaries Association, Rabb was a member and chairman of Publicity Committee; 1944 Christmas card]
Scrapbook, 1944-1947 (2) [clipping re Rabb, served as secretary to Senator Lodge for seven years, in Navy served as aide to chief of staff of the Amphibious Training Command, Atlantic Fleet; 1946 Lodge re-election ad, opposes intolerance, a “liberal” view of labor, and supports opening Palestine to Jewish people; Eastern Racing Association and Suffolk Downs; George L. Rabb; invitation to governor’s inauguration, 1947]

Springfield Post Office, 1952

Tariffs (Watches) [articles re Swiss import threat, 1951]

Travel Expenses, 1951 (1)(2) [airline tickets; hotel bills; mainly trips between Boston, Washington, and New York]

Underwater Sound [1945 paper on history of underwater sound]

Welch, Robert H. W. Jr. [1951 paper by Welch; accuses Dean Acheson of being a Communist sympathizer who betrayed Chiang Kai Shek and Nationalist China and worked to have General MacArthur fired; comments on Communist infiltration of government and Hollywood; Alger Hiss case; loss of moral values in America; in 1958 Welch founded the John Birch Society]

SERIES II. EISENHOWER ADMINISTRATION, 1953-1958

Subseries A. Cabinet Meetings, 1953-1958

Cabinet Meeting, May 16, 1958 [notes re Nixon’s trip to South America and reasons for anti-U.S. demonstrations; agenda; Cabinet Paper, CP 58-80, “Gifts from Foreign Governments”]


Cabinet Meeting, April 18, 1958 [notes, plan to combine ODM and FCDA, budget, stockpiling; agenda (possible DDE doodle on agenda); Cabinet Paper, CP
58-77, recommendations on railroads-report of Transportation Study Group, notes on backs of paper’s pages report comments by DDE and others on railroad situation, humorous comment by DDE on leadership of ICC]

Cabinet Meeting, March 28, 1958 [notes, education proposals, social security, railroads, personnel; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, March 21, 1958 [agenda; notes, oil imports, Far East, the press (DDE comments on Roy Howard and freedom of press issue and Nixon claims press has been infiltrated by Communists), farm legislation; DDE indicates very low opinion of columnists; booklet on farm problem; Cabinet Paper, Record of Action, RA 58-98, 3-7-58, oil imports]

Cabinet Meeting, March 14, 1958 [notes, Federal-State Action Committee, interest rates, requests for executive papers, public works, farm legislation, oil imports (DDE comments on “shooting Paul Getty”); agenda; Cabinet Papers, CP 58-75/1 and CP 57-75, interest rates; letter, DDE to Sec. of Def. Wilson re need to withhold certain executive papers, memo from attorney general re history of separation of powers from Washington to Truman]

Cabinet Meeting, March 7, 1958 (1)(2) [notes, Lodge reports on trip to Iran, Pakistan, Afghanistan, and India, report on procurement and construction, Area Assistance legislation, economic report, oil imports, surplus Federal real property; agenda; Cabinet Paper, CP 58-25/1, Program for Disposal of Federal Real Property; memos re oil imports]

Cabinet Meeting, Feb. 28, 1958 [notes-economic conditions, public works, small business, aid to depressed areas, expenditures and personnel, budgeting for mobilization and civil defense; Cabinet Paper, CP 58-58/1, Removal of Papers by Retiring Department and Agency Heads; CI 57-50, Civil Defense]

Cabinet Meeting, Feb. 7, 1958 [notes-defense report on rockets, satellites, space, Quarles, Killian, Ambassador Thompson reports on Soviet Union, “an enormously large country run by madmen;” agenda; message to Congress re changes to Taft-Hartley Act]

Cabinet Meeting, Jan. 24, 1958 [notes-economy, highway program (DDE-“should go no faster than receipts”), watches; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, Jan. 17, 1958 [notes-agriculture, mutual aid, mutual trade (Dulles, “We will lose the Cold War if we don’t get this legislation”), scientific research and cooperation (Killian), labor, education (DDE, “The more we tie education to science the better.”), Operation Alert; agenda; new Cabinet committee on economic policy]

Cabinet Meeting, Jan. 10, 1958 [record of action; agenda; memo on 1959 budget]
Cabinet Meeting, Jan. 3, 1958 [note-DDE comments on silent prayers at beginning of meeting; memo re McElroy briefing and military policy; memo re restricting attendance for discussion of State of Union Message; agenda; notes; Cabinet Paper, CP 58-76, State of Union Message, with annotations re comments by DDE and Cabinet members]


Cabinet Meeting, Nov. 22, 1957 [notes-education, economy, agriculture]

Cabinet Meeting, Nov. 15, 1957 [agenda; notes-civil works and depression, effort to prepare plans for a depression, housing, urban renewal, public housing, school construction, education]

Cabinet Meeting, Nov. 8, 1957 [notes-closed meeting, Lodge reports to defeats for Soviet foreign policy, executive program, labor legislation; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, Nov. 5, 1957 [notes-military pay, civilian compensation, pay schedule; list of people who attended meeting]

Cabinet Meeting, Nov. 1, 1957 [empty folder]

Cabinet Meeting, Oct. 18, 1957 [notes-satellites (Quarles), economic climate, employment, sales, legislative program re small business, DDE comments on civil defense, budget, missiles, postponing new programs; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, Oct. 11, 1957 [notes-DDE comments on Cabinet officers being absent from Washington during closing week of Congress, budget, pay increase, Kestnbaum, DDE “strike the right balance;” agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, Aug. 23, 1957 [record of action, RA 57-83; notes-Anderson reports on trip to South America, scarce commodities, economy (Saulnier); agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, Aug. 2, 1957 [notes-DDE expresses frustration with legislators, budget, spending, basic research, orientation of top-level executives, school bill, debt limit; agenda; forecast of cash position and debt for FY 1958]

Cabinet Meeting, July 24, 1957 [notes-German assets, economy, budget, report on international situation, Canada, disarmament, Middle East, report by Oil Imports Committee, states’ rights; agenda]
Cabinet Meeting, July 19, 1957 [notes-Operation Alert, stockpiling supplies, relocation; list of people attending extended Cabinet meeting; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, July 12, 1957 [notes-Operation Alert (DDE “planning is most important thing you do”); agenda; large doodle of man’s head]

Cabinet Meeting, June 28, 1957 [notes-comments on Supreme Court decisions, employee security, Operation Alert, budget, Lodge-UN report on Hungary; agenda (doodles)]

Cabinet Meeting, June 21, 1957 [notes-Meade Alcorn reports on political situation and Republican chances in 1958; budget; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, June 17, 1957 [notes-Operation Alert, debt limit situation, agricultural surpluses; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, June 3, 1957 [notes-DDE comments on balancing the budget, financial situation, attempts to cut spending, inflation, discuss use of veto; memo re 1959-62 budget projection]

Cabinet Meeting, May 24, 1957 [notes-budget, Operation Alert, consumer credit, personnel, water rights, Salk Vaccine; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, May 10, 1957 [notes-school construction, labor situation; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, May 3, 1957 [notes-swear in people in White House-reserve for highest officials, economic situation, budget, debt, telecommunications; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, April 12, 1957 [notes-health insurance, agriculture policy, Polish economic negotiations; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, April 5, 1957 [notes-budget situation, Airways Modernization Board, civilian pay, prison labor; agenda; memo re public statements on budget policy]

Cabinet Meeting, March 29, 1957 [notes-Bermuda, budget; agenda; Nixon invited to attend meeting]

Cabinet Meeting, March 11, 1957 [notes-budget, expenditures, military spending, housing, statement on budget; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, Feb. 28, 1957 [notes-budget, financial situation, business situation, agriculture, drought, charitable funds; agenda]
Cabinet Meeting, Feb. 8, 1957 [notes-Meade Alcorn comments on upcoming 1958 elections, constitutional amendment on presidential disability, federal pay system; agenda; memo re countering pressures for postal pay raises]

Cabinet Meeting, Feb. 1, 1957 [notes-wage demands, government stockpiles; agenda, Operation Alert]

Cabinet Meeting, Jan. 18, 1957 [notes-congressional investigations; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, Jan. 9, 1957 [notes-civil defense, Operation Alert, discussion of economic and psychological factors in time of war, economic report by Saulnier, State of Union Message, budget; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, Dec. 14, 1956 [empty folder]

Cabinet Meeting, Nov. 21, 1956 [notes-Arthur Burns refers to starting Cabinet meeting with prayer, economic freedom, holiday schedules; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, Nov. 16, 1956 [notes-Nasser and Suez situation, Hungarian revolt, government competition with business, the economy and tight credit, inauguration plans; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, Sept. 28, 1956 [notes-review of economic situation, discuss role of Federal Reserve Board, tax amortization policy and small business, fund raising; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, Aug. 3, 1956 [notes-employee security, Republican platform (DDE, “If don’t give me platform I want, I won’t accept nomination.”), Hoover Commission and government reorganization (DDE indicates that suggestions that TVA be done away with “is ridiculous”), campaign contributions by government employees; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, July 27, 1956 [notes-small business, economy, budget; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, July 25, 1956 [empty folder]

Cabinet Meeting, July 13, 1956 [notes-civil defense Operation Alert exercise, small business, school bill]

Cabinet Meeting, June 29, 1956 [notes-Hoover Commission recommendations, farm report; report on implementing Hoover Commission recommendations; agenda; record of action, RA 56-55]

Cabinet Meeting, June 21, 1956 [notes-budget, unemployment, economy, transport policy, Operation Alert, employee security, court cases-proving disloyalty, Operation Jupiter, mutual security bill; agenda]
Cabinet Meeting, June 8, 1956 [memo re agenda, ideological struggle, People-to-People Conference, unemployment, economic developments, budget, federal-state-local relations]

Cabinet Meeting, June 1, 1956 [notes-review of economic situation, consumer buying, small business, monetary policy, recession, Stassen, debt, consumer advisory committee; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, May 16, 1956 [notes-economy, small business, social security, budget]

Cabinet Meeting, April 27, 1956 [memo re summary of meeting; notes-travel in Africa, federal areas within states; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, April 20, 1956 [notes-foreign aid, gold supply, balanced budget, DDE curses Soviet military, missile developments, federal-state relations, discount rate, Federal Reserve Board, 1957 legislative recommendations; agenda; copy of S. 1289]

Cabinet Meeting, April 16, 1956 [notes-Senior civil service proposal, DDE (“If it hadn’t been for that system of selection, I would now be a retired colonel and a hell of lot happier.”), executive pay, federal tax burden to states, government competition with business; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, March 23, 1956 [memos to agency heads re work of the Personnel Security Advisory Committee; notes-Dulles reports on trip to Asia and SEATO, civil rights are discussed (DDE, “Good sense and moderation more important than putting on books laws that will be defied” and “Southern Democrats take a never, never rigid point of view”), Burns’ report on unemployment, farm prices, loan rates, campaign suggestions; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, March 9, 1956 [notes-Hoover Commission recommendations, sale of guns in the South, civil rights, NAACP, Communist Party, Muslim Cult, national conference, eight-point program on civil rights, Citizens Councils, FBI, right to vote, gas bill, Salk vaccine; DDE statement on civil rights and “moderate approach”; agenda; charts on racial situation and civil rights]

Cabinet Meeting, March 2, 1956 [notes-protecting strategic information, civil liberties, Emergency Action Papers, report on budget, Dulles comment on Israel; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, Feb. 13, 1956 [notes-natural gas bill is discussed, DDE upset with methods used by oil lobby, DDE makes a reference to Senator Bush’s son, veto of bill is suggested]
Cabinet Meeting, Feb. 7, 1956 [notes-visit by Prime Minister Eden, fund raising drives, proposals in field of aging; list of Boy Scouts who visited the Cabinet; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, Jan. 27, 1956 [letter by President re National Parks and plans to improve them, Mission 66; Record of Action, RA -43, National Parks, health insurance, executive pay]

Cabinet Meeting, Jan. 16, 1956 [notes-budget, DDE refers to Symington as a “lightweight,” economic report, DDE expresses lack of confidence in business leaders who aim only for “immediate gains;” agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, Dec. 16, 1955 [memo re record of action on flood indemnity and reinsurance; notes-taxes, housing, budget, credit unions; memo re highlights of meeting; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, Dec. 9, 1955 [notes-farm program, cotton, grains, hog belt, soil bank, surplus disposal, changes in commodity programs, price supports, low income farmers, corn belt, dams, “cheap insurance”]

Cabinet Meeting, Dec. 2, 1955 [notes-State of Union Message, theme of peace, Organization for Trade Cooperation, budget, agriculture, transport policy, small business, labor, minimum wage, party affiliation, health program, Stassen offers criticism, Flemming and Nixon suggest changes re national security; memo on highlights of meeting; agenda; Record of Action, RA-39; doodle by Bryce Harlow; paper on OTC]

Cabinet Meeting, Nov. 22, 1955 [notes-Dulles discusses Russians, Cold War, and Europe, water resources, flood control, Board of Review, criticism of some water projects, Tuttle Creek, federal-state partnership, current water projects, oil imports; record of action, RA-38]

Cabinet Meeting, Nov. 15, 1955 [notes-proposed executive order on WOC’s, Commerce Department’s legislative program, including highway bill, Export Control Act, Moss Committee hearings on government information policy, Federal Reserve Board Re-Discount rate; memo summarizing highlights of meeting; agenda (with doodles)]

Cabinet Meeting, Nov. 4, 1955 [notes-report on President’s condition, Hoover Commission, tax policy, balanced budget, Social Security, health bill, assistance grants, medical research, schools, conference on education]

Cabinet Meeting, Oct. 28, 1955 [notes-assistance to depressed localities, Labor Dept.’s legislative program, federal employee compensation, budget, roads and highways, postal deficit; memo re highlights of meeting]
Cabinet Meeting, Oct. 21, 1955 [notes-report from Denver, taxes, postal rates, defense plants, foreign ministers’ conference at Geneva, budget and personnel, ways different departments can save money; memo on highlights of meeting; budget expenditures for FY 1956; Cabinet members comments on budget and personnel economies; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, Oct. 14, 1955 [notes-programs for depressed areas with high unemployment; memo re highlights of meeting; briefing paper re condition of President, meeting in Boston, Day of Prayer Proclamation, disposal of government real estate, reorganization plans, and incentive awards program; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, Oct. 7, 1955 [notes-farm situation and current farm programs, surplus commodities, agricultural overproduction, farm problem both an economical and a political problem, agency relocation tests, unemployment statistics, situation at Navy Ordnance Plant; memo re highlights of meeting; Record of Action, RA-32]

Cabinet Meeting, Sept. 30, 1955 [clippings; notes-discussion of government operations in absence of President, issue of access to the President, highway program, Clay Committee, economic report, economic policies, budget; memo re economic situation; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, Aug. 12, 1955 [memos re paperwork management and monitoring spending; notes-Hoover Commission and paperwork management, cotton owned by the Commodity Credit Corporation-sale could affect world cotton market (DDE, “So many damn views let’s do something…”), report by Brownell on investigations problem, atomic weapons and security of nation, limousines for government officials, immigration, economic goals and policies, unemployment, balanced budget, efforts to recruit college graduates for government jobs; Record of Action, RA-30; agenda; memo on cotton export policy]

Cabinet Meeting, August 5, 1955 [memo re preparation of material for State of Union Message; notes-1956 budget, Geneva Conference, State of Union Message, sale of CCC cotton on world market (“classical example of what happens when fool with law of demand and supply”); memos re CCC owned cotton and cotton export policy; draft letter to heads of departments and agencies re State of Union Message; agenda, 4 drafts]

Cabinet Meeting, July 29, 1955 [memo re recommendations on civil defense; notes-civil defense, Cellar Committee, separation of powers, DDE comments on Cellar as “crooked,” congressional investigations; action status report]
Cabinet Meeting, July 22, 1955 [small brochure lists accomplishments of Eisenhower Administration, 1953-1955; notes-suggestions on how Cabinet members could get publicity, Hall-ethnic groups not getting enough jobs, Senator Goldwater; map key for speakers; list of Senate seats up for election in November 1956; list of largest cities in marginal congressional districts; agenda-politics]

Cabinet Meeting, July 8, 1955 [notes-DDE urges Cabinet members to make public speeches, school program, report on World Petroleum Congress, taxation of cooperatives, conflict of interest laws, young executives pay, Labor Day; briefing paper on taxing cooperatives; Record of Action, RA-26; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, July 1, 1955 [notes-martial law, Operation Alert; briefing notes on Operation Alert; memo re agenda, International Cooperation Adm., Communist propaganda in the Cold War, Op. Alert]

Cabinet Meeting, June 10, 1955 [memo re agenda, British elections, Peters Case Decision, the drought, the highway program, economic report, and Op. Alert]

Cabinet Meeting, May 27, 1955 [Record of Action, RA-23; agenda; tentative agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, May 20, 1955 [tentative agenda, chronic unemployment, Northwest power problems, and anti-trust legislation]

Cabinet Meeting, May 13. 1955 [list of people who attended]

Cabinet Meeting, April 29, 1955 [list of attendees]

Cabinet Meeting, April 22, 1955 [notes-people getting diplomatic visas and need to fingerprint them]

Cabinet Meeting, April 1, 1955 [briefing notes, George C. Marshall Research Foundation, agricultural report, Peters Case, surplus property disposal program, economic report, Grunewald Case, congressional recess, schedule]

Cabinet Meeting, March 25, 1955 [notes-Inter-American Highway; agenda; briefing notes-disarmament, Inter-American Highway, anti-trust legislation, wartime organization for economic stabilization, regional war resources coordinators, public information re farm prices and nuclear developments]

Cabinet Meeting, March 18, 1955 [letter from President to Vice-President and Speaker of the House re Inter-American Highway; briefing memo on agenda, Secretary Benson reports on trip to Central and South America, disarmament conference, anti-trust study, development of scientists and engineers, Office of Strategic Information]
Cabinet Meeting, March 11, 1955 [disc with recording of meeting]

Cabinet Meeting, March 4, 1955 [notes on meeting, skilled manpower, discredited informers, extension of Renegotiation Act, mortgage financing, windfall profits, congressional investigations; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, Feb. 18, 1955 [ODM memo re dispersal and protective construction; briefing notes re foreign affairs, internal revenue policies (Coleman Andrews), AFL-CIO merger, agriculture, budget estimates, internal security, dispersal standards]

Cabinet Meeting, Feb. 4, 1955 [list of attendees]

Cabinet Meeting, Jan. 28, 1955 [list of attendees]

Cabinet Meeting, Jan. 21, 1955 [notes re Cabinet members appearing before congressional committees; meeting notes- energy resources report, mutual security program, and economic report hearings]

Cabinet Meeting, Jan. 14, 1955 [list of attendees]

Cabinet Meeting, Jan. 7, 1955 [notes-firing individuals, scientists; health insurance; memo re government competition with business; report on development of scientists and engineers]

Cabinet Meeting, Jan. 3, 1955

Cabinet Meeting, Dec. 17, 1954 [Record of Action; briefing notes-transportation policy, water resources policy, PL 480 Program, foreign sales of agricultural surplus commodities; agenda]

Cabinet Meeting, Dec. 10, 1954 [briefing notes-foreign economic policy, housing, HEW legislation, labor legislation, working with Congress to introduce legislation, defense mobilization; memo re paper on atomic energy and dispersal of cities; agenda]


Cabinet Meeting, Nov. 19, 1954 [Dulles statement re Executive Order 10450 and security case, John Paton Davies, Jr.; agenda, includes progress report on desegregation, report on the St. Lawrence Seaway, minerals policy, the budget, mobilization, and foreign economic policy]
Cabinet Meeting, Nov. 5, 1954 [memo re record of action; notes-significant aspects of the election, emergency relocation, minerals policy, agency inspection program, disposal of agricultural surpluses; Record of Action, RA-2; organizational chart for wartime organization]

Cabinet Meeting, Oct. 25, 1954 [seating chart; transcript of meeting, primarily on foreign policy]

Cabinet Meeting, Oct. 19, 1954 (1)-(3) [Cabinet Paper, CP-13/2, Development of Scientists and Engineers; draft of State of Union Message, comments on threat of communism, trade, military and defense planning, U.S. economy, equal opportunity, discrimination based on race or color, health insurance, civil defense, minimum wage; Cabinet Paper, CP-1, U.S. participation in UN Technical Assistance Program; Record of Action, RA-1; notes-reorganization of Cabinet structure; briefing notes-foreign situation, staff work, economic situation, UN Technical Assistance Program, election campaign; memo re briefing DDE; report on Cabinet staff work; agenda; memo re proposals for State of Union Message; handbook, “Staff Work for the President and the Executive Branch”]

Cabinet, Misc. Correspondence, 1953 [letters from Sherman Adams to various Cabinet members re items of interest to them discussed at recent Cabinet meeting; memo from Adams to Dodge re legislation discussed at legislative leaders meeting on Feb. 9, 1953]

Cabinet Papers, 1955-1958 (1)-(5) [CP 58-81, Conservation of Helium; CP 57-71, Orientation of Top-Level Non-Career Executives; CP 57-64 Airways Modernization Board, aviation facilities; CP 56-32/1 Civil Defense Legislative Program; CP 56-47/1 & 47 Fund-Raising Within the Federal Establishment; CP 56-13/3 Development of Scientists and Engineers; report by National Committee for the Development of Scientists and Engineers; CP 56 -51 Jurisdiction over Federal areas within the States; CP 56-48/3, 48/2, 48/1 & 48 Civil Rights Program; CP 56-3 Committee Management Program; CP 43/1 National Parks-Mission 66; SCP 1/1 Committee Management Program; CP-17 Functions of the Sub-Cabinet]

Subseries B. Correspondence, 1953-1958

A [Abbell to Rabb re Israeli situation; Abbell to Dulles re policy of apparent impartiality between Arabs and Israel; Capitol Hill Club; Rabb to Adams re lunch with Polish Ambassador; Rabbi Adams to Rabb opposing humane slaughter bill; Arent to Rabb re 10th anniversary of Israel; Arzt to Rabb re Jewish Theological Seminary and anti-Semitism; Asher to Rabb re Quincy Shipbuilding Committee; invitation to cruise on the USS Forrestal]
Ba (1) [speech by Harold B. Wess, “The Individual in Government and Business;” David Baird]

Ba (2) [Jim Wise; people interested in federal positions; Reed-Keogh bills for tax-deferred retirement funds for self-employed; article indicates Dulles stated Mohammed was killed by Jews]

Ba (3) [Barnard (Institute on Ethics) to Rabb re human equality; press release by Associated Negro Press re Eisenhower’s illness, efforts towards integration and civil rights, desegregation in Washington, Val Washington, Emmett Till case]

Ba (4) [Baskin to Rabb re visit by Velde Committee looking for suspected Communists; Virgin Islands, Ben Bayne]

Barnes, William, SBA-Pittsburgh Courier Matter, 1956-1958 (1) [Barnes to Clark re SBA loan policy; Carter to Clark re SBA doesn’t loan funds to newspapers, including Pittsburgh Courier, an African-American publication; Barnes to Rabb re Courier loan possibilities; Rabb reports to Adams re poor financial condition of Pittsburgh Courier; Jewish hospital on Mt. Scopus in Israel]

Barnes, William, SBA-Pittsburgh Courier Matter, 1956-1958 (2) [reports on financial condition of Courier]

Be (1) [Beach to Adams re proposed statue of Commodore Barry for presentation to Ireland and interest of Irish-Americans; Beal to Rabb re “friends” who are concerned about arms for Israel and distrust for Nixon; Beal to Rabb about promises he made; Dave Beck; article, “Tort Liability and the Atomic Energy Industry”]

Be (2) [Raymond Bell, Columbia Pictures Corporation; Ralph Bellamy to Rabb re report to Brownell on poll of Council of Actors Equity Association re advisability of a membership “anti-totalitarian qualification,” some fear infringement of Constitutional rights; Bender to Hall re lack of good Republican speakers for Jewish events; Steve Benedict re internal politics of FBI]

Be (3) [Theodore Berenson appointed to President’s Committee on Government Contracts with goal of ending discrimination in dealings of contracts; American Jewish Tercentenary]

Be (4) [Albert Cole to Rabb re college student housing; Edward Bermingham]

Bi [Bieringer to Saltonstall re refugee relief; Lucy seeking admission to University of Alabama, racial issue; B’nai B’rith]
BI [list of U.S. delegates to U.N., 1946-55; list of Jews in White House and other branches of government]

Bo (1) [foreign aid and home ownership; Simeon Booker of Ebony magazine seeks photo of Frederick Morrow with the President; Booker to Rabb re integration underway in Washington, DC; Rabb responds to questions from Booker re his duties, problems involving discrimination and segregation, lists different areas where efforts are underway to end segregation—for article in Jet magazine; clipping re Justice Dept. not protecting civil rights of Black-Americans; William Booker]

Bo (2) [Mark Bortman to Rabb re criticism of Dulles by Protestant clergymen; memo suggesting Bortman is a liability to Republican Party]

Br (1) [Community Chest; Breen to Rabb re Porgy & Bess Company touring Europe, financial problems]

Br (2)(3) [Breen to Bohlen re Porgy and Bess Company; reviews of Porgy and Bess from Russia, Poland, and Czechoslovakia; Rabbi Breslau re emergency fund raiser for Israel]

Br (4) [Owen Brewster re support for Zionists and Israel; Bricker Amendment; postal policies; Senator Styles Bridges opposes Barnes for head of Small Business Administration, favors J. Frederick Benedict; President’s Commission on Youth Development]

Br (5) [American Jewish Congress convention]

Br (6) [Charles Darwin Brown re surplus commodity program and use as loans to foreign industry]

Br (7) [portions of letter by Syngman Rhee re Korean economy and U.S. aid and assistance; public advisory boards; list of boards, councils, and committees in Washington, D.C.; article re DDE and administration reaction to African-Americans being deprived of right to vote; Earl Brown-story re segregation and discrimination in Life; California Mother of the Year is African-American]

Br (8) [Guy Brown to President re labor movement and two-party system; Boston Foundation-tax exemption]

Br (9) [Brown to Finder re proposed presidential commission on communism and damage caused by McCarthy-type tactics with minority groups]

Br (10) [Brotherhood Conference; Rabb to Brownell re job freeze; Rabb to Brownell, Office of Education, re school districts “receiving funds in those states which are marked in red;” Percival Brundage re budget job]
Bu (1) [Edward Burling, chairman, 1956 Citizens for Eisenhower for District of Columbia; Burpee to Rabb re statement on Booker T. Washington; meets Gina Lollobrigida at movie premier; reference to 1931 report by Committee on Negro Housing; court case involving immigrants; solution to farm problem]

Bu (2) [Burrow to Rabb re immigration case; Harvey Burstein to Rabb re Scott McLeod, head of security for State Department, and subordinate, Dennis A. Flinn, alleges that Flinn was anti-Semitic and anti-Catholic, made false reports and discussed planting liquor in someone’s desk, Burstein was working for McLeod at the time; U.S. policy in the Near East, U.S. military personnel of Jewish faith not allowed in Saudi Arabia; veto of farm bill; Butz to Rabb, farm problem]

Ca (1) [Harry Cain, Subversive Activities Control Board, letters and speech re unfair tactics used against alleged security risks, guilt by kinship and association]

Ca (2) [speech by Cain to ADA, problems involved in hunt for Communists; Cain relates to Rabb that he helped restore numerous individuals who were falsely accused; hearings on Pension Union; Washington state politics]

Ca (3) [Cain to Rabb re criticism of security system; speech by Cain]

Ca (4) [Archibald Carey, prominent Black American leader and member of President’s Committee on Government Employment Policy, sends Rabb clippings and letter re desegregation and civil rights; discrimination and employment policy; military case]

Ca (5) [Mason, FHA, to Rabb re housing project in New Hampshire; memo re American Veterans Committee meeting with DDE and statement on civil rights in interstate transportation and District of Columbia]

Ch (1) [Chalmers to Rabb re Citizens Councils and Supreme Court decisions; Chamberlin to Curtice, President of General Motors, re discrimination against Afro-Americans, used in production but not as foreman or clerical workers; Rabb to Cherne re émigré groups and refugees]

Ch (2) [Cherne to Rabb re inaugural medallions; report on Soviet strategy; Church to Rabb re Negro History Week and Robert R. Church, a black Republican from Tennessee]

Cl [Lush to Rabb re Dr. Robert Johnson, Grand Exalted Ruler of Negro Elks; Clark to Rabb re visit to White House and desire to be delegate to 1956 Republican National Convention; Cleveland to Rabb re Republican leaders in Cook County]
Co (1) [Erle Cocke, Jr., Delta-C & S Air Lines; Cohen to Rabb re politics and health and rent control; Gabriel Cohen re immigration case and Jewish Post]

Co (2) [Cohen to Rabb re attitude in France not pro-American; Cohen to Rabb re Pinky Lee]

Co (3) [voting record of Albert M. Cole on low-rent public housing; Collins to Kelley re report of the Committee on Covenant of Human Rights and United Nations on UNESCO and position of American Legion on UNESCO; Paul Cooke, American Council on Human Rights, re housing program and conference on fair employment]

Cr [letter to Crestohl re Rabb’s work on immigration and human rights; Rabb elected alternate delegate-at-large to Republican National Convention, 1956; Edward Crumback, Vice President of Teamsters Union and head of eastern division; Robert Cutler]

Da [Davidson to Rabb re position of NAACP for appointment of D.C. commissioners who favor integration, opposed appointment of people like Walter Fowler who has voted to maintain segregation; inquiry re Committee Against Discrimination; Davis to Rabb re Charles Freeman, first Afro-American in the tax division of the Department of Justice]

De (1) [“Spirit of Cotton” visits White House; booklet of anti-integration articles, 1956; Deane to Rabb re school situation in District of Columbia, financial and integration problems; Virgin Islands]

De (2) [DeCell to Rabb re attempt to abolish public school system in Mississippi; housing for service personnel; DeFreitas to Rabb re Eisenhower-McCarthy situation and Roy Cohen]

De (3) [National Negro Newspaper Week; Rabb to Delfiner re relationship of government to religious faith, “shadow cabinet”; Col. Robert Bliss; Rabb spoke to American Jewish Committee re discrimination]

De (4) [S. 2846, bill amending the securities acts; correspondence from Democratic Digest; letter, Lesser, Association on American Indian Affairs, to Poole re possible internal conflict within Interior Department on termination policy and questioning termination bills as being contrary to Administration policy; William Loeb to Admiral Denfield re Quemoy and Matsu; Denton, Paramount Pictures Corporation, White House News Photographer annual dinner]

De (5) [revision to Department of Defense industrial security form; Dewey to Dulles re Reciprocal Trade Agreement Act; Foreign Assets Control Regulations re articles from Communist China]
Di [Dickie to Adams re attacks by Loeb on Adams and President; notes on District of Columbia, Catholic schools de-segregated, Black fire departments, swimming pools, playgrounds, appointments to district courts, issue of home rule (fear of Black control)]

Do (1) [Ukrainian Congress Committee; Joseph M. Dodge, biographical information; veto of natural gas bill]

Do (2) [Borre to Rabb re people in foreign service who could be replaced with “more desirable persons”; Donovan to Rabb re split between Home Loan Board and supervisors of state banks on approving branches of federal savings and loan associations; statement by Donovan before Senate Banking and Currency Committee; Rabb to accompany President on trip to Boston, 11-8-54; racial and religious tensions in Boston]

Du [union officials meet the President, 3-7-55; industrial security program in armed services; Duker to Rabb, questions guilt by association or family relation; Eleanor Lansing Dulles]

Ea [Abba Eban to Rabb re meeting, speech by Eban, “The Toynbee Heresy;” Gallup Pole, Oct. 1954; newsletter, Right, Feb. 1956, critical of Eisenhower’s policies in Europe, pro states’ rights, fighting the NAACP, equality is a “Marxist fallacy;” Col. William Warner being considered for appointment as head of Civil Defense, has made anti-Semitic statements, attacked educational and religious leaders]

Ei [Dwight Eisenhower; letter to John Eisenhower]

El [Ell to Helliwell re organizing Jewish voters in Florida and efforts to recruit Black voters to vote for Eisenhower, 1956; Elson to Rabb, invitation to pre-Inaugural Service, Jan. 20, 1957; article on Middle East]

En (1) [statement on Arab discrimination against American citizens by American Jewish Committee; Engel to Rabb re Nazi Germany and Jews; Anti-Defamation League; Ernst to Rabb re Near East and Suez; cultural exchange]

En (2) [Ernst to Rabb re flow of books between USSR and U.S.; Ernst, notes on trip to Europe and Russia, 1956]

En (3) [Ernst re agreement between U.S. and Russia for payment of royalties to American authors; conflict of interest laws; presidential press conferences; telegram protests dismissal of Frank Horne, an Afro-American, as head of the racial relations service of the Housing and Home Finance Agency; Rabb to Espovich and Nierman re anti-Semitic critics; Rabb to Eyges re transferring personnel]
Fa [message from Eisenhower to Jewish congregation; Gerety re immigration case and Refugee Relief Act; Guy Farmer, NLRB; material defending Benson’s farm programs; newsletters critical of Benson’s reorganization of the Department of Agriculture; service by Bureau of Old-Age and Survivors Insurance to Virgin Islands]

Fe (1) [Federal Power Commission, hydro-electric project on St. Lawrence River; memo lists alleged “left-wing” members of the FPC; John C. Doerfer, Chairman of the Wisconsin Public Service Commission, resigned for job with the FCC; Feinberg re Middle East, State of Israel bonds; Institute for Religious and Social Studies; Institute on Ethics, barriers to equality of opportunity]

Fe (2) [barriers to equality of opportunity]

Fe (3) [Bob Feller, Cleveland Indians, to Rabb re visit at White House; Rabb to Senator Ferguson re Executive Order 10479, prohibiting employment discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, and national origin, administration opposed adding “age” to this list; rules for conduct of Senate committees and subcommittees; ANTA Exchange Program, European tour of Pro Musica Antiqua was cancelled by State Dept. for “security” reasons]

Fe (4) [Irving Ferman, American Civil Liberties Union; Fetterman re Rabb speech in Cleveland; Feuerstein to President, Union of Orthodox Jewish Congregations of America concerned about the Federal Security System, Wolf Ladejinsky case, anti-Semitism; Feuerstein to Rabb, information on possible grant to the Yeshivoth in Israel through the F.O.A. for meeting with Abba Eban; Tenzer to Feuerstein re immigration cases; memo re Israel and Point Four program]

Fi (1) [Leonard Finder, Universal Match Corp., sends personalized match books to members of White House staff; Finder to Rabb re need to instill loyalty to American principles, mentions prejudice, segregation, scientists and soldiers who give in to propaganda; Institute for Religious and Social Studies, Jewish Theological Seminary; Finkelstein to Rabb re discussions with Earl Warren on Rabbinic ethics and law]

Fi (2) [Finkelstein to Owen re collection of rare Hebrew manuscripts held by the Russian government; Rabb joins Board of Overseers of Jewish Seminary]

Fi (3) [Rabb to Fishel re possible discrimination and bias in hiring; Rabb to Fisher re immigration problem with Ukrainian D. P.’s; Archbishop Skrypnyk]

Fi (4) [health insurance program; speech by Saltonstall, comments on progress in civil rights and efforts against discrimination; Fisher to Rabb re political tour, President’s popularity, civil rights]
Fi (5) [report on cancer research and treatment, possible inequality of opportunity for treatment; Dallas Council on World Affairs; Frances Fitzgerald to Rabb re possible jobs with State, USIA, FOA, and other agencies]

Fi (6) [Fleming to Rabb suggesting James Tyson, a black Republican, for municipal judge in District of Columbia; Tyson was formerly on national legal staff of NAACP; ODM-pipeline proposals]

Fr (1) [Fram to President re Mid East foreign policy, displaying weakness toward Nasser, denying Israel right to purchase weapons they need; meeting on anti-Semitism behind the Iron Curtain; letter by Franco-Soto re Civil Service Commission mistreating and discriminating against federal employees in Puerto Rico; Geneva Summit; Jewish Welfare Board awards]

Fr (2) [Concord Academy; Rosenthal to Senator Bricker supporting Dr. Charles Hill for Governor of the Virgin Islands; Franzblau to Rabb re Korean POWs and communist brain-washing; White House meeting on Fair Trade and Robinson-Patman Act; Fredman to Rabb re President’s efforts to end segregation and improve immigration laws, Jewish and Black support]

Fr (3) [McCarthy vs. Eisenhower; Fredman to Rabb, Jewish War Veterans started boycott of Nazi goods and services in the 1930s; President’s policy is not to personally comment on books]

Fr (4) [Freeman to Rabb re need to revise immigration legislation and discriminatory practices; individuals considered for Governor of Guam]

Fr (5) [Freudberg re United Jewish Appeal, survivors of concentration camps, victims of persecution; fair employment situation; International Association of Personnel in Employment Security]

Fr (6) [meeting of Catholics, Protestants, and Jews; Eternal Light Award; Friedmann to Rabb re Dr. Peretz Bernstein, and other Zionist leaders in Israel]

Fr (7) [report on opinions of the Administration and its programs, criticism of policy on Middle East and Israel, approval of progress on civil rights, concern over civil liberties and McCarthy, electric power; Frost to President re continued discrimination between races in some Veterans Administration hospitals; 1954 congressional elections; people looking for government positions]

Ga [request for Presidential proclamation for National Negro History Week, declined; Calob comments on anti-Semitic propaganda against Nixon and the administration; Gamzey re need for mutual defense treaty with Israel; B’nai B’rith; Refugee Relief Bill]
Ge (1) [report-views of African students on strengthening African-American relations, section on racial discrimination in the U.S]

Ge (2) [report on African-American relations, education, economic development, health, communism, racial policy of U.S.; National Jewish Welfare Board-awards]

Gi (1) [50th anniversary of black newspaper, Chicago Defender; itinerary of James Mitchell, Secretary of Labor, for Aug. 14 to Nov. 5, 1956; clippings re Mitchell; polls indicate Ike gaining labor support in 1956]

Gi (2) [Rabb to Eli Ginzberg re book, The Negro Potential; Anti-Defamation League]

Go (1)(2) [Rabb to Adams re Sam Golan for War Claims Commission; Pierce Gerety, administrator of Refugee Relief Act; booklet with record of Governor Herter’s achievements, including anti-discrimination efforts].

Go (3) [Rabb to Virgin Islands to represent President at school dedication, April 1955; Rabb to Goldenthal re judicial positions, White House staff has “been asked to stay completely out of local affairs;” Bernard Goldfine; Goldman to Rabb re Home Rule for District of Columbia, opposition mainly from Southern Congressman wanting to deny vote to Blacks; Aaron Goldman, Committee for Job Opportunities]

Go (4) [Alfred Goldstein to head District of Columbia Division of Corporations; Goldstein to Eisenhower, appreciates his condemning the unfounded attack on Protestant clergy]

Go (5) [Goldstein to Rabb re improving opinions of Nixon, tight money]

Go (6) [Golos to Rabb re Adam Clayton Powell’s speaking tour, Democrat “truth squad,” Ike in the polls; draft letter to man having trouble with a labor union; article, “Divided Jewry;” reference to Anti-Defamation League clearing Nixon of charges of anti-Semitism; Nixon to Goodrich re Gerald L. K. Smith; National Comm. Against Discrimination in Housing]

Go (7) [pamphlet on immigration reform; article on attack by Warsaw radio on American Jewish Committee; “Preliminary Report on Neo-Fascist and Hate Groups” by the House Committee on Un-American Activities, Dec. 17, 1954; speech by Judge Hand on civil liberties and civil rights; Nathaniel Goodrich to Rabb re unfounded story]

Go (8) [American Jewish Committee, Goodrich was its Washington Counsel from 1938-1941; Heirless Property legislation; Gordon to Rabb re McCarthy,
Republican Party, search for subversives, sentiments of Democrats and Independents; Gordon to Lodge re propaganda battle between U.S. and Communist countries]

Go (9) [Governor Alexander of Virgin Islands; Governor Walter Gordon, Virgin Islands; Regional Loyalty Boards; earthquake in Greece, Refugee Relief Act]

Gr (1) [Graham to Rabb re Refugee bill; speech, “The High Cost of Politics;” Lester Granger, chairman, U.S. Committee of the International Conference of Social Work; Robert Sivard, USIA]

Gr (2) [Granger, National Urban League; Granger to Rabb re why he is a Republican; middle-class African-American upset about Army training center in their neighborhood; Granger re political campaigns, Senator Sparkman (poll tax, Jim-crow, anti-civil rights). Americans for Democratic Action supporting LBJ for President in 1956; Mark Granite, newsletter, “No ‘middle road’ for a real Republican,” “Message to Conservative Republicans”]

Gr (3) [memo by Wm. Gray, most Negroes in Pennsylvania still vote Democratic, reasons they have not swung to Republican Party (1956); notes re security structure, AEC and Justice Dept.]

Gr (4) [Arthur Greenleigh resigns as executive director of United Hias Service, an international migration agency, Feb. 1956; Rabb to Alexander re women on Greenleigh’s staff with communist leanings; Greenman to Lodge re Joint Defense Appeal, ADL, and American Jewish Comm.; Greenspun to Rabb re request for pardon, Jewish War Veterans, policy on Israel, Drew Pearson, WW II; baseball pass]

Gr (5) [Grosberg to Rabb re McCarthy hearing and Greenbelt project; Middle East; magazine, Jewish Frontier, Aug. 1953, article, “American Aid to Israel-1953,” ad for Israel bonds; Homer Gruenther; Gruenther memo asks staff to contact Democratic Senators and encourage them to vote against combining statehood for Alaska with statehood for Hawaii bill]

Gu (1) [notes on situation in Guatemala; memo re letters referred by the White House to an agency or department; Fred Guggenheimer customs case; Israel bond drive; memo suggesting Sec. Benson visit Israel; Eric Johnston; Murray Gurfein, President of United Hias Service, the Jewish international migration agency; Fred Gurley, Santa Fe Railway; notes re conflict of interest laws and Wilson at General Motors; Gurley re speech by Secretary of Labor Mitchell in favor of union shop]

Gu (2) [Guy to Rabb re Wyoming politics; pocket reminder of achievements of Eisenhower Administration, 1953-55]
Ha (1) [Haber to Rabb re vote count in Ohio precinct, 1956; Charles Hairgrow, Afro-American Newspapers, and Charles Banks, Harlem leader, appointment to see Rabb; Hairgrow seeks work in 1956 campaign; 1957 drought situation and President’s tour]

Ha (2) [Ray and Hammonds re 1956 political themes, Democratic Party a new party, little difference between Eisenhower and Stevenson., Hammonds to Rabb re Bulganin letter and Polish purge; Hanauer to Rabb, thinks Nixon on the ticket will cause Ike to be defeated, 1956; Lt.-Gov. Handley of Indiana to Rabb, waiting for DDE decision on running for reelection in 1956 before he decides to run for governor; Handley to Rabb re political situation in Indiana, Governor Craig a liability to Republican Party, farm policy; article claims Rabb and other members of White House staff campaigned against Senator Knowland being elected majority leader and Senator Bridges being elected chairman of Republican Policy Committee]

Ha (3) [Hardy to Rabb re affect of “Horne-Morrow case” on New Jersey Black voters and administration giving in on housing problem to “right wingers;” memos on alien interests in American property; 1956 political ad, “Lawyers for Stevenson-Kefauver;” speech by Ben Fairless, US Steel]

Ha (4) [Rabb to speak at meeting of National Newspaper Publishers Association, theme of workshop, “The Negro Press in a Desegregated Society;” world population trends and immigration policy; Hauge to Rabb re “Cutthroat Cutright;” memo re Thompson restaurant case, anti-discrimination regulation, home-rule issue]

He (1) [Heffelfinger to Adams re visit to Indonesia and India, interest in American two-party system and race problems, Soviet influence; 1956 meeting between Nixon and Jewish leaders; Heffelfinger to Rabb, Cecil Newman, editor of Black newspaper, impressed by civil rights statement in 1956 State of Union Message; Jewish Labor Committee, “Soviet anti-Semitism;” papers on “utopia” and business cycles]

He (2) [sampling of nationalities vote in 1948, 1952, and 1956 presidential elections; Herter to Rabb, reference to “Mayflower expedition”]

Ho (1) [Hobday, George Washington Carver Memorial Institute, to Rabb, Carver Institute awards, “dark Negroes” and “brown ones,” Institute does not take part in politics; Paul Hoffman; Hollander to Hall, if Nixon is Vice Presidential candidate in 1956, Eisenhower could lose support of many Independents and Democrats who backed him in 1952]

Ho (2) [Hood, Assistant to Senator Butler, to Mitchell, NAACP, re Butler’s position on desegregation, civil rights legislation, D.C home rule, immigration,
discrimination in interstate commerce; Hoopes to Rabb re Benson as a political campaigner; J. Edgar Hoover sends Rabb a speech he gave on crime and communism

Ho (3) [Hoover to Rabb, sends article on FBI’s “Civil Rights Schools” and the “Federal Role in Civil Rights;” People-to-People Conference; Dorothy Houghton receives Nansen Medal Award]

Hu (1) [Huard to Rabb re segregation in D.C.; Hudgins to Cole, HHFA, re conference on minority housing, discriminatory lending of white agencies, racial discrimination in housing market; 1954 speeches by Rowland Hughes on the federal budget]

Hu (2) [Humphreys to Rabb re labor unions campaigning for Democratic candidates in Oregon in 1954; notes for speech to Hungarian Americans; S. 1515, act to allow western states to form a compact for higher education; Hurley to Eisenhower re investigation of 1952 voter fraud; Marian Anderson]

Hu (3) [S. Hurok; Texas Senate race; Columbine playing cards]

Hy [Hyde (CAB) to Rabb re suggested statement on civil rights, Oct. 1956; Hyde to administrator of GSA and Rabb re downgrading of GSA attorney, Julius Silverstein, possibly due to racial prejudice; Hynes, Mayor of Boston, to Rabb re centennial for Boston Public Library]

I (1) [American Veterans Committee letter re Police Boys Club in D. C. still segregated, reports on desegregation in D.C. government and Non-discrimination Policy Order of Nov. 25, 1953; Rice to Spencer, urges D.C. Board of Commissioners to apply non-discrimination laws to all of D.C. not just a part; Indritz, Counsel for American Veterans Committee, to Rabb re efforts to end racial segregation in restaurants, hotels, etc. in D.C.; Kimball to Dodge re appropriation for International Information Administration, 1953; Rabb given Achievement Award, Morrow writes introduction]

I (2) [memos re permanent U.S. representative to International Labor Organization]

Ja (1) [Nixon to Jackson re membership drive of NAACP; Jackson to Rabb re role of Congressman Powell in swinging Black voters to Eisenhower in 1956; Rabb to Jackson re record of Congressman Curtis on civil rights; Bernard Jackson to Rabb re need for President to push civil rights program, rising interest in Black community; Jackson to Rabb favoring civil rights legislation and civil rights an issue in 1956 campaign; memo to C.D. Jackson re communism and psychological warfare]
Ja (2) [1956 speech by Dr. L. K. Jackson, “Which Party is Best for the Negro and the Nation;” Jackson to Rabb re “110 % Americans” who don’t support civil rights or the President; open letter from Jackson to Senator Jenner, critical of his opposition to civil rights legislation; articles on Egypt and morale of Israeli people, 1955]

Ja (3) [Jaffe to Rabb re Jewish voters in Boston critical of administration’s policy toward the Middle East; Jewish Welfare Federation; immigration case]

Ja (4) [clippings re elections and McCarthy; Jappe to Rabb re William Warner, Ohio civil defense head]

Ja (5) [Benjamin Javits, United Shareholders of America; Senator Jacob Javits re immigration legislation, civil rights, Senator Hugh Scott]

Ja (6) [clipping, The American Vegetarian, 1951; Senator Javits; Senator Jenner re Eisenhower support scores of various senators; Jernagin, Fraternal Council of Churches, to Rabb re Civil Rights Conference at Mt. Carmel Baptist Church and resolutions passed calling for a Civil Rights Commission and protection of right to vote; Jernagin comments on White Citizens Council; Jernagin to Rabb suggests the President needs to meet with Black leaders; Jernagin to Nixon re speaking to Pilgrimage to Lincoln Memorial on Sept. 22, 1954; memo to Rabb suggests White House and Republican Party support the Pilgrimage]

26 Jo (1) [Johnson to Rabb re rumor the President might veto H.R. 7634, tax exemption on commuter tickets; note to Rabb re investigation of ICC Commissioner]

Jo (2) [Elk leader endorses DDE for re-election; civil rights programs for minorities]

Jo (3) [letters, Cole (HHFA) to Jones (NAACP) and Jones to Rabb re dislocation of minority groups through urban renewal, Eufaula, Alabama project, racially restrictive instruments; Italian migration]

Ka (1) [Irving Kane, speaker at Jewish Community Council meeting; Morris Kanfer re National Capital Planning Commission]

Ka (2) [Oscar Kanny to Rabb re Eisenhower Administration members appearing on the Kate Smith Television Show, compliments on Rabb’s work, Brownell, Adams, Lodge; Kaplan to Rabb re immigrating to the U.S.]

Ka (3) [Kaplan to Rabb, pro civil rights and change in filibuster rule; Karr to Rabb re Javits victory in 1956; Madeline Karr to Rabb re invitation to movie premier; CBS “Morning Show”]
Ka (4) [Dr. Snyder to Katz re removal of calcium deposits from President’s left shoulder; Kaufman to Rabb re political attacks on Rabb and criticism; Danny Kaye visit to Middle East for UNICEF; story re removal of squirrels digging in President’s putting green; Milton Kayle to Rabb re visit he and Jackie Robinson had at the White House]

Katzen, Bernard (1) [Nixon to Katzen re charge of anti-Semitism against him; article on Katzen’s cultural mission to Israel; U.S. policy re Israel; Shapiro to Katzen re “liberal” Jews who opposed McCarthyism and were sympathetic to Communists; Women’s Patriotic Conference, far right-wing organization, opposes U.S. foreign involvement; bulletin of Jewish Telegraphic Agency, article quotes Rabb as indicating Eisenhower in favor of anti-bias efforts and equality]

Katzen, Bernard (2) [Craig R. Sheaffer contributed to Merwin K. Hart’s National Economic Council and Upton Close’s rightwing broadcasts and Senator McCarthy, appointed Assistant Secretary of Commerce, 1953; American Zionist Council delegation visits President, Yiddish article on this event; Eisenhower sends greetings to synagogue; Katzen sends Rabb reports on numerous rightwing, anti-Semitic, extremist individuals and groups and wealthy supporters, including National Economic Council, C. R. Sheaffer, Charles R. Hook, Committee for Constitutional Government, Edward A. Rumely, E. F. Hutton, Albert E. Hawkes, Pro-America, John T. Flynn, Merwin K. Hart (anti-Semitic views in his newsletter), Upton Close, Robert H. Williams, Gerald Winrod, Gerald L. K. Smith; Close seeks to identify Jews with Communism; two issues of the Economic Council Letter]

Ke (1) [Refugee Relief Program, Germany and Greece; Michael Kelakos; Al Kelly, entertainer; Kelly to Rabb re Hungarian refugees]

Ke (2) [speech by Admiral Thomas J. Kelly re oil business in the Mid East; Kemper to Rabb; Kenen, American Zionist Committee, memo re Egypt’s treatment of Jews and Jewish aid for Arab refugees; proposed resolution on anti-Semitism in USSR and Europe; U.S. military aid to Arab countries; request for military aid for Israel, American Zionist Council; Joseph P. Kennedy]

Ke (3) [ Walter Kern re bills to restrict advertising of alcoholic beverages, taxes, aircraft carrier; Intergovernmental Committee for European Migration, Charles Kersten; Polish sailors on Formosa]

Ke (4) [Virgin Islands, communication problems; Meyer Kestnbaum; Ketchum to Rabb re Southerners for Eisenhower]

Ki (1) [1956 budget; Israel]
Ki (2) [King to Rabb re Cabinet meeting and silent prayer; King to Rabb re Government Contracts Committee, efforts to end racial discrimination, role of Vice President; Kinsman to Rabb re 1954 recession; Kirkwood to Rabb re Civil Service Commission International Organization Employees Loyalty Review Board, short-term consulting for U.N., W.H.O.]

Kirschenbaum, Walter L. [Jewish Labor Committee; New York Committee of Jewish Societies; Passport Division questions immigrant about contacts with Communists; some consulates assume “labor” and “communist” are the same; his mother’s passport case; NAACP press release re arrests and fining of 50 negro servicemen in a Jim Crow bus incident in Columbia, S.C.; Mutual Security Agency releases writer as security risk; JLC represents 500,000 Jewish trade unionists]

Kl [U.S. policy toward Israel; Klavan, Rabbinical Council of America, seeks help sending Jew to Aden; Rabb to Rabbi Klavan, recommends they drop project that could be misinterpreted]

Klein, Julius [1956 campaign; Klein, National Commander of Jewish War Veterans, 1948 report on Jewish plank in Republican Party platform; Brewster to Klein re Palestine issue hurt Democratic Party in 1946; recognition of Israel; Klein to Hershenson re efforts to get Truman to agree to recognize Israel; 1953 bond drive and dinner honoring Truman in Chicago, speech by Truman; Jewish War Veterans dinner]

Ko [Belmont Country Club; inquiries re positions and service cases]

Kr

La [Latter to Rabb re vote in Louisiana for DDE in 1956]

Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1958 (1) [sending 101st Airborne Division to Caribbean in case Nixon needed help, 1958; need for locomotives in Turkey; People-to-People Nationalities Dinner]

Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1958 (2) [People-to-People fundraiser; list of materials Chinese would like to purchase from the West; USIA project, Cecil Brown; report on nylon project, Soviet interest in nylon]

Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1958 (3) [new postmaster for NYC, Walsh or Roman; New York politics; transcript for TV show; FCC; G. Frederick Mullen; Lawrence to Riesner re honoring May Davie with Lincoln Annual Award; Winston, honorary adviser to Director of Office of International Trade Fairs]
Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1957 (1) [Milton Biow; USIA; Lawrence to DDE re need for more televised briefings; “interdependence” between countries; “Round Robin Memo;” J. P. McEvoy, Readers’ Digest, USIA; Mrs. Preston Davie; Sputnik has caused some insecurity]

Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1957 (2) [possible nominee for Civil Rights Commission, comments on Irving Engel as a poor choice; Leo Cherne statue; Rhode Island refinery; Joint Defense Appeal, civil rights and liberties; Senator O’Mahoney to Gordon Gray re oil import program; “Declaration of Interdependence;” International Finance Corporation; tax write-offs for oil refineries; Mrs. Lawrence to MDE]

Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1957 (3) [Marian Anderson; notes for Nixon on International Finance Corporation; Lawrence to Smith re lobbying bill changes]

Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1957 (4) [civil rights legislation; Hugh Bullock; Christian Herter; notes re converting Bolling AFB and Anacostia Naval Air Station to civilian use as adjuncts to National Airport; Ralph Bunche, U.N. Under Secretary-General; daily schedule form]

Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1957 (5) [Marian Anderson portrait; proposed Presidential Oil Panel; Mrs. Preston (May) Davie, Taft Republican, looking for a honorary position; Lawrence to Sidney H. Fine re USIA, foreign press, theater openings; Albert G. McCarthy; Armed Forces recruitment]

Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1957 (6) [memo re L. B. Hillsinger, May Davie, Marian Anderson, Milan Smith, Nixon; Milton Biow appointment; Lawrence to Gray, critique of message by Eisenhower, offers advice to improve speeches by President and members of the White House staff; Nixon, American Personnel and Guidance Association; speech by Luce re a “common juridical base” for nations; speech by Henry R. Luce]

Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1957 (7) [speech by DDE to New York Heart Association Dinner, 1-9-53; financing problems for the Republican Party in NYC; trade fair in Poland; Lawrence a consultant to the International Finance Corp.; speech by Senator Malone re currency]

28 Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1957 (8)

Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1957 (9) [TV program on budget; Lawrence to Merrow re Army cooperation, Israel; breakdown of voters by religion in NYC]
Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1957 (10) [report on DOA refusal to test Cuban cattle serum; split among New York Republicans; Pyle to Lawrence re using Citizens-for-Eisenhower Committees to work for a Republican Congress; notes on ambassador to Russia; article critical of DDE’s WWII role]

Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1956 (1) [International Finance Corp., an arm of the World Bank; nondiscrimination in employment, the President’s Committee on Government Contracts; speech by Governor Harriman, 11-20-56; speech by Selwyn Lloyd]

Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1956 (2) [comments on Irving Berlin song, “Four More Years;” Lawrence to Rabb re effort by Citizens Committee to set aside 2,000 seats at a rally for black Republicans, changed by May Davie; recording of song, “Ike for Four More Years,” by Irving Berlin]

Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1956 (3) [Irving Berlin recording; racial anecdote; memo on first and new voters]

Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1956 (4)(5) [notes re liquor stored at Antwerp; Taft situation; DDE’s greatest attribute, “his ability to think in long-term programs;” toy guns by Marx]

Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1956 (6) [memo from Rabb to Lawrence re Danny Kaye, Irving Berlin song, Middle East, Billy Prince; Henry Morgenthau, gas bill, Chotiner Case; Heart of America Ball; Danny Kaye; notes for Rabb re Milton Biow, military problem; Henry Morgenthau; Harry Dexter White letter; Prime Minister of Japan wants to be invited to the U.S.]

Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1956 (7) [Heart Fund ceremony, 4-18-56]

Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1956 (8) [Mrs. Nixon to accept gift of new Mercedes Benz to the Heart Fund; comments on Supreme Court Justice William O. Douglas]

Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1956 (9) [investigation of Mansure and G.S.A.]

Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1955 (1) [hearings re Morgenthau diaries; G.S.A.; Mansure; background material on Morgenthau diaries]

Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1955 (2) [speech on Executive Papers; Morgenthau diaries; Senate Internal Security Subcommittee; background material on Morgenthau diaries; Harry Dexter White case; Dulles-Lansing incident]
Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1955 (3) [Morgenthau diaries; regional chairmen work with President’s Committee on Government Contracts in area of segregation and discrimination; report on Army public relations problem]

Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1955 (4) [letters from Morgenthau to Senator Eastland and Edmund Mansure re diaries; President’s Committee on Government Contracts; William Wood Prince escorts Soviet farm delegation]

Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1955 (5) [Daniel Riesner, President of National Republican Club, takes criminal case defending a man involved with prostitutes; Senator McClellan; Stassen; financing home construction in France; notes re presidential appointments]

Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1955 (6) [POW policy; wine industry in France and U.S.; comments on Charles Willis, Sherman Adams, and “millionaires cabinet,” McCarthy, and Gen. MacArthur; PR analysis for French win industry]

Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1955 (7) [Bernard Baruch; Wall Street people; American Council on NATO; Lawrence recommends a high level commission investigate problems at overseas military installations involving post exchanges, liquor, and insurance “rackets”]

Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1955 (8) [notes and papers re Leo Silberstein, his activities and associates; Silbertson gave speech on VOA]

Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1954 (1) [Army Welfare Fund, liquor sales to military in Europe, USAREUR; agenda for Rabb, Governor Dewey dinner, Buy American, Mary Davie, Silberstein, Export-Import Bank, and Milton Biow; William Wood Prince; financial plan for Mrs. Paul Carroll]

Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1954 (2) [paper with analysis of Argentine State Railway and locomotive order; Russians may be interested in U.S. beef; liquor problems for military in Europe]

Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1954 (3) [liquor sales in England; right-wing Republicans hurt party in 1954 elections; Mary Davie; liquor problems with military in Germany; Senator Javits; “most favored nation” law; William Wood Prince; insurance problem in military; USAREUR, possible scandal re liquor sales and Welfare Fund; Lawrence to Hoopes re suggestions for speech by Sec. Benson at Chicago, Oct. 9, 1954; draft speech for Benson]
Lawrence, Justus (Jock), and Lawrence Organization, 1954 (4) [Indian Railroad problem, FOA; Saylor liquor bill, H.R. 5407; cooperage problem with liquor; Harold Stassen; sign on Rabb’s desk, “Think,” Wm. Wood]

Le (1) [Virgin Islands]

Le (2) [speech by Walter Williams to National Conf. of Christians and Jews, 4-30-53, U.S a “rainbow,” war against intolerance and segregation; Virginia Republican Women’s Club, letters re integration efforts]

Le (3) [Alexander Lesser, Association on American Indian Affairs, re land rights of Eskimo and Indians of Alaska, H. R. 1921; Governors’ Interstate Indian Council; Indian policy; B’nai B’rith Institute at Estes Park, Colorado; legislation re dry bulk commodity transportation]

Le (4) [water transportation of dry bulk commodities; barge companies statistics; opposition to regulation extension of waterways, S. 951]

Le (5) [Dr. William Molnar; booklet, “Price Controls Under the Defense Production Act, As Amended;” Sam Levin]

Le (6) [Levison to Rabb re Zionism seeking to separate Assistant Secretary of State Byroade from Administration policy of impartiality; Levy to Rabb re Rosenberg case; suspension of loan to Israel]

Le (7) [Big Brother movement; oral argument for insurance case]

Le (8) [Dean J. Lewis, former mayor of Newport, R.I. and candidate for governor; Fulton Lewis, Jr., notes re appointments by Governor McKeldin of Maryland, black Republicans not consulted, several Republican leaders of questionable character; Oswald Ryan and CAB; Orme Lewis, National Capital Planning Commission; notes re “small cabinet” and people invited to receptions and dinners]

Le (9) [article re personnel security program; executive orders concerning security requirements]

Li (1) [Liberson to Rabb re Rosenberg case, sees racism or anti-Semitism behind the death sentence; “Chance for Peace” Speech; Lieber to Rabb re efforts to get Democratic Jewish voters in Florida to vote for Eisenhower, town of Bal Harbour restricted against Jewish or Syrian ownership, Robert C. Graham; deed with restrictive clause]

Li (2) [Rabb to Lincoln re President’s personal religious beliefs and convictions; Senator McCarthy; Warren E. Burger]
Li (3) [GATT conference; textile exports]

Lo (1) [Sec. of Labor Mitchell; Rabb to Lodge re Commodore material; Benson to Loring re farm problems and opposing higher railroad freight charges, President requested withdrawal of letter]

Lo (2)

Lo (3) [anti-U.N. cartoon picturing Rabb, Lodge, and Stassen as culprits; letter from Senator Martin to fellow Republican Senators calling for unity in the party; programs for annual patriotic dinner of Decalogue Society of Lawyers]

Lo (4) [Decalogue Journal, speech excerpts on civil rights and integration, article re Supreme Court Justice Thomas C. Clark on minorities, religious freedom, and constitutional government, proposed wire tapping legislation]

Lo (5) [Decalogue Journal, article re Adlai Stevenson, article re federal criminal cases, lie detector evidence, article on the Talmud and common law, articles on Jewish War Veterans and American Jewish Congress; Leo Lowitz to Rabb re defeat suffered by Republicans in Cook County in Nov. 1954 elections; Dr. Charles W. Lowry, Foundation for Religious Action, memo re intellectual and spiritual factors in national defense; Rabb to Lowry, recommends Edward R. Valentine for membership in the Foundation; program for religious action]

Lodge, Henry Cabot, Jr. (1) [Rabb to Lodge, describes Cabinet in the Eisenhower Administration; 1957 articles and cartoons critical of Israel; 1955 draft article on foreign policy by Lodge; speech by Lodge to magazine publishers, 5-11-55; list of major HEW legislation]

Lodge, Henry Cabot, Jr. (2) [Lodge to Carney, denies influencing his son George’s current appointment; article refers to Lodge as McCarthy’s friend; Lodge to Balaban re Kibya incident and U. N. censure resolution of Israel]

Lodge, Henry Cabot, Jr. (3) [two men active in campaign not recognized as yet, Barak Mattingly and Howard Peterson; Rabb to Lodge re Donald Wilson, former National Commander of American Legion, who has led attack on the U.N.; suggestions for delegates to UN General Assembly, Dulles, Lodge, Vann; vacancy on CAB, possible candidates]

Lodge, John (1)(2) [Governor of Connecticut; Simpson Bill, trade, tariffs on imports]

Lodigensky, Alexis (1) [memo on summit meeting; paper, “Operation Soviet Armed Forces”]
Lodigensky, Alexis (2) [Russian Political Committee in New York; Communists have infiltrated groups and government in U.S.; new policy of USIA to oppose Soviet expansionism, not Communism; history of Tolstoy Foundation; coal mining in USSR; booklet critical of U.N.]

Lodigensky, Alexis (3) [Lodigensky to Wilcox re the American Committee for the Liberation of the People of Russia, Inc., headed by Vice Admiral Stevens, operates Radio Liberation, Coordination Center in Munich run by “Marxist-Socialists;” correspondence re history of Soviet Union; Stevens Committee allegedly organized by CIA; paper, “Soviet Communism and U.S. Psychological Warfare”]

Loree, Henry E. [brief re disposal of government surplus property; Dept. of Defense instructions, application, questionnaire, and contract re auctioneering services]

Lowenstein, Leon (1) [Lowenstein disagrees with Administration’s policy on tariffs; imports from Japan; American industry; textile tariffs; need for protective tariffs]

Lowenstein, Leon (2) [Philippine butler-chauffeur; 1957 Inauguration; textile industry, Japanese competition; Oct. 1956, a “Stevenson stock market;” Human Rights Award Dinner honors Lowenstein]

Lowenstein, Leon (3) [Alfred E. Smith Dinner; Japanese textile imports]

Lowenstein, Leon (4) [donated $5,000 to Republican campaign, 1956; Lowenstein to Brossard, Chairman of U.S. Tariff Commission, protests statement that Japanese imports are not a threat to U.S. textile industry; letters to Nixon and Adams]

Lowenstein, Leon (5) [list of hospitals receiving grants from the Federation of Jewish Philanthropies of New York; Japanese imports]

Lu (1) [Samuel Lubell; LuBera to Rabb re 1954 campaign, Citizens for Eisenhower-Case in N.J.; Lukas, American Jewish Committee, sends Rabb information on Craig R. Sheaffer, Sheaffer Pen Co., and donations to ultra-conservative groups, including Merwin K. Hart’s National Economic Council, also information on America’s Future, Inc. and Committee for Constitutional Government, Harry E. Waldron, Edward W. Rumely, John T. Flynn, and Upton Close, anti-Semitic news commentator, associates Jews with Communism; Robert H. Williams, anti-Semitic newsletter; Gerald Winrod; Lawrence Reilly; Gerald L. K. Smith]
Lu (2) [Rabb to Lurensky re DDE’s handling of McCarthy; President has slim majority in Congress, 1954; Lurensky to Allen critical of pro-Democratic article in Harper’s Magazine]

Ma (1) [Rabb to Macre re his job at the White House; Aug. 1954 Rabb’s title changes to Secretary to the Cabinet and Associate Counsel to the President; Malkin to Rabb re DDE decision to run for 2nd term]

Ma (2) [correspondence with Edmund S. Mansure, Administrator of General Services Administration, re Community Chest Fund drive, government vehicles, procurement information program, political patronage problem, civil service employees; Fulton Lewis, Jr.; reduction in employees at Design & Construction Division, GSA; organization charts]

Ma (3) [People-to-People; tourist plan for Europe, Rabb’s name used inappropriately to endorse it]

Ma (4) [Virgin Islands legal code, archaic and confused system; Rabb interviewed on CBS TV, “Morning Show”; “Report of the North Carolina Advisory Committee on Education,” July 23, 1956, contains proposed bills to avoid compliance with Brown vs. Board of Education decision, includes local option to suspend operation of public schools, grants to people attending non-public schools, and suspending compulsory school attendance]

Ma (5) [Rabb to Martin re use of the word, “Negro;” statement by Thurgood Marshall in response to Attorney General Brownell’s message to Congress on civil rights, April 11, 1956]

Ma (6) [Steiner Mason, New Mexico politics, surplus aircraft, Fort Stanton, drought disaster]

Ma (7) [Mayhall to Rabb re political situation in Mississippi, patronage positions, coalition of Eisenhower Republicans and Eisenhower Democrats, patronage going to Democrats who opposed Administration on TVA and civil rights for Black Americans, patronage handling in Mississippi, Citizens for TVA]

Mason, Lowell B. (1) [Mason, FTC Commissioner; pamphlets re business regulation]

Mason, Lowell B. (2) [only Republican member of FTC; biography of Mason; speech by Mason on price discrimination between different purchasers of identical commodities]

Mason, Lowell B. (3) [report on situation at FTC, describes status of different commissioners and recommends action; letter, Mason to Brownell re need for]
President to appoint new commissioner and designate a new chairman, problems caused by Mr. Springarn; FTC decisions viewed as anti-business]

Mayberry, Lowell A. (1) [memo re proposal that Dept. of Justice dismiss W. R. Grace & Co. as defendant in antitrust suit relating to Pan American-Grace Airways; article on inflation; copy of letter from Grace to Ross Rizley, Chairman of CAB, re Pan American and Panagra airlines; New York-Balboa Case; labor news]

Mayberry, Lowell A. (2)(3) [speech by Senator Bridges attacks Kaiser Aluminum for Air Force plant; summary of 1955-56 economic trends; article, “Republicans Still Lack the ‘Common Touch’;” CIO’s campaign for a guaranteed annual wage]

Mayberry, Lowell A. (4) [transcript of response by Senator Bridges to smear article in The Reporter, publisher Max Ascoli, editor and writer Douglass Cater, Whitley P. McCoy, director of Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, quoted as being favorable to guaranteed annual wage; farm subsidies; correspondence re Pan American-Grace Airways and New York-Balboa Service and CAB]

Mayberry, Lowell A. (5) [Pan American and New York-Balboa case and CAB; list of AFL unions which did not sign “no-raid” pact with CIO; report of Air Coordinating Committee on Civil Air Policy, approved 5-26-54; briefs relating to Israel and Middle East, differences between Zionists and other Jewish organizations, U.S. policy towards Israel; farm program]

Mayberry, Lowell A. (6) [brief re CAB hearing re Pan American, National, and Braniff and New York-Balboa service]

Mayberry, Lowell A. (7) [Jewish Newsletter, Israel’s Knesset considers bill that would establish a theocracy, McCarthyism and Jews; tin industry; Victor Emanuel; article on Zionist Dilemma; economic situation; memo re economic outlook following Korean truce; farm support prices; consumer credit controls]

Mc (Mac) (1) [Knights of Malta; Rod Serling, TV dramatist, mentioned as possible speech writer; Judge McCarthy to Rabb re religious principles, civil rights, racial discrimination; airmail subsidy question and APO mail]

Mc (Mac) (2) [ Neil McElroy; American Legion membership card; Nancy McPhee, President of Board of Directors, American Council on Human Rights, to Rabb re civil rights statement, meeting with Rabb; McIlvaine to Rabb re special messages to national groups behind the Iron Curtain via VOA & RFE]

Mc (Mac) (3) [Doug McKay; Rabb questioned on subject of segregation in state establishments]
McCrary, John Reagan, Jr. (Tex) (1) [award to Ogden R. Reid; Serenade to the President program; FHA building inspectors in Jamaica office; textile issues and surplus cotton]

McCrary, John Reagan, Jr. (Tex) (2) [McCrary to Sherman Adams, endorses John L. Remon for the National Capital Planning Commission; message from DDE to Brotherhood Dinner of National Conference of Christians and Jews; Brownell charges Hilton Hotels with violating anti-trust monopoly laws]

McCrary, John Reagan, Jr. (Tex) (3) [pen used to sign S. 1290, Act to Amend the Public Buildings Purchase Contract Act of 1954; Bill Levitt’s plans for New Jersey; Flood Bill to create International Trade Commission to promote trade fairs, expositions; segregation in housing; McCrary urges President to meet with Thurgood Marshall and Bill Levitt to work out a compromise on desegregating housing; McCrary to Stassen re speaking at meeting of Jewish leaders; McCrary asks Rabb what the Administration would like to see happen in meetings between NAACP and builders]

McCrary, John Reagan, Jr. (Tex) (4) [trip by Bill Hearst to Russia; McCrary to DDE re rally for Senator McCarthy, Congressman Javits; DDE to McCrary re Javits, McCarthyism, explains why he won’t confront McCarthy; immigration case; McCrary to Adams re slum clearance project and Nelson Rockefeller]

McDonald, David J. (1)-(3) [McDonald, Pres. of United Steelworkers; reference to Stassen as a friend to labor; McDonald recommends various people for positions in government; economic situation, railroads, steel industry; memo on strike in gold industry in Canada]

McKee, Frederick C. (1) [McKee to Rabb re “hate” material, brochure by Joseph Kamp with reference to Rabb as an “ADL agent,” two issues of Common Sense which refers to the NAACP as a Communist front and the Supreme Court as Communist controlled; issue of The Cross and the Flag, produced by Gerald L. K. Smith, claims Rabb is a Zionist who used the Hungarian refugee crisis to smuggle thousands of Jews into the U.S., articles on states rights vs. civil rights and death of McCarthy; trade with China]

McKee, Frederick C. (2) [AF of L booklet on Mao Tse-Tung; FEPC bill; Negro newspaper supported Republicans in 1952; Pittsburgh Courier; FEPC bills; ad by Committee of One Million Against Admission of Communist China to the United Nations]

McKee, Frederick C. (3) [paper re communism; article on nuclear strategy in wartime; Bricker Amendment and George Resolution; rights of union members; brochure re “Facts Forum” and H. L. Hunt, Dan Smoot, possible link with Senator McCarthy]
McKee, Frederick C. (4) [“Facts Forum” brochure; article on co-existence; article re policy toward China; minority leaders in Republican Party in Pennsylvania, William P. Young, Mrs. Robert L. Vann (Pittsburgh Courier –Black newspaper), Mrs. Daisy Lampkin, Mr. Coleman Revesz, Theos E. Manos, Victor L. Alski, R. Rhody Brenlove, Frank Taptich]

McKee, Frederick C. (5) [Bricker Amendment; ad by Committee for Constitutional Government favors Bricker Amendment]

McKee, Frederick C. (6) [McKee to Rabb re patronage issues, Democrats of Polish descent not replaced with Republicans of Polish descent and Eisenhower campaign workers in Pittsburgh not rewarded with jobs; Bricker Amendment; need to sell accomplishments of DDE Administration; U.S. policy toward Communist countries; letters to congressmen and Senators re foreign aid, taxes, struggle with Communism, Emergency Immigration Bill, neutralism]

McKee, Frederick C. (7) [foreign aid; Gen. Lucius Clay; Italian political situation, strength of Communist Party; articles re Malenkov and psychological warfare]

McLeod, Scott (1) [U.S. Ambassador to Ireland; conference on refugees; Corsi affair; refugee relief program; Lutheran World Federation refugee caseload; Church World Service migration services]

McLeod, Scott (2) [memos re operations of Refugee Relief Program, 1955; speech by Simon E. Sobeloff re immigration laws; reasons for delays in the refugee program; Refugee Relief Act of 1953]

McLeod, Scott (3) [Refugee Relief Program, Army budget not enough for program in Germany and Austria; McLeod to Ambassador Lodge re personnel security program; memo re responsibility of Immigration and Naturalization Service re eligibility for visas]

Me [Governor Edwin Mechem of New Mexico to Rabb re unfitness of Charles Schottland for Commissioner of Social Security, appointments to Naval Academy, communists in Department of Agriculture, Indian Commissioner; memo re need for Dept. of Justice to go after crooked politicians, including Congressman Dawson of Illinois; Merwin to Rabb re corruption in Virgin Islands, Gov. Alexander and Earle Ottley; Charles Metzner; National Renaissance Party]

Mi (1) [notes re legislative oversight and CAB; article on “Trouble-Shooter Rabb;” Voice of America; Millenson to Rabb, recommends J. A. Sisto for committee related to President’s Committee on Government Contracts]

Mi (2) [Camp Kilmer; immigration problem; Mills to Rabb re “bactrels”]
Mi (3) [Judge Miner to Rabb re politics, Jewish vote; Bradshaw Mintener; James Mitchell, Secretary of Labor; Mizuha to Rabb re problems of minority groups, situation in Hawaii]

Mo (1) [Immigration and Naturalization Service policy and deportation order; Congressman Albert Morano]

Mo (2) [Edward P. Morgan broadcast comments on Montgomery bus boycott; Moron to Rabb re Supreme Court decision in Brown vs. Board of Education and need of people to be informed on the history of the integration efforts; Moron to Evans re anti-Black attitudes in New Hampshire]

Mo (3) [Thurston B. Morton; Robert Moses, Albert Cole, Lincoln Square Project, urban renewal, zoning, rehabilitation, clearance, demolition; Moye to Rabb re pen used to sign S. 3879 concerning automobile manufacturers and franchise dealers]

Morgan, Nicholas G., Jr. [requests re Utah]

Mu [Daniel Murphy, FTC reorganization; complaint from Guatemalan over U.S. policies in Latin America]

Multer, Abraham J., Congressman [situation in Middle East; efforts to charter a national bank; tickets to a baseball game]

N (1) [Rabbi Judah Nadich, book, “Eisenhower and the Jews”; Bradley Nash to Rabb re problems at Storer College, a Black college in Harper’s Ferry, West Virginia; notes on immigration and unemployment; proposed presidential message on immigration and naturalization]

N (2) [Edgar J. Nathan, III, American Jewish Committee]

N (3) [Edgar J. Nathan, III; American Jewish Tercentenary Committee]

N (4) [Carl Neprud to DDE re socialist tendencies of Democrats, susceptible to Communism; Senator Neuberger; Zionist memo re Middle East Crisis, 1956; Richard E. Neustadt]

N (5) [Refugee Relief Act; Cecil Newman, civil rights; Ney to Rabb re FCC permits, competition between VHF and UHF channels; passport case]

N (6) [Lee Nichols to Rabb re need for government to do more to help and encourage school integration; Nichols re tour of integrated schools on southern military bases, quotes views of various southerners on integration; Hungarian refugees; William Nixon to Rabb re cruise ship companies not allowing people of color to travel to Bermuda or Guatemala]
N (7) [Trade Practice Bulletin; Milne to Hagerty re incident at White House event when Thomas J. Craven, President of White House Photographers Association, denied access to White House to a film camera operator from a different union]

Nixon, Richard M. [two letters from Nixon to Rabb; speech by Nixon to the Iron and Steel Institute, 5-23-57, Federal budget, foreign aid, economic strength]

Norwood, John [possible responses to criticism of DDE in 1956 campaign; letter and notes to Rabb critical of FTC commissioner Lowell Mason; review of book by Clarence Randall; Rabb re functions of the Secretary to the Cabinet; FTC decisions and actions; draft of article by Rabb on Administration Attitude to Business and Trade Regulation, not published]

O (1) [Catherine O’Brien, Secretary to Rabb; award for dealing with minority group problems; workshop on intergroup education]

35 O (2) [Roderic O’Connor; school lunch program; Orlov to Rabb, critical of U.S. foreign policy; Human Events article on appeasement]

O (3) [Ozaki to Rabb re Republican Party in Hawaii]

P (1) [Hungarian refugees; Thomas A. Pappas, Massachusetts Citizens for Eisenhower, bandwagon rally, 1956; poster for debate between Rabb and Edmondson, “Ike vs. Adlai,” Oct. 15, 1956]

P (2) [pamphlet, “A Jewish View on Segregation,” author claims to be a Southern Jew, opposes integration, published by Association of Citizens’ Councils; memo re including statement on segregation in State of Union Speech; memo, Adams to Persons re possible investigations of departments and legislation affecting Civil Service personnel; Pick to Rabb re Nixon staying at a “restricted” hotel in Palm Beach, Florida; Pinanski, speech seconding the nomination of DDE; notes re Congressman Adam Clayton Powell]

P (3) [Pratt to Rabb re “leaks;” statements by prospective candidates for Democratic nomination for President on civil rights, 1956; survey of Iowa farm opinion, price supports]

P (4) [Iowa farm opinion survey; poll of farmers who ship to the Chicago Stock Yards; Proskauer to Rabb re Al Smith’s solution to farm problem]

Q
Ra (1) [Rabinovitz to Rabb, alleges discrimination against him at IRS; Fulbright Scholarship; Rackman to Rabb re efforts to improve morale and morals of service men in Europe]

Ra (2) [article by Walter Winchell suggesting Milton Eisenhower would be Republican candidate for President in 1960; Rabb to Ray re credit restrictions; DDE’s decision to run for re-election; Donovan’s book]

Rabb Family Correspondence (1) [Bruce Rabb, letters and class notes; postcards and letters with Ruth, Emily, Priscilla, and Sheila Rabb]

Rabb Family Correspondence (2) [George L. Rabb; letter from George Rabb to Max Rabb re their law partnership from 1946 to 1952; anecdote re comment by Black minister concerning Maxwell Rabb; letters from Ruth Rabb re situation at home in Boston and preparations for move to Washington]

Rabb, Norman [Nixon becoming a liability to DDE’s re-election; Brandeis University; Israel and Middle East; suggests DDE’s participation in Brandeis Commencement would be great gesture to American Jews]

Re [Rabb to Reardon re reasons why Harvard Glee Club was not approved for cultural exchange tour of Europe; Rabb to Reid with list of candidates for a position; notes re Negro vote; 1956 RNC newsletter, “Vote Producing Ideas;” Walter Reuther]

Ri (1) [Rice (United Hias Service) to Rabb re Jews in North Africa and Brazil; Rhyme to Rabb re the elimination of the word, “white,” from the membership by-laws of the Bar Association of the District of Columbia; speech by Scovel Richardson, comments on Board of Parole and prison system, integration, segregation groups, civil rights, changes in District of Columbia, right to vote]

Ri (2) [Kappa Alpha Psi Journal, Oct. 1955, article re Scovel Richardson, chairman of Board of Parole]

Ri (3) [speech by Scovel Richardson on parole and the law, comments on disparity in sentences]

Ro (1) [Aubrey Robinson, Jr., American Council on Human Rights, to Rabb re remarks to Board of Directors meeting; Saints and Sinners luncheons honoring Sherman Adams and Christian Herter; Nelson Rockefeller; Pittsburgh Courier, Black newspaper, appointment of judges]

Ro (2) [Elmo Roper, Atlantic Union Committee; synagogue restoration in Newport; Rosenberg to Rabb, suggests Warren would be a good candidate for President in 1956]
Ro (3) [Woodmont Country Club; Nixon Middle East trip postponed due to DDE illness; Federal Trade Commission; Louis Rothschild]

Ru [Rubin to Rabb re expenses incurred by the International Committee of the Red Cross in working with prisoners held behind Communist lines in Korean War; DDE favors Social Security for lawyers; Governor Charles H. Russell; Frank M. Russell, Vice President of NBC; Bernard Katzen, under pressure from Zionist groups; Ryan to Rabb re Committee for Industrial Development in Lawrence, Mass. and Massachusetts Business Development Corp.]

Sa (1) [letter by Gerald L. K. Smith re “debacle” at 1955 Geneva conference, anti-McCarthy conspiracy, threat of Communism; Sachar to Rabb re his new position; Saltzman to Rabb re economic aid to under-developed countries; Charles E. Saltzman; Senator Saltonstall; bill to amend Fair Labor Standards Act, situation in Samoa; Ralph E. Samuel, American-Jewish Tercentenary Committee]

Sa (2) [Sanderson to Rabb re bill for air travel, April-June 1955; Rabb’s office on 2nd floor of West Wing of White House; David Sarnoff, RCA; Masao Satow, Japanese American Citizens League; Saulnier poem and political television; John F. Simmons, Chief of Protocol, State Dept.; Sayre to Adams re Communist takeover in Guatemala]

Sc (1) (2) [Schnabel to Rabb re American financing of French home construction, plan for European reconstruction]

Sc (3) [Schneiderman, Who’s Who in World Jewry; Schnitzer re cultural exchange and Symphony of the Air tour in Japan]


Sc (5) [Schultz describes meeting with President in 1953 and comments on Israel, immigration, and racial and religious prejudice, anecdote re Milton Eisenhower being mistaken for a Jew; draft telegram concerning natural disasters; Schwalb to Rabb re politics in Massachusetts, Herter, Saltonstall, Furcolo, Jewish vote; anti-Israel elements; human rights treaty; pamphlet, “To the Democratic Members of the Massachusetts Senate and House”]

Sc (6) [Schwartz to Rabb re FTC, steel and scrap industry, stockpiling of scrap iron and steel; Bernard Katzen to serve as Consultant to the Committee on
Minority Relations, Republican Party; Edward Schwartz to Rabb re claims of former Polish POWs against Germany; Rabb asked to speak to American Veterans on anti-segregation in America]

Sc (7) [article suggests anti-Israeli acts by Eisenhower Administration aimed at currying favor with Arabs; Rabb will speak to Pigskin Club, a group of Black former football players; Roy Wilkins to Senator Hugh Scott re failure of Democratic Party in area of civil rights]

Se (1) [Mason Sears, president of U.N. Trusteeship Council; Sears to Rabb re Tony Julian and appointments of Assistant United States Attorneys, including Jerome Medalie, a Kennedy supporter who wrote pamphlets attacking Lodge and Herter in the 1952 campaign]

Se (2) [Fred Seaton; copy of Eisenhower’s speech to Washington Hebrew Congregation, May 6, 1955, “rights endowed by God;” Robert Segal, Jewish Community Council, article re Rabb’s comments on the “yellow badge” associated with Jews and civil rights]

Se (3) [memo to Rabb re legal authority for Executive Order 10479, which established the President’s Committee on Government Contracts; Sengstacke, publisher of Chicago Defender, luncheon visit to White House; Joseph Sevier reports on longshoreman situation]

Sh (1) [George Meany to Rabb re dinner; Ben Shapiro; Craig R. Sheaffer to Delbaum and Weeks re contributions to Merwin K. Hart’s organization, which supports racial prejudice and totalitarian ideology; notes re Nixon speaking about Israel]

Sh (2) [1954 Yearbook for Capitol Hill Club; statement by AFL-CIO Executive Council on civil rights, violence in South, equal rights, Civil Rights Act of 1957, non-discrimination clauses in labor agreements]

37 Sl [Louis Sperry]

Spaulding, Jane M. (1) [Afro-American woman, Republican leader, seeking position with Dept. of State, White House staff, U.N., or government agency; Spaulding worked as Assistant to Oveta Culp Hobby at H.E.W.; articles allege differences between Hobby and Spaulding on racial segregation in Federal Government; Spaulding shifted to Foreign Claims Settlement Commission and later to Foreign Operations Administration; NAACP critical of Spaulding’s removal from HEW; Rockefeller to Rabb re investigation of Spaulding’s operation of day nursery at Charleston, West Virginia]
Spaulding, Jane M. (2) [Rabb drafts letter for Ambassador Lodge to send to Clarence Mitchell, NAACP, re Spaulding’s resignation from HEW and new position with War Claims Commission; NAACP memo alleges Spaulding forced to resign due to differences with Hobby on segregation and discrimination; Adam Clayton Powell to Hobby re Houston hospital seeking federal grant, only white doctors are allowed to treat patients in this hospital, Spaulding worked to assist Black doctors, resignation forced to end her support efforts]

St [Maurice Stans; Washington Advisory Board, American Medical Center at Denver; Gretchen Stewart, secretary to Rabb; Suchman to Rabb, a Jewish supporter of anti-Communist efforts of Senator McCarthy, wants President to stop opposing McCarthy]

Ta (1) [Rabbi Tanenbaum, Synagogue Council of America; Taylor re comments by Republican candidate for senator from Wisconsin, Glen Davis; Earl Eisenhower in Rhinelander, Wisconsin; Bradley R. Taylor, Republican Party worker in Wisconsin; political matters]

Ta (2) [Taylor to Rabb re political matters, Air Force program with pilot training, veteran newsletter suggests Republicans are anti-veteran]

Ta (3) [Taylor active in American Legion; Taylor, Assistant Campaign Director, Veterans Campaign Division, RNC; budget cuts affect military; Sec. of Defense Wilson versus entrenched military; problems with Air Force; Air Force ROTC graduates; American Legion supports larger Air Force; Taylor to Rabb re Air Force influence on American Legion resolution calling for 143 wing Air Force and budget cutting; Taylor emphasizes need for Republican Party to encourage veterans to join the party]

Ta (4) [Taylor emphasizes need for Republican Party to encourage veterans to join the party; Veterans for O’Konski, 1952; Lois Taylor, former editor of Washington AFRO, appointed as news writer for International Press Service of USIA, supports Administration’s accomplishments in area of human relations]

Te (1)(2) [immigration legislation; Rabbi Cohen to President Eisenhower re displaced persons allowed to stay in the U.S. but faced with paying off a Departure Bond; Tenzer to Rabb re 600 cases seeking relief]

Th (1) [Norman Thomas to Rabb and Judge Morris re accusations that A. J. Muste is a front for Communists, role of J. Edgar Hoover, Senate Committee on the Judiciary; Thomas objects to use of term, “democratic capitalism,” in promoting U.S. abroad; Thomas criticizes Senate for using filibusters to block civil rights legislation; Thomas re Trujillo’s role behind murders in the U.S.; Thomas to Rabb re Dept. of Justice reportedly holding back on civil rights recommendations to avoid growing racial tensions in the South, southern congressmen block civil
rights legislation at the committee level, poll tax; deportation of Klaus Samuli Romppanen]

Th (2) [Thomas re need for bi-partisan commission on desegregation; Dr. Wm. McKinley Thomas, Black doctor and politician, seeks position with Commission on Intergovernmental Relations; Rabb to Goodpaster re possible response to 3,000 letters, wires, and cards and petitions with 11,000 signatures concerning the Emmett Till case and racial violence in the South]

To (1) [Charles W. Tobey, local political efforts]

To (2) [Tex McCrary to President re Richard Steiner, acting commissioner of Urban Renewal Adm. of Housing and Home Finance Agency, experiences in slum clearance and urban redevelopment; Tompkins to Rabb re recommendation for post of Urban Renewal Administrator; development plan for SW Washington, D.C.]

To (3) [planning for a fine arts center; redevelopment plan for Southwest Washington, D.C.; Torczyner re situation in Honduras and Costa Rica; American Israel Chamber of Commerce Dinner]

To (4) [American Committee on Italian Migration; Virgin Islands]

Tr (1) [schedule for visit by Pres. Tubman of Liberia, Oct.-Nov. 1954; Rabb to Turner re rule that there cannot be evidence of Federal intervention in state matters; Refugee Relief Act of 1953]

Tr (2) [Southwest Redevelopment Project; Turover, Zionist Organization of America]

U (1) [Rabb quoted by New York Times that U.S. civil rights practices hurting nation’s prestige abroad; Ulmer re Jews not allowed to travel to Saudi Arabia; medical research]

U (2) [funds for medical research]

V (1) [Valenstein re Washington Conference for Advertising Council; Monsignor Bela Varga, last president of the Free Hungarian Parliament; Jewish Labor Committee request statement from Eisenhower re rally to protest anti-Semitism at Communist trials in Czechoslovakia; Vann re election predictions in Black newspaper]

V (2) [Rabb to Nixon re meeting and speech; John A. Volpe; Tracy S. Voorhees]
Wa (1) [Irving Wallace, Dept. of Interior, investigated by Regional Loyalty Board; Val Washington to Adams re forming an Ohio Eisenhower Republican League for Black voters; William O. Walker re leadership of Eisenhower and Nixon and program on rights of minorities]

Wa (2) [Francis E. Walter, director of International Cooperation Administration, re immigration; Paul Felix Warburg; Chauncey W. Reed, chairman of House Committee on the Judiciary, re international migration; Max Warren, trip to Egypt]

Wa (3) [Warren re effect McCarthy is having on the Republican Party and on our relations with other countries; Wasserman re prosperity due to housing boom, supports Democrats because of Republican tight money policy; George M. Watson, Jr.]

Wa (4) [Watts to Rabb re political situation in Massachusetts, Jan. 1955; Watts re group rescue operations, civil and military; program for victory dinner for Massachusetts Republicans, Jan. 13, 1953; proposed dinner to honor Lodge]

Waldman, Henry S. [Waldman to Rabb and Shanley re analysis of the Jewish vote from 1944 to 1956; security program; Loyalty Board]

Ward, Michael J. [Ward, a Boston City Council member and an Eisenhower Democrat]

Washington, Val (1) [Washington to Rabb re Civil Rights Bill and devious claims by Southern opponents, statement on the bill, right to vote, negroes being deprived of their civil rights, segregation; Farm Home Administration and other agencies discriminate against Black farmers; African-Americans not appointed to higher positions in the Dept. of Agriculture; Commodity Stabilization Service office in Little Rock; Washington, D.C. police department has no Black sergeants or commissioned personnel; Rev. J. C. Austin to Washington re campaigning for DDE, 1956; Washington to Rabb re campaign strategy, Republicans being to cautious in speaking out on civil rights, concern that Persons, Pyle, and Martin are designing the campaign and are not in sympathy with civil rights]

Washington, Val (2) [memo re Genoa S. Washington and Spencer-Eastland matter; USIA seeking African-American to handle cultural propaganda for West Africa; problems at HEW; memo re Black vote in 1954; Major John H. Walker, former Korean POW]

Watson, George M., Jr. (1)(2) [politics, religion, and National Council of Churches; outline for political campaign, 1954; proposed plan for a “Presidential Advertising Campaign for Peace Time “Prosperity,” 1954]
Watson, George M., Jr. (3)(4)(5) [cancer fund proposed as a Taft memorial; plans to promote Conelrad and 640 and 1240 on the radio dial in times of emergency; suggestions for public relations, Ralph Cake, presidential press conferences, natural disasters; proposed plan for radio-TV press conferences; Watson to Milton Eisenhower re trip to Latin America]

We (1) [Sinclair Weeks, speech and draft letter responding to criticism of the FY 58 budget]

We (2) [Lewis H. Weinstein, Jewish Community Council, re Democratic appointees for Board of Directors of Federal Home Loan Bank of Boston; article re Navy employee fired for anti-Semitism; statement by the Jewish Community Council of Boston re the critical situation in the Near East; Judge Samuel Weiss, achievement award; Jewish War Veterans recommends pardoning of several individuals; statement by Louis Spiegler of the Jewish War Veterans to Senate Judiciary Committee on immigration policy]

We (3) [Meyer Weker, attorney for Veterans Adm., and member of Masonic Lodge; Weltman to Rabb re message by Rabbi Marx concerning meeting of “non-Zionist” Jewish leaders with Sec. of State Dulles on Israel; Weltman predicts 1956 election outcome]

Wh [comments by Congressman Sidney Yates re President’s 1958 State of Union Message, Sputnik; 1954 press release by Walter White re Eisenhower Administration, Senator McCarthy, unemployment, predicts G.O.P. loss of House and Senate; press release by White re influence of McCarthyism and prejudice on American people, Cleveland Knights of Columbus deny membership to Black Catholics, 1953 press release by White re cases facing Supreme Court, including school segregation cases, “separate but equal” policy, Earl Warren’s record on segregation and civil rights as governor of California; disposal of surplus property; Whittier to Rabb re political situation in Massachusetts, Governor Herter]

Wi (1) [Wichinsky to Rabb re Commerce Dept. lists, civil rights legislation; Andrei Vishinsky, prominent Russian Communist; Wien to Rabb re Suez Canal, Panama Canal, right to vote; Congressman Wigglesworth re shipyard in Quincy, Day of Prayer proposal]

Wi (2) [Maxwell Abbell to Rabb re Gabriel Cohen and National Jewish Post, G.O.P. public relations problem concerning Jewish community; Roy Wilkins, NAACP, to Erickson & Stevenson re reasons Eisenhower and his advisers have not moved to stop anti-Black violence in the South; Williams to Rabb re seminar on civil rights program; Frederick B. Willis]

Wi (3) [Ivan Willis re fair employment practices, minority groups, integration of African-Americans into the work force, Julian Thomas, National Urban League,
speech by Willis accepting award to International Harvester for integrating African-Americans into their factories; immigration/deportation case]

Wi (4) [Wirth to Gray re prospects for 1956 election, labor-Democrat political machine, union slush funds; note by Rabb re Judge John Minor Wisdom and pressure by Citizens Councils; Wise to Humphreys re 1956 campaign plans; Bureau of Narcotics report referring to Irving Wise as “an over-zealous exponent of Civil Rights;” Anslinger memo re Wise being used by underworld in his protest over violation of rights of Settimo Accardo, alias Sam Accardi]

Winchell, Walter [Winchell wants help getting a TV newscast; Alsop article concerning Democratic lead among Black voters; Jock Lawrence to Rabb, “Winchell hates to be corrected…,” clipping indicates Rabb met Sammy Davis Jr.; pro-DDE letters from the public]

40 Wo (1) [National Council on Asian Affairs, grant from USIA; Wolf Wolfowski]

Wo (2) [Rosemary Woods, Sec. to Nixon; article re Pierce Gerety, refugee relief administrator, 1956]

Works, David A., Rev. [clipping on civil rights trends; Henry Cabot Lodge, role at the U.N.; 1956 clipping suggests DDE gaining among Black voters; North Conway Foundation, conference on alcoholism, seeks coverage by USIA and Voice of America; memo by National Council of Churches of Christ re Refugee Relief Act of 1953; Works to Sherman Adams re Drew Pearson story that Adams planned to quit the White House job and run for the Senate]

Worthy, James C. [Worthy resigns position as Asst. Sec. of Commerce; trip by Eisenhower to Illinois in 1954; Worthy was co-chairman of Illinois Citizens for Eisenhower-Nixon in 1952; memoranda re effects on Republican Party if defeated in 1952 and need for party re-alignment; memo, E. Frederic Morrow to Worthy re abolition of position of Adviser on Negro Affairs in the Dept. of Commerce, integration in Armed Forces and government, equal opportunity]

Y [Mutual Security Act; York to Rabb re DDE recommendation to give right to vote to eighteen-year-olds, John Young III, Caribbean-American Association, to Rabb, suggests special drive to win Black vote in key states, plan for “Civil Righters for Ike,” Young promotes black beauty pageant and “Salute to Italy” program]

Z (1)(2) [petitions re a deportation case]

Z (3) [Wm. Zeckendorf, remarks to Washington Housing Association; slum clearance projects; Rabb to Zellerbach, Ambassador to Italy, re assisting 20th Century Fox effort to film movie, “Farewell to Arms,” in Italy; memo re
President’s appointment with James D. Zellerbach concerning representing U.S. at conference sponsored by Prince Bernhard of Holland, comments on Communism, economic assistance, Menon of India]

Z (4) [Zellerbach re International Labor Organization, criticism of, and technical assistance program; Zimmerman, memo re S. 2670, termination bill to end federal supervision of certain Indian tribes; selecting judges]

Subseries C. Subject File, 1953-1958

Airports-Segregation [clippings re policy on segregation at airport, effect on how other countries view the U.S.]

Anti-Semitism Materials (1) [movies with Danny Kaye banned in Syria; postcard re American POWs in Korea; Common Sense issues, articles re invisible government (Rabb a key member), McCarthyism, communism, Zionism, possible U.S. involvement in war in Palestine in 1955, American Jewish Congress described as a Communist front, and mental health legislation]

Anti-Semitism Materials (2) [The Cross and the Flag, June 1955 issue, Gerald L. K. Smith refers to Yalta Conference as the crime of the century, articles on Eisenhower and Zhukov, immigration, Jewish trick on McCarthy, Max Rabb, Alger Hiss, politicians who seek black votes by promoting integration, and Christian Nationalist Crusade; postcard to Rabb accuses Jews of exploiting housing situation in New York; Miller to Wine, critical of members of “Negrofying Mau Mau,” Jewish Masonry, and Catholic orders, letter has KKK sticker; issue of Free Men Speak, Feb. 15, 1955, critical of UNESCO, repeal the income tax, opposes Salk polio shots and water fluoridation, favors Bricker Amendment]

Anti-Semitism Materials (3) [3 issues of newsletter, “The Green Mountain Rifleman,” Jan. 1955, critical of Velde Committee for report on extreme rightwing individuals, Jewish propaganda, accuses Jews of wanting the U.S. to get involved in war in Asia; The National Forum, Jan. 1955, newsletter for the National Association for the Advancement of White People, opposes integration of schools, suggests NAACP is a Communist front; article by Eustace Mullins calling for Eisenhower to be impeached, suggests Rabb orchestrated attack on McCarthy, government campaign to force whites to intermarry with Blacks; flier entitled, “The Coming Red Dictatorship,” suggests Marxist Jews are planning to overthrow democracy, Rabb and other Jews in government are mentioned; list of questions re ethics and politics; letter, Miller to Eisenhower, warns of Jewish Masonry and black “Mau Mau” who seek to enslave the “Aryan”]

Anti-Semitism Materials (4) [newsletter, “Human Events,” Dec. 1, 1954, criticizes U.N., reference to Rabb as part of a “left-wing group” in the White House; letter to Rabb critical of the way McCarthy was treated; newsletter, “The


Anti-Semitism Materials (6) [newsletter, “The American Nationalist,” July 1954, article on Jewish plot to bar anti-Semitic papers from the U.S. mail, Rabb and Arthur Burns involved in plot, opposes school desegregation decision; humorous memo by Lambie to Rabb re articles in “Human Events,” May 26, 1954, newsletter has comments on Rabb and criticism of Supreme Court decision on school segregation; Rabb to Hauge re erroneous inquiry; Bulletin, “Williams Intelligence Summary,” June 1954, Eisenhower and Warren assist Communists by attacking segregation, C.D. Jackson resigned to avoid McCarthy probe; anti-Semitic campaign against the Administration; Secret Service forwards clipping from Women’s Voice publication, March 1954, Zionism “is a terroristic program for political world conquest,” refers to DDE as “the 5 star Jew in the White House;” newsletter, “Green Mountain Rifleman,” re the gold standard; newsletter, “Headlines,” April 5, 1954, Rabb is mentioned in article re plot against McCarthy, McCarthyism]

Anti-Semitism Materials (7) [newsletter, “The American Nationalist,” March 25, 1954, article re Rabb’s appointment as secretary to the Cabinet, Jew owned radio and TV networks a threat to national security; four issues, “The Green Mountain Rifleman,” articles re McCarthy, the National Patrick Henry Organization, and pro Bricker Amendment; the Realpolitical Institute, association of white men, supports segregation, anti-Jewish; booklet re threat by Jews and Communists; paper summarizes and analyzes anti-Semitic publications]

are supporting DDE for president, accuses DDE of going easy on Communists at Columbia University; “Economic Council Letter,” 3 issues, 1947-1952, re Palestine, Atlantic Pact, article on Merwin K. Hart; congressional speeches re the fascist tendencies of Edward A. Rumely; notes re scurrilous publications, hate-peddlers]

Applicant for Government Position (1)(2)

Appointees (Negro)-Active (1) [E. Frederic Morrow; George E. C. Hayes; Elmer Henderson; memo to Richard Nixon re ideas from Morrow; list of 54 Negro appointees from Val Washington’s office, 9-29-54; proposed agenda to attract Negro votes in 1954 and 1956 elections; note re “Negro Cabinet;” article on Black appointees; Morrow and Washington plan White House conference of Black appointees]

Appointees (Negro)-Active (2) [letter, Jane Spaulding to Hobby; memo, Morrow to Rabb, re using Black businessmen with the Technical Assistance Program of FOA; list of negroes appointed to positions in Eisenhower Administration; memo, Morrow to Rabb, suggests White House Conference with Negro presidential appointees; Rogers to Rabb re publicity for anti-discrimination actions of the Administration, 1953; Marr to Washington re need to publicize the Republican Administration’s efforts to benefit the Black community; Washington to Rabb re Black appointments by the Administration, influence of Governor James Byrnes of South Carolina in the government, could drive African-Americans into Democratic Party]

Appointments (List of Prospective Negro People) [Samuel W. Howard; Adam Clayton Powell; Archibald J. Carey, Jr.; Jet articles re civil rights court cases, ending discrimination in D.C. public playgrounds and schools; Harold Lett; William A. Booker to Rabb re list of African-Americans qualified for government positions]

Arab-Israel Relations (1)(2) [1953 memo with proposal for Arab-Israel peace; clippings, Jewish leaders disappointed with Dulles’ views on Middle East, full-page political ads in The Jewish Advocate, 10-28-54, critical of U.S. policy on Mid East, sale of arms to Arabs]

Arab States, Palestine, Israel (1)-(3) [small books re Palestine refugees and understanding the Arab mind; speeches by Dr. Fayez A. Sayegh re war or peace in Mid East and Palestine problem; clipping re UNRWA and Palestine refugees]

Bigelow, Albert-Article, 1958 [Lincoln to Rabb re Bigelow opposing nuclear tests in the Pacific; Casanova to Rabb re his availability to meet celebrity, Gina Lollobrigida, and not have time for Bigelow; article by Bigelow; Administration response to letters supporting Bigelow]
Bi-Partisan Civil rights Commission (1) [civil rights proposals, 1956; press conference statement by DDE favoring a civil rights commission; Norman Thomas comments on Adlai Stevenson’s statement on integration, 1956; letter, Thomas to Stevenson re need for non-partisan civil rights commission; Roy Wilkins to Rabb re denial of right to vote]

Bi-Partisan Civil Right Commission (2) [clippings, 1956 State of Union Message refers to pressures against African-Americans and being deprived of right to vote in some areas, Southern opposition to commission; ADA press release calls for Fair Election Practices Board, 1-7-56]

Bi-Partisan Civil Rights Commission (3) [clippings; letter, Harlow to Adam Clayton Powell re need for commission on civil rights, problems in southern states; notes re potential number of Black voters in certain southern counties and actual number of registered Black voters; Episcopal Church resolution deploring reign of terror in Mississippi; Chalmers, NAACP, to Rabb re situation in Mississippi, map on Black voter registration; clipping re Administration’s performance on civil rights issues, 1955]

Business Advisory Council [list of members, 1954]

Campaign, 1956 [results of Republican primary in Massachusetts; agenda for meeting in Philadelphia to plan for DDE’s visit and speech there on Nov. 1, Rabb meets with local Republican leaders; article by Robert Cutler, “I Shall Vote for Eisenhower”]

Chotiner Material (1) [memo on Interstate Commerce Commission, background, work, membership, terms; Chotiner managed Nixon’s campaign in 1952; clipping re Chotiner accused on influence-peddling; George Rabb to Max Rabb re their relationship in a law firm, 1946-52; American Civil Liberties press release suggests investigation of Chotiner by McClellan subcommittee may be politically motivated]

Chotiner Material (2) [note, Mason Sears to Rabb, recommends he confer with Nixon re Chotiner case; clippings; Stevenson’s campaign staff; Chotiner claims he got aid from White House sources; Senator Humphrey re Chotiner case and Rabb, civil rights platform for Democratic Party; transcript of DDE press conference, 5-4-56, B-52, Strategic Air Command, defense, foreign aid]

Chotiner Material (3) [text of testimony re National Airlines before Anti-Trust Subcommittee; notes re Chotiner contacting Administration officials re Southwest Airlines, North American Airlines, and other businesses and individuals]

Chotiner Material (4) [report by Chotiner to RNC Campaign School, “Fundamentals of Campaign Organization,” Sept. 1955]
Christmas Cards, 1957 (1)-(5) [many cards from Japanese organizations and businesses, one is hand-painted]

Civil Defense (1) (2) [letters and charts re the “Blue Plan,” 1954-1955; clippings re disaster unit and civil defense plans]

Civil Rights [Morrow submits draft statement for 1956 State of Union Message re congressional committee to study civil rights questions; outline on methods to end discrimination]

Civil Rights Committee [clippings re civil rights committee, remaining segregation and discrimination in Washington, D.C.; HEW memo re problems and proposals for improving relations with African-Americans; speech by Scovel Richardson, “Parole and the Law;” Board of Parole; 1955 survey shows Democrats gaining among Black voters; meeting of Black officials in government positions, Morrow, Wilkins, Richardson, Washington, Douglas, Pierce, Nabrit]

Civil Rights Program [clippings, 1956]

Civil Rights (SA) (1) [Adam Clayton Powell; Thurgood Marshall; Black support of Democrats; report by Democratic National Committee, critical of Republican record on civil rights, Black Americans in federal employment, progress in District of Columbia, compares Truman and Eisenhower civil rights efforts; segregation in North and South compared; article claiming Black vote could swing House to GOP]

Civil Rights (SA) (2)-(4) [J. Edgar Hoover to Rabb, booklet, “Civil Rights and the Law Enforcement Officer,” being used to train local and state law enforcement officers, 1956, not all civil rights violations are covered by federal law; Democrats block civil rights bill]

Civil Rights (SA) (5) [Cabinet Paper, CP 56-48/3, 4-10-56, The Civil Rights Program, letter by Brownell and statement to House Judiciary Committee re civil rights program, 4-10-56]

Civil Rights (SA) (6) [statement by Attorney General; Cabinet Paper, CP 56-48 and CP 56-48/2 re civil rights program]

Civil Rights (SA) (7) [CP 56-48 and CP 56-48/2; Brownell to Nixon re civil rights; draft bill to establish a bi-partisan commission on civil rights; Harlow to Dingell re it is up to Supreme Court to determine what constitutes compliance in good faith with their order to integrate schools, 2-27-56; memo, Rabb to Adams, Black support of Administration, need to publicize civil rights accomplishments, proposes meeting between Adams and Black leaders; recommendations for]
Administration, equality of opportunity, civil rights message, Powell amendment to school construction bill, violence and intimidation, right to vote, and bi-partisan commission on civil rights; notes re Commission on Civil Rights and civil rights program

Civil Rights (SA) (8) [speech by Adlai Stevenson, comments on equal rights; Pyle to Adams re the Black vote, 2-6-56, lack of Black staff at RNC, confusion among Republicans as to whether to publicize Administration’s civil rights accomplishments, small number of blacks in federal positions, other problems in recruiting Black voters; Powell Amendment; Smith to Leonard Hall re 1941 conference which led to creation of FEPC, role of A. Philip Randolph; “Capital Close-Up,” 2-18-56, District of Columbia League of Republican Women excludes black women from membership]

Civil Rights (SA) (9) [FBI, charts re racial situation and civil rights, statistics on lynchings, White Citizen Councils; Heselton to Rabb on need for presidential message and Republican action on civil rights; editorial in The Afro-American, 1-28-56, suggests Black vote is for sale; DDE statement at press conference, 1-19-56, re need for commission to assess issue of federal jurisdiction on civil rights issues; Washington to Adams re increased support for Administration from Black newspapers, 1-16-55]

Civil Rights (SA) (10) [memo, Val Washington to Adams, re Gallup Poll among Black voters; Pierce to Rabb re what Republican Administration has done for Black Americans; Heselton to Rabb re bill to prohibit segregation in interstate commerce; memo, Morrow to Adams, most Black voters support the Democratic Party, role of economics and job opportunities, failure of members of Administration to speak out against and deplore terrorism and economic sanctions against African-Americans in Mississippi, lack of Black Republicans to tell the Administration’s story; Roy Wilkins to Paul Butler, DNC, re violence against Blacks in Mississippi and Democratic Party; Rabb to Adams re Administration’s approach on civil rights; speech by Clarence Mitchell, NAACP, 2-25-55, critical of Democratic Party for not supporting civil rights legislation; Clarence Mitchell to Sam Rayburn re committee hearings on bill to restore segregation in District Fire Dept.]

Clippings re Discrimination, Segregation, 1953-55 [efforts at ending discrimination; Miss Harlem contest; invitation to President from segregated bar association]

Clippings, Miscellaneous

Clippings, The Afro-American, 1956 [FBI to investigate registrars and denial of right to vote to Black citizens in the South]
Communism versus the Jewish People (1)-(3) [1957 FBI report; Soviet repression of Jewish religion; attitude toward Zionism and Israel]

Congress and Civil Rights [clippings, 1955, lack of civil rights legislation, anti-segregation riders on bills]

Corsi Material [clippings, Edward Corsi, former N.Y. Industrial Commissioner, immigration and refugee relief; draft letter for President recommending changes in immigration and refugee legislation; Advisory Council of Refugee and Migration Programs; Walter-McCarren Act; memo by Roderic L. O’Connor, Special Assistant to the Secretary of State, re refugee relief program, proposes deputies in Washington and Europe; draft bill sets up committee on migration; memo re possible candidates for committee; Corsi was special assistant to Dulles on immigration matters, fired in 1955]

Defense Housing [Defense housing project, California, Illinois, Florida, Ohio, New Hampshire, Pennsylvania; Portsmouth-Newington housing problem]

Diary, 1956 [vinyl discs with dictated diary entries, May-June 1956]

Discrimination on Common Carriers [analysis of proposed legislation to end discrimination on common carriers in interstate transportation; S. 465, 1953]

District of Columbia [efforts to end discrimination in D.C.; 1869 and 1870 laws against discrimination; Board of Commissioners applies old laws to entire District; Rabb to Harlow, Defense Dept. opposes withholding federal funds from segregated National Guard units; “Jim Crow” outfits in D.C. National Guard]

Duplicate Clippings, 1953-55 (1) [article on Rabb, Eisenhower’s Jewish adviser; McCarthy accepts resignation of Roy M. Cohn, chief counsel to Senate Investigations Subcommittee]

Duplicate Clippings, 1953-55 (2) [Jewish papers report on anti-Semitism; Rabb hosts a party for White House staff; Rabb gave speech on consumer’s stake in farm and food policy]

Duplicate Clippings, 1953-55 (3) [articles on integration issues, lynching in the South, D.C. integrates recreation areas, Senate Subcommittee on Civil Rights]

Duplicate Clippings, 1953-55 (4) [1953 Afro-American honor roll includes Rabb; clippings re role of Rabb on White House staff]

Duplicate Clippings, 1953-55 (5) [Robert H. Williams newsletter, “Williams Intelligence Summary,” anti-Semitic and anti-Communist articles; 1953 paper
describes some of Williams’ publications, he was very critical of DDE as a friend of Communists in 1951-52; article on White House staff]

Duplicate Clippings, 1953-55 (6) [B’nai B’rith convention, Rabb attends; Sherman Adams; list of executive branch appointees, Jan.-Mar. 1953]

Economic Situation, 1956 [memo by Rabb to the Cabinet re the current economic situation, Oct. 1956]

Estate Taxes

Excerpts, etc. from State of the Union Messages, Remarks, Releases, and Speeches by the President re Civil Rights, etc. (1) [quotes on civil rights and ending discrimination in 1952 campaign speeches and State of Union Messages in 1953-55; campaign speeches, 1952, call for end to segregation and discrimination]

Excerpts, etc. from State of the Union Messages, Remarks, Releases, and Speeches by the President re Civil Rights, etc. (2) [1953 speeches, statements re discrimination, civil rights; executive order creating the Government Contract Committee; AMA scholarship program; segregation in Armed Forces; internal security; housing; right to vote]

Excerpts, etc, from State of the Union Messages, Remarks, Releases, and Speeches by the President re Civil Right, etc. (3) [remarks to NAACP conference, 3-10-54, all men created equal; speech to DAR, equal rights; statement re Housing Act of 1954; executive order strengthening the non-discrimination clause in federal contracts; comments on efforts to desegregate federal agencies and District of Columbia; executive order prohibiting racial, political, or religious discrimination in executive branch of federal government]

Excerpts, etc. from State of the Union Messages, Remarks, Releases, and Speeches by the President re Civil Rights, etc. (4) [press release and executive order re President’s Committee on Government Employment Policy; 1955 quotes re equality and the rights of Americans]

Excerpts, etc. from State of the Union Messages, Remarks, Releases, and Speeches by the President re Civil Rights, etc. (5) [remarks re AFL-CIO merger, “rights of minorities;” proclamation for U.N. Human Rights Day, 1955; statement for Bill of Rights Day, 12-14-55]

Excerpts, etc. from State of the Union Messages, Remarks, Releases, and Speeches by the President re Civil Rights, etc. (6) [ 1956 State of Union Message, reference to Blacks being deprive of right to vote in some areas; speech, 4-17-56,
“every American of every race and creed should enjoy equally the rights and privileges of free citizens in a free nation”]

Excerpts, etc. from State of the Union Messages, Remarks, Releases, and Speeches by the President re Civil Rights, etc. (7) [May-Sept. 1956]

Excerpts, etc. from State of the Union Messages, Remarks, Releases, and Speeches by the President re Civil Rights, etc. (8) [Oct. 1956- Jan. 1957; 10-1-56, “equal opportunity;” 10-17-56, “the cause of civil rights;” 10-19-56, “battle against intolerance is to be fought…in the hearts of men;” 11-7-56, “Modern Republicanism,” “advancing standards … regardless…of power, of station, of race, religion, or color;” 1957 State of Union Message urges Congress to enact civil rights program]

Export-Import Bank [biographical data for members of Board of Directors of the bank, Hawthorne Arey, George A. Blowers, Vance Brand, Lynn U. Stambaugh, and Samuel C. Waugh]

Federal-Aid Airport Program, Policies and Procedures [booklet, 10-1-55, p. 20, no Federal-Aid funds can be used to develop facilities for use by separate racial groups]

FBI and J. Edgar Hoover [letter, Roy Wilkins to NAACP officers re National Delegate Assembly for Civil Rights, March 4-6, 1956; article on Emmett Till case, Black liberation movement, U.S. prestige abroad, role of labor and Dixiecrats; editorials question why FBI can’t solve a crime against a Black, quote from Dr. T. R. M. Howard, a Black leader from Mound Bayou, Miss.; 1956, Democrats refuse to act on civil rights; memo re leadership conference on civil rights, March 4-6, 1956; Labor Youth League, alleged Communist affiliate, may try to work through local chapters of NAACP to support national conference on civil rights]

Federal Communications Commission [notes re developments in television]

FEPC Campaign Pledge [clipping, fair employment laws enacted by some states, need for federal legislation, 1955]

Fringe Groups and Publications- Anti-Semitism (1) [list of non-Christian Eisenhower appointments; Common Sense, 4-1-58, warns of Jewish activity in U.S., Walter Reuther a communist; article from American Nationalist claims integration is destroying the Army; article claims Rabb is head of “kitchen cabinet;” Economic Council Letter, 3-15-58, 1954 Supreme Court integration decision and 1957 civil rights law blamed on Jews and Communists; editorial by Gerald L. K. Smith, “the twins of the anti-Christ, Zionism and Communism;” Common Sense, 1-15-58, telegram to the President from the Citizen Councils of Kentucky demanding his resignation, 2nd Gettysburg Address commemorates
fight at Little Rock; unsigned, handwritten letter accuses Rabb of getting Sherman Adams to pressure Eisenhower to send federal troops to Little Rock, an agent of Jewish-Communists conspiracy; Common Sense, 10-15-57]

Fringe Groups and Publications-Anti-Semitism (2) [newsletter from American Jewish Committee, 10-9-57, summarizes anti-Jewish smears appearing in the press, Rabb mentioned; Common Sense, 6-1-57, claims Christ was the greatest anti-Semite; ad warning of the coming “red dictatorship,” due to a Marxist-Jewish conspiracy, Rabb and other prominent Jews are pictured; The White Sentinel, May 1957, newsletter of National Citizens Protective Association, articles critical of the Urban League, integrated housing; leaflet critical of integration, black crime and illegitimacy rates, and the movie, “Island in the Sun;” letter addressed to “Dear Comrade Rabb”]

Fringe Groups and Publications-Anti-Semitism (3) [leaflet, “Are You an Anti-Semite?,” suggests patriotic, Christians are considered anti-Semitic; article suggests NAACP is behind “mongrelization” of South; American Nationalist articles critical of role of Jews in U.S. and integration efforts of NAACP; anti-Israel, anti-British propaganda from World Truth, , Jerusalem, Jordan; clipping, Jewish News, 9-14-56]

Fringe Groups and Publications-Anti-Semitism (4) [article, B’nai B’rith says Nixon is not anti-Semitic for buying house in restricted neighborhood; Jewish News, 9-28-56, southern Jews experience bigotry over segregation fight; The Cross and the Flag, July 1956, editorial by Gerald L. K. Smith claims DDE is puppet of “gang,” which includes Rabb and Adams, anti-Jewish and anti-integration propaganda; Moses to Rabb re vicious publications, includes copy of Common Sense, 5-1-56]


Fringe Groups and Publications-Anti-Semitism (6) [memo suggesting Senator Barrett had fringe publication in his waiting room; National Renaissance Party newsletter, anti-Jewish, neo-Nazi themes; Golub to President re anti-Semitic material of Christian Nationalist Crusade; anti-Catholic newsletter from Herbert C. Holdridge, 7-4-54]
Fringe Groups and Publications-Anti-Semitism (7) [anti-Catholic newsletter from Southwest Freethinkers Association; correspondence re fringe publications; Secret Service forwards fringe publications to Rabb; circular re Communists in government; newsletter, The American Nationalist, 3-25-54, “Key Cabinet Post for Max Rabb,” anti-Semitic, anti-Black material]

Fringe Groups and Publications-Anti-Semitism (8) [The Cross and The Flag, Jan. 1954, brief article on Rabb; pamphlet by Joseph Kamp, DDE to be used by the Anti-Defamation League, reference to Rabb as an “ADL agent;” Common Sense, 9-1-53, DDE was picked by an “invisible government,” anti-Jewish, anti-Black articles]

Fringe, Neo-Fascist Groups [memos and notes discuss meeting re neo-fascist organizations; William F. Tompkins, Assistant Attorney General, to Sherman Adams re activities and publications of Gerald L. K. Smith and Joseph Kamp; report on Neo-Fascist and Hate Groups; memo re federal restraint of group libel; Justice Dept. memo re Gerald L. K. Smith, Joseph Kamp, Conde McGinley, Robert H. Williams]

Golf [score cards from Burning Tree and Woodmont Country Club]

Greek War Relief [notes re collecting funds]

Hammond File-Porgy and Bess [memo of conversation between Rabb and Francis M. Hammond, information specialist and consultant on minorities with the USIA, Hammond comments on “captive loyalty” of Blacks to the Democratic Party, expresses concern that Soviets will use Porgy and Bess visit for propaganda purposes]

Harvard College

Horne, Frank and HHFA [clipping, Housing Administrator Albert Cole allegedly admitted politics was reason for firing Frank S. Horne as racial relations advisor, Sept. 1955; Lester Granger, National Urban League, critical of Horne’s ouster; HHFA memo which seeks to justify eliminating Horne’s position; press release; letter, Horne to Cole, re the elimination of his position; speech by Joseph Ray re minority housing]

Housing Loans [Cabinet Paper, CI-18, 3-2-55, Dept. of Justice report on FHA home improvement and rental housing loan actions, windfall profits]

Immigration Case [deportation case of Leon Zalewski. 1956]

Immigration Hearings, Chron Record [May 11-21, 1953, summary of hearings; memos re steps taken by Rabb on immigration legislation]
Immigration Legislation, 1953-1955 [report by Intergovernmental Committee for European Migration, reference to assisting Jewish migrants from French territories]

Immigration Legislation, 1957 (1) [bill, HR 8123; State Dept. comments on HR 8123, objects to certain provisions; draft statements for President on immigration legislation; memo, Roderic O’Connor to Rabb re immigration legislation, escapees]

Immigration Legislation, 1957 (2) [memo re quota pool provision of Administration bill; notes; chart comparing provisions of Administration bill with four other bills; notes on bills and comments by congressmen; Humphrey immigration bill; provisions that should be included in immigration bill; comparison of Administration bills with Kennedy and Dirksen bills]

Immigration Legislation, 1957 (3) [memo re analysis of S. 2410; comparison of bills; memo re strategy for getting bill passed, possible compromises; notes re Kennedy bill; comparison of Kennedy bill with Keating bill; items to add to the Kennedy bill]

Immigration Legislation, 1957 (4) [copy of Dirksen bill; memo re immigration legislation, May 8; Administration bill, H. R. 4202]

Immigration-Refugees [memo re church leaders supporting immigration legislation]

Imported Lobster, 1953 [proposed bill to prohibit importation of Canadian lobsters; correspondence with John Broidy re lobster trade]

Inauguration, 1953 (1) [schedule; program]

Inauguration, 1953 (2) [invitations, programs, tickets to Inaugural Ball]

Inauguration, 1953 (3) [tickets for Presidents’ stand at Inauguration; invitation to ball; inaugural map; memos re inauguration]

Inauguration, 1957 [schedule for Jan. 19-21; map of parade route; invitation; dress code for Cabinet members attending ceremony; memos re inaugural activities and requests for invitations and tickets; list of supporters to get a letter from the President, Adam Clayton Powell, Jr., Maxwell Abbell (spoke in Jewish areas), Dr. Frederick Patterson (head of Tuskegee Institute); liaison men between White House and RNC for the 1956 campaign]
Integration in the Armed Forces [DOD progress report on integration in the Armed Services, 1-1-55; memo by Sec. of Defense Wilson, 1-12-54, all schools on military installations are to cease being segregated by 9-1-55]

Interstate Commerce Commission [clipping, ICC ends segregation of passengers on railroad cars, buses, and waiting rooms during interstate travel, 12-10-55]

Interview, Aug. 2, 1989 [Refugee Relief Act, 1953; legislative liaison staff; McCarthy; Senator Watkins; Senator McCarran; ambassador to Italy; situation in Italy, 1980s, extradition treaty, military, F-16, terrorism, General Steiner, Col. Oliver North, Pres. Reagan]

Invitations and Events, 1953 [5th anniversary of Israeli independence; Radio Correspondents Association; Twenty-four Karat Club]

Invitations and Events, 1954 (1) [Dec. 17, White House Christmas party; program for ground breaking; speech by Rabb, accomplishments in civil rights; dinner for Queen Elizabeth]

Invitations and Events, 1954 (2) [poem re Rabb trip to western U.S.; speech by Rabb in Chicago, 10-24-54, Administration’s achievements on integration; invitation to travel on the Columbine to Hartford and NYC, 10-20-54; Minnich to Rabb, poem re White House Mess]

Invitations and Events, 1954 (3) [Jewish Tercentenary; Gen. Pulaski Day; Doug McKay, race card for Woodmont Track; note from DDE]

Invitations and Events, 1954 (4) [list of July social engagements; United Jewish Appeal; Jose Greco, Payne to Rabb, Rabb will be mystery guest at benefit; Kinsman to Rabb, critical of President’s tax policy; launching of Nautilus]

Invitations and Events, 1954 (5) [notes re tariff lists; Alfred E. Smith Memorial Foundation Dinner]

Invitations and Events, 1956 (1) [poster advertising political debate between Rabb and Ed. Edmondson, 10-15-56; Elizabeth Arden; Senator Styles Bridges]

Invitations and Events, 1956 (2) [Governor Knight of California; Ambassador of Liberia; P.M. Menzies of Australia, 7-21-56]

Invitations and Events, 1956 (3) [Ambassador Gruber of Austria; Ambassador Makin of Great Britain; Ambassador Eban, Danny Kaye]

Invitations and Events, 1956 (4) [Ambassador Melas, Greece; Senator Hugh Scott]
Invitations and Events, 1956 (5) [Ambassador Brosio, Italy; Washington Home Rule Committee; Ambassador Makins; General McAuliffe]

Invitations and Events, 1956 (6) [Ambassador Eban; National Council of Negro Women; White House Correspondents Association]

Invitations and Events, 1956 (7) [CARE; Cuban ambassador]

Invitations and Events, 1956 (8) [Pres. Sukarno; President’s Committee on Employment of the Physically Handicapped; Italian Minister Ortena; Capitol Hill Club]

Invitations and Events, 1956 (9) [B’nai B’rith; Senator James Murray; Harvard University; Chinese Ambassador Koo]

Invitations and Events, 1956 (10) [ambassador of Japan; synagogue groundbreaking; NBC; Chinese ambassador]

Invitations and Events, 1956 (11) [United Jewish Appeal; Walter Lippman; Netherlands ambassador; Warren Burger to be sworn in as a member of the U.S. Court of Appeals for District of Columbia Circuit; Senator Hugh Scott; ambassador and foreign minister of Spain]

Invitations and Events, 1956 (12) [Secretary of the Treasury Humphrey; preview of movie, “On the Threshold of Space;” British ambassador; invitation to 4th annual prayer breakfast for the President, Cabinet, and national leadership]

Israel and the Middle East, 1953 [Rabb to Kulok, Free Sons of Israel; large ads or flyers re persecution of Arab minority by Jews, refugee problem, Moslem-Christian Association, calls on U.S., UN, Britain to return land to Palestine Arabs; letter from John Foster Dulles to Mark Bortman re his role in the establishment of the State of Israel in 1948]

Israel and the Middle East, 1954 (1) [report by American Zionist Committee for Public Affairs re American public opinion re proposals to arm the Arab states; Abba Eban to Under Secretary Hoover re reducing tension; Breslaw and Held, Trade Union Council and Jewish Labor Committee; resolution re freedom of passage through Suez Canal]

Israel and the Middle East, 1954 (2) [McCaffree to Rabb re rug given to MDE by weavers from Israel, 11-9-54; leaflet accuses Representative Bolton of being pro-Arab and anti-Zionist and urges voters to support her opponent, Chat Paterson; Senators Wiley and Ives support U.S. policy to help prevent aggression against Israel; political ads for Saltonstall and Furcolo in Jewish Times on issue of arms]
for Arabs; campaign ad for Laurence Curtis, supported end to segregation in interstate commerce, restricting anti-Semitic literature, arms for Israel; article re Jewish vote; memo to Rabb re book by Bartley Crum which claims the U.S. made public promises to the Jews and the State Dept. made contradictory promises to the Arabs privately; Rabb to Hugh Scott re U.S. Middle East policy; Senator Scott to President re need for reassurance to Israel and Jewish community in U.S.; press release statement by Vice-President Nixon on Near East situation, 10-21-54; speech by President to American Jewish Tercentenary Dinner, 10-20-54; Sobeloff to Brownell re letter on Middle East that meets State Dept. requirements.

Israel and the Middle East, 1954 (3) [paper on 1951 U.N. Anglo-Egyptian agreement; newsletter, Jewish Telegraphic Agency, 10-6-54; draft of lengthy letter from Dulles to a senator, 10-12-54, re U.S. Near East policies; report re Middle East and political situation in Israel; Harold Stassen; JTA newsletter, Zionist Org. of America opposes U.S. providing arms to Arab states, civil rights]

Israel and the Middle East, 1954 (4) [Lawrence to Rabb re memo by Jewish Telegraphic Agency, 8-3-54, re Bernard Katzen, consultant to RNC for Jewish affairs, and criticizing Rabb for comments about JTA reporting; memo from American Zionist Committee re aid to Israel and Arabs; Bellush to Javits re a Col. Chase who is reportedly being sent to Israel as the U.S. Military Attache, alleges he is pro-Arab and anti-Jewish; memo by Rabb re immediate approach to Israel-Arab problems, 8-23-54; article re Katzen’s criticism of Jewish press]

Israel and the Middle East, 1954 (5) [Bernard Katzen; article in Jewish Advocate claims Egypt hopes to destroy Israel with U.S. arms; Lurensky to Engel, American Jewish Committee, re McCarran-Walter Act; Churchill favors aid to Israel; report by American Zionist Committee, 5-17-54, re aid to Israel, Palestine refugees; memo by Katzen re military assistance to Iraq; publication of American Jewish Congress criticizes Administration for speech by Assistant Secretary of State Henry Byroade to meeting of American Council for Judaism, a group who’s views are opposed by 95% of American Jews]

Israel and the Middle East, 1954 (6) [clippings and newsletter re military aid to Iraq; RNC release re aid to Iraq; letter from Free Sons of Israel re U.S. policy in the Near East and the State Dept. reply; Max Abbell to Rabb, note on California politics and copy of speech by Abba Eban critical of U.S. arms to Arab countries; Kulok to President re aid to Arab countries; American Christian Palestine Committee; memo opposing arms to Arab countries, 1-21-54]

Israel and the Middle East, 1955 (1) [article claims Commander Elmo H. Hutchinson, former chairman of UN Israel-Jordan Mixed Armistice Commission, opposes U.S. support for Israel; speech by Moshe Sharett, Foreign Minister of Israel, to National Press Club, 11-21-55, re acquisition of arms by Arabs a threat to Israel; summary of conversation and notes of talks between Representative
Javits and Israeli leaders, Ben Gurion, Major General Dayan, re Israel’s situation and security]

Israel and the Middle East, 1955 (2) [series of articles Daily Mirror, “Israel: War or Peace ?”]

Israel and the Middle East, 1955 (3) [President to Rabbi Silver re Near East situation; statement by President on Near East situation, 11-9-55; Rosenfeld to Rabb re transportation of North African Jew to Israel; article re Dulles peace efforts in Middle East; John W. Hanes, Jr. to Rabb re statement by Dulles on Arab-Israel problem and U.S. efforts for peace; Nixon sends Rabb a copy of a CIO resolution on defense of the Middle East]

Israel and the Middle East, 1955 (4) [booklet on elections in Israel; articles in Jerusalem Post re U.S. aid to Israel; Perlmann to Rabb re Jews in Rumania who wish to migrate to Israel]

Israel and the Middle East, 1955 (5) [Chayes to Rabb, re Democratic politicians portray Republicans as being anti-Jewish; speech by Simon Sobeloff, Solicitor General of the U.S., comments on racial discrimination, equal rights; Decter to Pres. re polio vaccine for Israel; memo of conference between Fred Lazarus and the President, 3-16-55, re plans for seminar on non-discriminatory practices in employment and question of whether U.S. supports existence of Israel]

Israel and the Middle East, 1955 (6) [report on Jewish community in Lebanon; immigration case; Lambie to Rabb re surplus disposal problems; JTA newsletter re persecution of orthodox Jews in Israel, anti-Zionist group; Prime Minister Sharett statement re Egypt; Jewish Community Council re efforts toward peace in Middle East; execution of two Jews in Egypt]

Israel and the Middle East, 1956 (1) [President’s report to nation on Middle East, 10-31-56; press release, Julius Klein, past commander of Jewish War Veterans, charged the Democrats were exploiting Israel for partisan gain; RNC leaflet attacks views of Truman and Adlai Stevenson on Israel; statement by Major Generals Hilldring and Klein supporting Administration’s Israel policy; lecture by Commander Elmo Hutchison re Israel, pro-Arab, anti-Zionist views]

Israel and the Middle East, 1956 (2) [report by American Zionist Committee re Administration’s policy in Near East; article claims President is blocking arms to Israel; clippings re U.S. arms to Middle East; Human Events, newsletter, contends problem affecting U.S. policy is American Jews and Zionists; Lodge to Stearns re UN resolution on Israeli raid into Syria; Lodge to Rabb re abusive letters from “friends of Israel”]

Israel and the Middle East, 1956 (3) [press release, meeting between President and Prime Minister Anthony Eden, discuss Middle East, joint declaration;
American Friends of the Middle East advocate taking the Middle East out of domestic politics; memo re Israel and Middle East situation by Max Abbell]

Israel-Jewish Matters (1) [U.S. economic and military aid to Israel, 1953-56; letters to the President urging him to strongly support Israel or risk losing Jewish votes, Oct. 1956; article re Arab discrimination against American Jews; draft letter by Hanes re Administration’s opposition to discrimination and prejudice]

Israel-Jewish Matters (2) [Rabb to Pelly, “the United States stands firmly committed to a policy to ensure the independence and integrity of Israel;” Sutta to DDE re Arab discrimination against American Jews, remarks by Representative Multer, Arab campaign against American Jews, State Dept. paper on Arab states discriminating against and restricting American Jews, memos, Rabb to Hanes and Adams re what Dulles has done to help Israel; Brooker to President, critical of policy toward Israel]

Israel-Jewish Matters (3) [Dulles to Reid, discrimination against American Jews by Arab states; Nixon buys house in restricted area which does not allow Jews; Harris to Adams, claims racial problem in South is economic, not social or educational; Jewish newspaper, ADL attacks American Friends of the Middle East for being pro-Arab; ad by Zionist Org. of America; Jewish Newsletter, 2-27-56, Zionists to blame for Arab-Israel problems; Dulles peace plan]

Israel-Jewish Matters (4) [clippings re peace plan; notes re Dulles speech on peace plan for Middle East; memo proposes treaty relationship between U.S. and Israel; Rabb to Adams, recommends Javits for ambassador to Israel; U.S. relations with Israel; issues of Jewish Newsletter, anti-Zionist views; Saltonstall to Lodge re UN resolution; press release on Eric Johnston and Jordan Valley development]

Israel-Jewish Matters (5) [Israel Office of Information, list and description of recent border incidents, statement by P.M. Ben Gurion, 10-19-55; editorial in Jewish Day Journal says Washington listens to Jewish voters re Israel; clippings re U.S. aid to Israel; notes re Javits’ views on Dulles approach to Israel and Arabs; Klutznick to Dulles re aid for Israel]

Israel-Jewish Matters (6) [Dulles meets with Senator Ives, Representative Javits, and delegation of Jewish leaders re aid for Israel; Abbell to Adams re policy toward Israel and Arabs; letters to President from Abbell and Botnick critical of U.S. favoring Arab countries over Israel; American Jewish Congress critical of State Dept. action toward Israel, 10-22-53; Javits to Adams re U.S.-Israel relations, 10-16-53; aid to Israel halted; list of border incidents; memo re recent developments in U.S.-Israel relations]

Israel-Jewish Matters (7) [materials for conference on Middle Eastern development; paper claims State Dept. spokesman, Arthur Gardiner, showed a
strong pro-Arab bias when speaking to House Foreign Affairs Committee; issues between U.S. and Israel, Oct. 1953; statement by Ben Gurion; Eric Johnston sent to Mid East]

Israel-Jewish Matters (8) [speech excerpt by Rabbi Silver; clippings re situation in Palestine, refugee problem; American Zionist Council, booklet on mutual security program in Near East; AZC Bulletin, Soviet Union and Jews, Israel’s 5th anniversary; Kenen to Stephens, Jewish leaders request appointment with President; 1948 and 1949 booklets on Jerusalem and Israel]

Jewish Clippings (1) [articles re Christianity’s debt to Judaism, Renegotiation Act; The Alfalfa Club, 1-22-55 dinner; article on Rabb, “Ike’s Trouble-Shooter;” Rabb attends Sugar Bowl]

Jewish Clippings (2) [Rabb’s appointment as Cabinet Secretary; The Jewish News, 7-23-54 and 7-16-53, preventing Arab-Israel war, German anti-Semitism, Gen. Moshe Dayan visits U.S., Democrats say U.S. is anti-Israel, anti-Semitism in Romania, immigration bill]

Jewish Clippings (3) [Jackie Robinson meets DDE; article on Rabb; The Day-Jewish Journal, articles in Yiddish]

Jewish Clippings (4) [criticism of Dulles’ decision to withhold aid to Israel; B’nai B’rith award to DDE; Walter-McCarran law]

Jewish Clippings (5) [American Jewish Council, article on social discrimination]

Job Bias Meeting [clipping, Conference on Oct. 25, 1955, President’s Committee on Government Contracts and seventy defense contractors, re ending job discrimination]

Lansbury, George [notes and brief biography of Lansbury, member of Parliament, member of British Labor Party, 1859-1939]

Lawrence, Massachusetts (1) [correspondence and booklet on industrial opportunities in Lawrence; Lawrence committee visits Washington; recommendations for federal assistance]

Lawrence, Massachusetts (2) [Herter meets with Lawrence Committee; brief on Lawrence, recommendations for federal assistance; unemployment]

Legislative Liaison [Rabb to Congressman Ray, DOD will inform members of Congress on subjects of concern to them “in a manner best calculated to enhance the member’s standing within his district;” memo re how to inform Republican congressmen of government projects affecting their district without providing
same service for Democrats; Ray to Rabb re Army discontinuing operations on Piers 10, 11, and 12 on Staten Island

Lehman Immigration Bill (1)(2) [Senator Lehman to the President, 8-13-53, bill to revise the McCarran-Walter Act; S.2585]

Lehman Immigration Bill (3) [explanation and summary of S. 2585]

Liberal-Article [“The Liberal’s Responsibility,” by Irving Ferman]

Liberia [Pres. Tubman visits U.S., Oct. 1954, official booklet on Liberia; Rabb to Willis, Tubman visit recognizes Black government modeled after our own; Val Washington to Eisenhower urging him to invite Tubman to U.S.]

Management Handbook for the Next President (1)-(3) [copy no. 37, 8-15-52, by Cootes and McCormick, Inc, chapters on making and executing policies, role of Cabinet, President’s staff, departments and agencies, Congress, the Presidency]

Messages-Requests for & from Organizations (1) [National Council of Negro Women; DDE, statement for Jewish New Year; Roy Wilkins, NAACP; Rabb to Shanley re delegation of Black ministers seeks meeting with President, 5-3-55; Rabb to Whitman, Senator Bush requests President’s autograph on book for Rabbi Morris Silverman]

Messages-Requests for & from Organizations (2) [Clay Claiborn to Rabb and Adams re Negro Republican Club in New Jersey; National Council of Jewish Women]

Messages-Requests for & from Organizations (3) [Columbus; calendar reform; Hebrew University; notes on meeting between Rabb and Archbishop Skrypnyk of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church re immigration issues, former displaced persons in fear of deportation]

Messages-Requests for & from Organizations (4) [message for American Jewish Tercentenary Committee and Synagogue Council of America; Gaines, National Association of Colored Women, to Rabb re conference and visit of Vice-President; Fred Morrow delivers message to National Negro Insurance Association Convention]

Messages-Requests for & from Organizations (5) [Order Sons of Italy, immigration laws]

Messages-Requests for & from Organizations (6) [Wylie to MDE, asks her why hotels in District of Colombia are segregated; Federation of Colored Women’s Clubs; Annual Conference of National Urban League; Hadassah, Women’s
Zionist Organization of America; Morrow to Rabb re panel discussion for NACW]

Messages-Requests for & from Organizations (7) [biography of Jacob Seidenberg, executive director of President’s Committee on Government Contracts; notes and statement by Rabb for MDE on death of Mary Church Terrell, a founder of The National Association of Colored Women]

Messages-Requests for & from Organizations (8) [Jack Poppele, assistant director of USIA; American Legion; National Association of Colored Women]

Messages-Requests for & from Organizations (9) [Republican women’s club with all Black membership; message to Hadassah]

Military Services in Athletic Events [6-30-55, service teams will not participate in any athletic events where teams or spectators are separated by race]

Minority Groups in U.S. [Rabb to Tait re list of main ethnic categories; lists of ethnic newspapers]

Miscellaneous

Miscellaneous Printed Items

Mississippi [articles re attack on NAACP officer and murder of others working to sign up Black voters; editorial call for civil service reform, alleges Black federal employees are kept under a ceiling of GS-4; articles indicate Black voters support Democrats; voting rights; Emmett Till case; memo on civil rights in preparation for 1956 State of Union Message; memo concerning legislative proposals on immigration for 1956; statements on civil rights and immigration for State of Union Message; memo, Morrow to Rabb, re significance of the Emmett Till case to Black Americans, White Citizens Councils, need for Administration to meet with Black leaders; denial of right to vote; Secret Service suggests Communists trying to exploit the Till case]

NAACP (1) [NAACP annual report for 1955, reports on incidents of violence and murder, opposition to integration; Wilkins suggests Blacks should leave the Democratic Party; Rabb to Washington re economic pressure being put on Blacks in the South]

NAACP (2) [Wilkins to President re Till case, violence in the South, “reign of terror,” urges President to act; Wilkins to Humphrey re Black voters not allowed to vote in the Mississippi Democratic primary election, compares Republicans to Democrats; speech by Wilkins, 6-26-55, “The Conspiracy to Deny Equality;” Wilkins speech at memorial for Rev. George W. Lee, 5-22-55, comments on voting rights, segregation, White Citizens Councils; Thurgood Marshall;]
information from Clarence Mitchell re nominee who had applied to join the Ku Klux Klan; Wilkins succeeds Walter White as Executive Secretary of NAACP; report on progress of Black Americans in Washington, DC]

NAACP (3) [correspondence re reasons why the Farmers Home Administration denied loans to Black farmers in Mississippi; Wilkins to Rabb re John B. Wood, nominated to Subversive Activities Board, alleged to be connected to KKK; Rabb to Wilkins re loans to black farmers; White Citizens Councils; Davidson to D.C/Board of Commissioners re integrating the Police Boys Clubs; Tobias to President re situation in Mississippi, economic intimidation of and violence towards Black leaders seeking to promote voting rights]

52 NAACP (4) [press release by Walter White re visit to U.S. by President of Haiti; Wright to President and to Adams re invitation to speak at National Youth Legislative Conference; Rabb to Tobias declines request for meeting with the President and indicates President is “concerned” about the racial violence; Tobias to President, supports appointment of Nelson Rockefeller; memo, 1-10-55, NAACP attacks on HEW and Hobby; Wilkins to Rabb re Walter Lee Irvin case; Davidson re Metropolitan Police Boys Clubs]

NAACP (5) [White sends President copies of editorials commenting on the Supreme Court’s school segregation decision; memo re desegregation by Presidential order, including Navy yards, schools on military bases, the V. A., government contracts, housing policies, and legislative record of 1954 candidates; Tobias to President re passage of bill to end segregation in interstate travel; memo by Marshall re NAACP conference; draft response to NAACP complaint of no Negroes nominated to federal judgeships]

NAACP (6) [Bowles, National Association for Advancement of White People, to President, 1-28-54, opposes integration (note in file, handle “with kid gloves”); Clarence Mitchell, Nov. 1953, NAACP status report on civil rights issues, desegregation on military posts and in government agencies, discrimination in employment, anti-filibuster resolution, anti-lynching bill, amendment to end poll taxes; radio talk by Walter White lists some achievements of Administration in area of civil rights and also things not achieved, suggests anti-civil rights bloc behind the Bricker Amendment to prevent U.S. from signing international agreement on human rights; telegrams from White and Henderson to President urging civil rights measures be included in 1954 legislative program]

NAACP (7) [NAACP press release, 12-3-53, comments on President’s Committee on Government Contracts, fair employment, role of Republican Party, state Jim Crow laws; telegram, White to President, objects to Bermuda as location of conference between DDE, Churchill, and Laniel due to religious and racial discrimination in public accommodations; speech by Sec. of Labor, James Mitchell, re efforts of Administration in area of civil rights, committee on
government contracts; segregation in interstate travel; segregation in VA mental hospitals]

NAACP (8) [speech by Walter White, 6-28-53, administration’s efforts on civil rights, Jim Crow laws, failure to appoint qualified Black Americans to positions, steps President needs to take; note to Rabb from Sherman Adams re Walter White, 3-28-53, “This guy is no friend”]

NAACP Meeting, March 10, 1954 (1) [Walter White, speech and press release, March 1954, school segregation cases, voter registration, McCarthy; DDE speaks to NAACP meeting; notes on DDE’s speech]

NAACP Meeting, March 10, 1954 (2) [memo from Morrow suggests ideas for DDE’s speech; program for conference; Tribbe to Rabb, original Executive Orders prior to 1950 were placed in storage at Roosevelt Library due to Korean War; Morrow to Rabb, 2-15-54, re Negro press, NAACP supports New Deal, need to support black members of Administration]

NAACP Meeting, March 10, 1954 (3) [White comments on Senator Langer’s unsubstantiated charges against Chief Justice Earl Warren; pamphlet on NAACP; article on how it began; progress report by Walter White, Supreme Court decisions, segregation in education, committee on civil rights, integration of armed forces, Hollywood, fair employment practices, labor unions, sports, press, diplomatic and judicial posts, housing, Jim Crow laws, religion; fact sheet on NAACP]

NAACP Meeting, March 10, 1954 (4) [Davidson corresponds with President and Rabb re discrimination and segregation in District of Columbia and military; press releases by Walter, Dec. 1953, William Levitt uses federal funds to build houses but refuses to sell or rent to Negroes, school segregation cases; invitation to President of Haiti]

National Committee Against Discrimination in Housing (1) [speech by George C. Doub, 10-12-56, Administration’s accomplishments in civil rights, Public Housing Administration has not forced integration of public housing projects, role of FHA; Committee, letter to President, 3-2-55, re allowing federal funds to be used to finance segregated housing, Albert Cole sends draft response to Rabb]

National Committee Against Discrimination in Housing (2) [report by Gabel, 6-15-54, re Supreme Court decisions on segregation cases and how they will affect housing, real estate developers show no interest in producing housing with open occupancy; memo, Abrams to Cole, argues for federal funding to build housing for migrants and minorities; Gabel to Cole re conference on July 22, failure of private industry to provide adequate housing for poor, role of government, public housing, FHA; memo on conference on housing policies; memo re federal housing programs and minority group families]
National Community Relations Council (1) [Rabb to Aronson re meeting with Roy Wilkins, role of political gain in civil rights advances, FEPC no longer a key to civil rights program; Aronson to Rabb, critical of Rabb’s insistence that civil rights program not aimed at winning Black vote, Republican Party not consistent on this issue; 1949 article by Aronson re Republican Party not supporting fair employment legislation; Bernard Trager, chairman of National Community Relations Council, endorses DDE’s efforts to revise the McCarran-Walter Act; Jewish Telegraphic Agency, bulletin commends DDE for statements on immigration and ending discrimination in employment; Aronson to Rabb re support for Dirksen bill on civil rights despite opposition of Clarence Mitchell; correspondence re Rabb meeting with the Council, 10-11-53]

National Community Relations Council (2) [speech by Rabb to Council, 10-11-53, efforts of Administration to end discrimination; Isaiah Minkoff; Council press release critical of Senator McCarthy, 7-23-53]

National Guard [Harlow to Persons, 2-2-55, “disturbed by the Defense action on the National Guard in respect to…segregation;” article, “Would South Use National Guard to Defy Integration?”]

National Jewish Welfare Board [DDE given books on Jewish history; Mrs. F. D. Roosevelt, chairman of National Issues Committee, endorses an “American Platform;” Rabb is chairman of government division of United Jewish Appeal]
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National Urban League (1) [memo considering Lester Granger for a post with UNESCO; Robert Dowling, Pres. of the League, states it is a non-partisan organization; Granger endorses DDE’s proposal for a bipartisan commission on civil rights, 1-20-56; case file re Detroit Urban League being considered a subversive organization by the Dept. of the Army, 1940s]

National Urban League (2) [President’s Committee on Government Employment Policy includes two African-Americans; Granger to Rockefeller re resolving racial tensions; Mueller to Adkins, report on League conference, Sept. 1954; Granger to Herter re Nixon speaking to annual conference; invitation to DDE; DDE message to conference; Granger to Brownell, re information that military officers have referred to the Urban League as a “subversive organization”]

Negro Affairs (1) [clipping, Negro Republicans not allowed to attend Lincoln Day dinner in segregated hotel, 2-15-55; Walker to McCardle re no Black members on U.S. delegation to UNESCO conference; Afro-American Cooking and Home Show; memo re inquiry from Indian Embassy re status of Negro in the U.S.;]
Baker to Rabb re Administration’s failure to capitalize on its progress in area of civil rights

Negro Affairs (2) [William Walker, Cleveland Call and Post, to Rabb, critical of approach of RNC and White House toward Black voter, 7-1-54; editorial by Walker re 1954 elections and the Black voter; Baker to Rabb re speech to Philadelphia chapter of Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity]

Negro Agriculture [Smith to Washington, 3-1-54, alleges Negroes are being eliminated from jobs with the Farmers Home Administration during re-organization]

Negro Newspapers & Clippings (1) [Drew Pearson alleges Press Secretary Hagerty pressured Black reporter to stop asking questions about segregation at presidential press conferences; de-segregation efforts; memo re proposed article on the President in a Black magazine; program for convention of National Association of Colored Women, 8-1-54, Rabb was the speaker; Jet, 7-29-54, quotes Rabb as saying DDE had best race record of any president since Lincoln; Black reporter, Louis E. Martin, comments on visiting White House and meeting Rabb and others; service integration]

Negro Newspapers & Clippings (2) [Black Elks will give DDE a “Love-Joy Medal;” columns by Clarence Mitchell re Republican Administration; African-Americans upset over appointment of James F. Byrnes, a South Carolina segregationist, as a delegate to the UN]

Negro Newspapers & Clippings (3) [article claims maids and housemen at White House having to work longer hours and tips from visiting VIPs ruled out by MDE; Val Washington to Stephens re clippings, 6-3-53, no Black appointments to White House positions, Navy Secretary Anderson maintains that racial segregation will continue at Naval shipyards in the South, Republican campaign promises; booklet, “The Republican Party and the Negro,” 1952, published by the Republican Congressional Committee, sections on civil rights, armed forces segregation, political appointments, housing, education; article indicates most Eisenhower staff and cabinet members unaware of racial issues or African-Americans]

Negro Speech Makers

Negro Vote-Political File, Newspapers Items, etc. (1) [Montgomery bus boycott, Ku Klux Klan; articles claims some Black voters switched to Republican Party in 1956 election; RNC press release, 11-3-56, re Negro press supporting Ike; articles allege Black voters “purged” from voting lists in Southern states]
Negro Vote-Political File, Newspaper Items, etc. (2) [Black newspaper supports DDE; article, “What Eisenhower has done for the Negro;” article alleges alliance between DDE and Senator Eastland; Adam Powell’s switch to Republican Party]

Negro Vote-Political File, Newspaper Items, etc. (3) [Afro Magazine endorses Stevenson in 1956; Chicago Defender endorses Democratic Party and Adlai Stevenson; “Black and Tan Republicans of Mississippi” had state committee meeting, 4-20-56; article on Negro voting bloc]

Negroes (Situation in Government Departments) [affect of rising unemployment on Black workers; very few Negroes in higher level government jobs; memo, Hawks to Rabb, William H. Lewis, an Afro-American, was nominated by Pres. Taft to be Assistant Attorney General, 1911]

Pearson, Drew-Columnist [Pearson claims that Rabb pressured Milton Friedman of the Jewish Telegraph Agency re stories on U.S. policy towards the Arabs and questions on immigration at press conferences, April 1955]

Personal-Air Travel (1) [press conference notes, 1-15-58, foreign affairs and domestic issues are listed; recommended revisions in domestic programs; correspondence re private schools for daughters]

Personal-Air Travel (2) [travel expenses; airline tickets]

Personal-Air Travel (3) [travel expenses; airline tickets]

Personal-Biography [brief biographies of Rabb, cover up to 1955]

Personal-Clippings (1) [article, 7-23-54, Rabb tells Rabbinical Council of America that U.S. will continue to give aid to Israel and that DDE has done more to solve the race problem than any other President since Lincoln; RNC weekly news chronology for July 2-16, 1954; clippings re statements by Rabb on civil rights program]

Personal-Clippings (2) [clipping re anti-Semitic, anti-Communist campaign by various fringe publications aimed at Rabb and DDE; Rabb, role on immigration bill; Rabb’s role in assisting Cardinal Stepinac; article with various anecdotes re Rabb, 3-15-53; speech by Rabb to National Conference of Christians and Jews, Feb. 1953, equality of rights and ending segregation; article in Yiddish refers to the “sparkle” in Rabb’s “dark grey eyes”]

Personal-Clippings (3) [Rabb’s family moves to Washington; family home destroyed by fire; award from National Conference of Christians and Jews; position at White House]
Personal-Daily Calendar, 1957 (1) [April 25-June 6; trips to Chicago, New York, and Philadelphia]

Personal-Daily Calendar, 1957 (2) [June 7-July 24; Boston, Harvard Class Reunion; July 11-Maxwell Abbell funeral, Chicago; July 18, “High Point”]

Personal-Daily Calendar, 1957 (3) [July 25-Sept. 13; Aug. 12, Val Washington, Fred Morrow, meeting re civil rights; Bob Hope; Walter Williams; President’s Committee on Government Employment Policy; trip to New York]

Personal-Daily Calendar, 1957 (4) [Sept. 14-Nov. 2; trip to Israel and Europe]

Personal-Daily Calendar, 1957 (5) [Nov. 3-Dec. 31; brief trips; meetings re State Union Message]

Personal-Employment Forms [application for federal employment; request for report of loyalty data; fingerprint form]

Personal-Invitations, Schedules [1953-54; Pres. Eisenhower visit to Boston, Sept. 21, 1953; memorial service for Senator Taft]

Personal-Memberships, Awards [list of awards and citations, 1953-56; list of organizations Rabb belongs to]

Personal-Miscellaneous [article re McCarthyism]

Personal-Mrs. Rabb [luncheon for White House wives, July 16, 1957]


Personal-White House Duties [Drew Pearson describes Rabb’s job, May 20, 1954]

Pitzele’s Report on District of Columbia-Ending Segregation [2-4-53]

Political File (Powell, Pyle, etc.) (1) [Fleming to Powell re position with GSA, assisted by Rabb, Washington, etc.; articles re Adam Clayton Powell; Powell supported Eisenhower in 1956 election; Democrats consider punishing Powell; Alabama bus boycott]

Political File (Powell, Pyle, etc.) (2) [clippings, 1956, re Powell, NAACP, bus boycott, integration, widow of Walter White switches support to DDE for 1956]
Political File (Powell, Pyle, etc.) (3) [Leo Fox, President of Citizens for Eisenhower, to Powell re results of 1956 election; Willis to Adams re Powell campaign and meeting in Harlem, 10-31-56; Snyder, Independent Democrats for Eisenhower, to Rabb re Powell and 1956 campaign; itinerary for Powell, Oct. 29-Nov. 1, 1960; speech by Powell, says Stevenson is slave of “Dixiecrats,” efforts at integration; article by Powell, “The President and the Negro;” posters or flyers for Powell appearances; flyer, “Civil Rights Accomplishments of Ike,” by Powell; Powell itinerary for Oct. 26-27, 1956]

Political File (Powell, Pyle, etc.) (4) [clippings and press releases re Powell campaign efforts; Powell report on Black vote; Thurgood Marshall; Florida bus boycott; Powell’s reasons for backing Ike]

Political File (Powell, Pyle, etc.) (5) [Powell to Eisenhower re press reports that Howard Pyle said in a speech in Virginia that Ike would be less likely to push integration than Adlai Stevenson, objections from Powell and Val Washington, explanation by Pyle; flyer for Powell speech; draft letter indicating DDE’s opposition to discrimination; Powell’s campaign schedule, Oct. 21-31, 1956; Rabb listed as a member of Powell’s advising committee]

Political File (Powell, Pyle, etc.) (6) [poem alleging Ike deal with Powell for his support in 1956; Powell doesn’t attend Stevenson rally in Harlem; article lists senators opposing civil rights and justices for them]

Political File (Powell, Pyle, etc.) (7) [Dr. Fred Patteson, former president of Tuskegee, backs Eisenhower in 1956; articles give reasons for supporting Ike or Adlai; memo by Shanley re Powell’s appointment with the President on 10-11-56, Powell indicated he would support DDE in the election and said he would back the Javits amendment instead of his own; Maxine Douglas visits Rabb; speech by Powell on why he is for Eisenhower, 8-12-56]

Porgy and Bess Show, 1955 [telegram re shipping equipment by C-124 aircraft to Tel Aviv]

President’s Committee on Government Contracts (1) [2nd annual report of the committee, 1954; D. C. transit company ends discrimination in employment policy; responds to complaints re violations of non-discrimination clause; agenda for 3-15-55 meeting; memo re staff review of compliance program; DOD seeks exemption from non-discrimination clause; agenda, 2-15-55; Mitchell to Seidenberg re employment practices at Savannah River project]

President’s Committee on Government Contracts (2) [agendas for 9-21-54, 4-20-54, 2-15-54, 1-18-54; instructions on how to be in compliance with non-discrimination clause; agendas for 12-1-53, 10-19-53, 9-14-53; Walter White endorses the committee; list of members of sub-committees]
President’s Committee on Government Contracts (3) [William Rogers reports on meeting of sub-committee on contract clause revision, 1-15-54; report of sub-committee on liaison with interested groups, 12-1-53; reports and investigations of alleged complaints of discrimination]

President’s Committee on Government Contracts (4) [memo re executive order 10479; background memo by J. Lee Rankin on the President’s Committee on Government Contract Compliance and E. O. 10308; minutes of meetings for 6-21-55 & 4-22-55; executive director’s report, May 25-June 21, 1955]

President’s Committee on Government Contracts (5) [January to March 1955, minutes of meetings and executive director report]

President’s Committee on Government Contracts (6) [D.C. bus company begins hiring Black drivers; statistical resume of complaints, 4-13-54; minutes of meetings for Oct. & Nov. 1954; executive director reports; analysis and recommendations on current complaints, 10-13-54]

President’s Committee on Government Contracts (7) [executive director reports, June-Oct. 1954; minutes of meetings, 7-20-54, report on Chance Vought complaint; report on conference with private and public agencies, 6-16-54; staff procedures for handling complaints; analysis of current and closed complaints, July 1954]

President’s Committee on Government Contracts (8) [minutes of meetings, March-June 1954, 4-20-54, re negotiations with Civil Service Commission over federal personnel practices; executive director reports, Feb. to June 1954; Nixon statement on ending discrimination in employment]

President’s Committee on Government Contracts (9) [minutes of meetings, Oct. 1953 to Feb. 1954, 2-15-54, Lone Star Gas Co. refuses to sign contract with non-discrimination clause; executive director’s report for Dec. 1953 to Jan. 1954, statistics on complaints cases; report on staff field trips; minutes of sub-committee on education, 10-19-53; minutes of sub-committee on liaison with interested groups, 10-2-53; minutes of sub-committee on District of Columbia affairs, 9-24-53; memo re old compliance act by Pres. Truman in 1951; Executive Order No. 10308; Statement by Pres. Truman, 12-3-51; E.O. 10479]

President’s Committee on Government Contracts (10) [a summary of report by the original compliance committee, Jan. 1953; recommendations for presidential action, administrative action, legislation, and non-federal action; list of committee members; proposed operating program or committee staff, Jan.-June 1953; GSA Administrative Order re non-discrimination by GSA contractors, 1-7-54; 9-14-53 minutes of meeting, Rabb reports on situation in District of Columbia; DDE to
Nixon, 9-14-53, re work of committee, “we are called to practice the principles of equality that we preach.”

Presidential Commissions [Kieve to Rabb re suggestions for presidential commission on internal security, civil liberties, and human relations; proposal on civil liberties and democracy]

Presidential Trip, 1955 [arrangements for reception upon return from Geneva, 7-24-55]

Press Clippings, 1953 (1) [White House dinner, 11-17-53; Clarence Mitchell, NAACP, re program to end segregation in schools on military posts; Harry Dexter White Case; Rabb, speech to National Community Relations Advisory Council in Chicago]

Press Clippings, 1953 (2) [articles in Jewish publications regarding Rabb’s job in the White House, Sept.-Oct. 1953]

Press Clippings, 1953 (3) [campaign against segregation in D.C. schools; housing in Toledo; Rabb speech to Council; co-ops in Israel]

Press Clippings, 1953 (4) [Arabs attack Israel; anti-Semitism in Mexico; Rabb is speaker at National Community Relations Advisory Council meeting, 10-11-53; Bernard Shanley]

Press Clippings, 1953 (5) [desegregation progress in District of Columbia; Sec. Mitchell re end to discrimination in federal positions; Refugee Relief Act of 1953]

Press Clippings, 1953 (6) [foreign policy; immigration issue; DDE painting; White House staff; refugees]

Press Clippings, 1953 (7) [inauguration; Common Sense, newsletter, 12-15-52, refers to Rabb as a “Zionist Jew” and a “B’nai B’rith informer”]

Quotations from Speeches (1) [“There is no politics like good government;” notes with quotes by DDE]

Quotations from Speeches (2) [speech by DDE, 6-22-54; speech by Rabb to National Institute of Animal Agriculture, 4-27-54; Administration accomplishments in civil rights in 1953]

Rabbinical Council of America (1) [David Hollander, Pres. of Council; Rabb to speak to Council, 7-20-54]
Rabbinical Council of America (2) [speech by Rabb to Council, mentions importance this Administration places on religious values, other subjects include civil and human rights, anti-Semitism, segregation, discrimination, Committee on Government Contracts, communism, Israel; speech on American Jewish life, July 1954]

Radio and Television Correspondents Assn. [programs for 1954 and 1955 annual dinners]

Refugee Act (1) [U.S. Escapee Program; amendments to McCarran-Walter Act; refugee quotas]

Refugee Act (2) [Iron Curtain refugees; problem with existing refugee programs; statistics on visas to refugees; proposals on immigration policies]

Refugee Relief Program [Edward Corsi, special assistant to Secretary of State for Refugee and Migration Problems; statistics on visa applications under the Refugee Relief Program; report by State Department to the OCB on the Refugee Relief Act, May 1954; copy of H.R. 6481, Refugee Relief Act of 1953]

Republican National Committee (1) [Republican prospects for 1956; some shifts to GOP among religious and nationality groups; Bligh to Washington re support for DDE among Black voters; District of Columbia League of Republican Women continues to exclude Black members, notes by Rabb wondering what he should do or say about it; Wilkins to Washington re need for party to follow DDE on civil rights issue; Howard to Rabb, not a single appointment to a Mississippi Republican, 6-1-55; Garrison to Leonard Hall re Lincoln Day Dinner held in Miami Womens Club, a segregated club; Black guests to GOP dinner were asked to leave]

Republican National Committee (2) [Perry Howard, need for Black voters to support DDE; poll of Black voters in Washington; Washington to Washburn re diabetes disqualifies someone from government service; letters to Washington re Jane Spaulding resignation from HEW; Washington to Rabb re Black minister in Chicago who has supported Democratic candidates; letter re acts of violence and harassment in South]

Republicans of Italian Descent [empty folder]

School Segregation [Harlow to Rhodes re request for legislation to stop federal funding for schools not in compliance with Supreme Court decision to desegregate, compliance up to federal judiciary not the executive branch; Powell amendment to school aid bill; Harlow to Zelenko re federal involvement in school integration; Zellers to Spencer re integration plans for Baltimore and St. Louis schools, 8-3-54; Corning to Spencer, steps to integrate Washington, D.C. schools;
Rankin to Rabb, draft letter for responding to inquiries about segregation;
Eisenhower to Byrnes, 12-1-53, re school segregation court cases and “equal but separate” facilities]

Scrapbook #1, 1953-54 (1) [clippings; Aug. 1952, Rabb represents DDE at dinner for Javits; Rabb’s appointment to White House post; awards and recognition; Rabb criticized for his work on immigration legislation; Emmet Hughes; C. D. Jackson; immigration hearings, Senator Welker refers to “Rabbi Max Rabb;” D.C. Commissioner Spencer visits White House to discuss race relations]

Scrapbook #1, 1953-54 (2) [clippings; DDE visits Boston, Sept. 1953; Rabb accompanies President on trip to Springfield, Mass.; VA hospital segregation; resignation of Secretary of Labor Durkin; Rabb’s role in White House]

Scrapbook #1, 1953-54 (3) [clippings; discrimination ban in D.C.: National Community Relations Council; McCarthyism; Rabb promoted; desegregation efforts in D.C.; fringe publication links Rabb to Communist Party; Drew Pearson, Rabb part of “Palace Guard”]

Scrapbook #1, 1953-54 (4) [clippings; Rabb identified as one of anti-McCarthy group in White House; Rabb, Secretary to Cabinet; Rabb, chairman of Government Division of United Jewish Appeal campaign; background on Rabb]

Scrapbook #2, 1953-54 (1)(2) [clippings; foreign language news clippings with articles on Rabb and White House; Rabb to fly with DDE on Columbine to Boston, 9-21-53; fringe publication; White House staff]

Scrapbook #2, 1953-54 (3) [clippings; Rabb had role in passage of immigration bill; HR 6481 signed 8-7-53; Cardinal Stepinac; DDE visits Boston; White House meeting to discuss segregation; desegregation efforts in D.C.; National Community Relations Advisory Council]

Scrapbook #2, 1953-54 (4) [clippings; Administration approach to civil rights; Rabb participates in Advertising Council conference, 1-12-54; article claims labor leader, David McDonald, working with White House through Rabb; Drew Pearson re Rabb’s role in resignation and rehiring of Jane Spaulding]

Scrapbook #2, 1953-54 (5) [clippings; background on Rabb; White House staff system; fringe pamphlet on ADL book burners]

Scrapbook #2, 1953-54 (6) [clippings; brief evaluations of members of the Eisenhower Administration, including Rabb, by reporters, 4-21-54; immigration issue; McCarthy; Rabb’s role in White House]

Scrapbook #2, 1953-54 (7) [clippings; consumers and national food policy; Rabb gives $4,000 party; Eisenhower Administration and civil rights]
Secretary of the Navy (1) [memo re non-segregated school owned by Navy but operated by Maryland County; Bainbridge School case; Rabb to Thomas re telegram claiming Navy lieutenant a leader of anti-integration elements; Granger to Rabb re Navy stewards are nearly all Negro]

Secretary of the Navy (2) [Lester Granger resigns as consultant to Navy over slowness of integration efforts; Rabb to Hagerty re response to Granger resignation; Daniel to Rabb re Navy resistance to integration; Navy report listing bases which were segregated and then integrated; Powell to President and Mitchell to Anderson re segregation at Navy yards at Charleston and Norfolk]

Secretary of the Navy (3) [clippings and correspondence re efforts to integrate the Navy; Anderson to Granger, 9-4-53; chart on status of segregation at Navy facilities, 8-8-53]

Secretary of the Navy (4) [Granger to Anderson, 7-2-53, critical of Navy resistance to integration; memo, Thomas to President, 6-23-53, re segregation in naval activities; Washington to Persons re concern over letter released to press by Sec. Anderson; Anderson to Persons, 5-28-53, re reasons why some Naval facilities are still segregated; White to Kimball re segregation at Norfolk]

Segregation in Housing [clippings; protests over housing segregation]

Segregation-Interstate Commerce [clippings; federal court bars segregation in southern buses]

Speaking Commitments and Declinations [list of speaking engagements, Jan.-June]

Speech Material (1) [speech by Frederic Morrow, 10-14-57; lecture by Felix Frankfurter on Supreme Court; statement by Rabb on Pulaski Day, 10-3-54]

Speech Material (2) [speech by McCool, “The Government Secretariat Function Today,” 1-10-57; article, “The Native Anti-Semite’s ‘New Look’”; speech excerpt re Jewish religion; poem]

Speech Material (3) [quote from speech by Seaton; speech for visit to Denver; DDE criticized for being too pro-Jewish and anti-Jewish]

Speeches [speech mentions DDE was called a tool of Communists and Jewish bankers in 1952 and describes some of the current hate-mongers, Gerald L. K. Smith, Robert H. Williams, and Conde McGinley and their themes; speech by Rabb, 3-27-55, comments on civil rights, naval yards in South, A. C. Powell; Ike
speech, 10-20-54; schedule for 4-13-53, Rabb speech, 4-13-53, United Jewish Appeal; notes, Wolcott Committee, tanker legislation, using television

Taft-Hartley Act, 1953 [memo on issues, rights, right-to-work laws]

The Vice President (Richard Nixon) [King to Rabb re NAACP and Jewish Community Councils losing tax exempt status; Hyde to DDE re Nixon lives in segregated area that excludes Negroes and Jews; Nixon speaks to B’nai B’rith; job discrimination; Israel bond drive]

United Jewish Appeal (1) [Rabb is honorary chairman of UJA Govt. Division campaign, 1958; 1956, Rabb is chairman of government division; fund raising reports, 1956; agenda & minutes of meeting; program; Quentin Reynolds; Eliezer Avriel]

United Jewish Appeal (2) [UJA objectives; letters, Rabb to agency heads; memo re solicitation by UJA; fund raising report, 1955]

United Jewish Appeal (3) [correspondence re fundraising and publicity]

United Jewish Appeal (4) [program; Nelson Rockefeller; UJA awards citation to Rabb, 4-6-55; contributions from people in different agencies; Rabb to Weeks, letter to department heads; minutes of executive committee meeting and board of directors meeting]

United Jewish Appeal (5) [minutes of meeting; funds raised in 1953 and 1954]

United Jewish Appeal (6) [correspondence and program; list of contacts in each agency; speech by Rabb, 4-12-54; William L. Shirer]

United Jewish Appeal (7) [Rabb to Wilson, letter to heads of departments and agencies, 2-10-54; minutes of meeting]

United Jewish Appeal (8) [agenda and minutes of meeting; funds raised in 1952 and 1953]

United Nations-Suggested Negro, Jewish Names, etc. [memo re coverage of UN by Negro publications; list of Jewish and Negro candidates]

USS Midway-South Africa Visit, 1955 (1) [summary of press reports of visit, Jan. 15-17; Rabb to Smith, thinks visit was beneficial; clippings indicate some segregation rules were relaxed, bi-racial events, minority sailors were still restricted in some areas; Morton to Senator Humphrey re positive aspects of visit, 23,000 South Africans visited the integrated ship]
USS Midway-South Africa Visit, 1955 (2) [correspondence protesting visit, responses by Rabb; State Dept. messages from Capetown re visit, stresses mutual goodwill a result; Naval message from Midway; statement on visit; telegrams protesting visit]

Veterans Administration (1) [VA integration of hospitals meets with opposition in South; resolutions from American Legion posts opposing integration; Halsey to Higley re job discrimination at VA; complaint of racial discrimination by Halsey and report of contacts]

Veterans Administration (2) [Higley to President re completion of program to integrate the VA; Rabb to Congressman Bennett re opposition to VA integration]

Veterans Administration (3) [VA report nos. 2 to 6 on integration, Dec. 1953 to June 1954; Quinn to Higley re integration progress at Georgia VA hospital, concern that employees could face prosecution by state authorities for violating segregation laws; Rabb to Higley, view of Clarence Mitchell on integration of facility where Black employees oppose end to segregation; Adam Clayton Powell to President re remark by J. T. Boone, VA Chief Medical Director, that VA hospitals should follow “local custom” in racial matters; Boone to Powell, 5-18-53]

Veterans Administration (4) [segregation being gradually ended in VA facilities; memo, Boone to Higley, report no. 1, elimination of segregation in VA hospitals, 10-27-53, describes situation in numerous hospitals; Johnson to Rabb re vocational schools training Black veterans may be forced to close; Cobb to Higley re Cobb’s comment that some VA facilities may need to keep some areas of segregation]

Veterans Administration (5) [Higley to Mitchell, segregation in some areas, such as neuropsychiatry, may be necessary at VA hospitals; Mitchell to Higley, 8-7-53, re continued segregation in certain VA hospitals; Carl Gray to Sherman Adams re VA follows “local customs” in some areas in maintaining segregated facilities; Harlow to Rabb re VA segregation problems a “Pandora’s Box;” Gray to Harlow re VA policies re segregation in hospitals, 1946 memo concerning “requirements for colored patients in new hospitals in the deep South”]

Virgin Islands (1) [newsletter, articles on immigration rules and failure of Eisenhower Administration to appoint Black judges; Walter Gordon, appointed as Governor of Virgin Islands; water shortage and disease problem]

Virgin Islands (2) [Farrelly to Rabb re local political situation in Virgin Islands; Rabb travels to Virgin Islands, April 13-20, 1955; Austermann to Adams re criticism of Governor Alexander and efforts by Earle Ottley to demand his
removal; Rabb speaks at dedication of new high school; Organic Law for Virgin Islands

Virgin Islands (3) [Virgin Islands Organic Act, S. 3378; Morrow to Rabb re opposition by Walter White, NAACP, and Black islanders to S. 3378; White to Senator Butler re reasons for opposing Organic Act; Butler to White explaining benefits of new bill, May 1954]

Virgin Islands (4) [House Report No. 1271 re revision of Organic Act of Virgin Islands; S. 3378, revision to Organic Act; speech by Governor Morris de Castro, 3-31-54]

Virgin Islands (5) [report on Virgin Islands to Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, 1954]

Walter-McCarran Act (1) [Italian-American newspaper claims DDE and Stevenson agreed to keep immigration issue out of 1956 campaign; paper summarizing legislation affecting immigration, 1953-56, and bill blocked by Democrats; articles critical of Walter-McCarran Act; quota system]

Walter-McCarran Act (2) [immigration quotas; Adlai Stevenson to James Preston, Jr. re criticism of Walter-McCarran Act, National Origins System, and failure of Eisenhower Administration to enact adequate revisions]

Walter-McCarran Act (3) [immigration quotas; articles in Jewish monthly claim Walter-McCarran Act violates American traditions, comment on job discrimination, Emmett Till case, anti-Semitism; draft statement on immigration for DDE, 1955]

Walter-McCarran Act (4) [memorandum of meeting of B’nai B’rith leaders in Michigan with Senator Potter on subjects of immigration and civil rights; Lindsay to Rabb re draft statement on immigration, 10-20-55; criticism and defense of immigration policy]

Walter-McCarran Act (5) [refugee resettlement problem in Trieste; Scott McLeod to Rabb re proposed modification of quota system; Thomas Dewey to Sherman Adams re State of Union Message should have firm statement on Refugee Relief Act, 9-15-55; list of items to revise in the immigration act]


Washington Hebrew Congregation [newsletter, “Hollywood Jewish News,” June 1955, article on DDE participating in the dedication of temple, editorial on immigration law; Eisenhower’s remarks at the dedication, May 6 1955; article on
historic relations between various Presidents and Jews; staff memos considering DDE accepting invitation to attend dedication

Washington, Val, RNC [clippings, 1955; Washington reports to President re 14-Point Program on civil rights, claims Eisenhower Administration has fulfilled its 1952 campaign promises; Democrats and CIO critical of the report; Washington responds to criticism]

White House [list of wives of White House staff members]

White House-Cabinet Assistants [list with names and addresses]

White House-Jewish Members [list of eight men, 1-27-54]

White House Mess [memo by Beach on use of the Mess room; monthly and daily bills]

White House News Photographers Assn. [program for annual dinner, 3-20-54; Rabb and DDE attend]

White House Staff [article; list of key personnel in executive branch, April 1953]

Zionist Organizations (1) [draft letter to Rabbi Bernstein re mistreatment of Jewish prisoners in Egypt; Kenan to Rabb re attack on Zionists by Gerald L. K. Smith; Brownell speaks to convention of Zionist Organization of America, convention urges defense treaty between U.S. and Israel; theme of convention]

Zionist Organizations (2) [“Bulletin” of American Zionist Council, U.S. policy on Middle East; American Zionist Committee for Public Affairs, report calls for end to Suez blockade, 7-27-54; Zionist District; message to Zionist Organization of America]